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I recently spoke with a chief from a rural volunteer 
fi re department. He told me about the recent death 
of one of his men. As I listened, my mind remembered 
other deaths from other departments when the chief 
asked, “Are you going to write about it?” I thought he 
was asking if I was going to put something in The 
Journal about his department’s loss, but soon realized 
that was not his question. He wanted to know if I was 
going to write about what we can do to stop these 
deaths. He wanted an answer, and he wanted a solu-
tion.

A study was published in March by researchers at 
RTI International. A group of men and women evaluat-
ed “whether the recommendations by the Fire Fighter 
Fatality Investigation and Prevention Program (FFFIPP) 
were being implemented by fi re departments.

“We learned that most fi re departments are aware of 
the FFFIPP and follow its recommendations...the great-
est shortfalls exist in small and volunteer fi re depart-
ments where resources limit the ability to purchase 
needed equipment and prepare fi refi ghters to carry 
out their duties safely,” says Kristina Peterson, Ph.D., a 
senior survey manager at RTI and the paper’s lead au-
thor.

It’s been reported that 100 fi refi ghters in the US die 
in the line of duty each year and another 95,000 are 
injured. 

• About one-third of on-duty fi refi ghter fatalities oc-
cur on the fi reground

• Another one-third of on-duty deaths occur en route 
to or from an incident in motor vehicle and other ac-
cients

• Ten percent of fi refi ghter fatalities take place dur-
ing training

• Other deaths occur while performing nonemer-
gency on-duty activities and at non-fi re emergencies

• More than one-half of all on-duty fi refi ghter fatal-

ties are from traumatic injuries
• About 45 percent of fi refi ghter fatalities are due 

to cardiovascular causes
There are approximately 30,400 fi re departments 

in the US of which 76.2 percent are all volunteer.
Volunteer departments need funding help so they 

can have the equipment they need to keep fi refi ght-
ers safe. It seems they often wait until something hor-
rible happens that makes the news (and then every-
one rushes to provide what was needed all along).

The RTI paper has recommendations that have 
been pinpointed through its research that include 
Incident Command, motor vehicle safety, equipment, 
radio communication, safety on the fi reground and 
fi tness and wellness. Many of these do not involve a 
cost, others do.

Visit www.rti.org/pubs/rr-0008-1003-peterson.
pdf to down load those recommendations. It’s a good 
start in making your department safe and keeping 
your staff healthy.

This issue of The Journal also has many training ar-
ticles you can use for your department. Our writers 
are in the fi eld, using what they teach in these pages. 
David Pease shares his picks concerning water rescue 
products and David Hesselmeyer reviews helmets.

Please enjoy and send me your thoughts and com-
ments to editing@carolinafi rejournal.com. Visit our 
Web site to give your feedback and questions to our 
writers.

Please stay safe.
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By Aaron Peeler

If you’ve ever taken a swift-
water rescue course, you proba-
bly took a long drive on narrow 
back roads to a remote venue. 
You probably experienced 
varying and unpredictable wa-
ter levels, and may have even 
found yourself longing for basic 
facilities like a restroom. Swift-
water training professionals 
have struggled to fi nd areas on 
rivers that provide the basic re-
quirements to fulfi ll their train-
ing obligations. A new type of 

river has emerged that provides 
for all those training needs — 
the artifi cial whitewater river.  

During the last 20 years, as 
Olympic host cities have need-
ed venues for slalom kayaking, 
artifi cial whitewater courses 
have become very popular in 
Europe. More recently, artifi cial 
channels have appeared in the 
U.S., although most of these 
early projects involved modify-
ing natural rivers to improve 
the hydraulics for whitewater 
paddling. For example, the Up-

per Ocoee River in Tennessee 
was engineered and modifi ed 
for the 1996 Atlanta Olympics.    

In 2006, the concept of ar-
tifi cial rivers in the U.S. took 
a quantum leap forward. The 
U.S. National Whitewater Cen-
ter (USNWC) opened its doors 
— and its whitewater gates. 
Located just 15 minutes from 
downtown Charlotte NC, the 
USNWC is a 501(c)(3) non-
profi t facility dedicated to pro-
moting healthier, more active 
lifestyles. This one-of-a-kind out-

door mecca encompasses 400 
acres and has everything from 
mountain biking and fl atwater 
kayaking to rock climbing and 
zipping. But, one step on the 
property and it’s immediately 
clear that the marquee feature 
is its enormous, man-made 
whitewater river.

Over a mile of whitewa-
ter rapids, ranging from Class 
II to IV, stretch through three 
unique channels. Water is pro-
pelled from the 13 million gal-
lon lower pond to an upper 

pond and then feeds through 
each channel with the force of 
gravity. The pump system can 
move 536,000 gallons of water 
per minute — enough water 
to fi ll an Olympic-size swim-
ming pool in 20 seconds — and 
enough to draw whitewater 
enthusiasts of all ages and abili-
ties.

This whitewater course 
doesn’t just satisfy the adrena-
line hunger of whitewater raf-

A new era inA new era in

Swiftwater rescue training facilitiesSwiftwater rescue training facilities

Somewhere, in the back of your mind, 
you know you can count on them.

And, there is a way to support the people who support you— carry an LGFCU NCSFA or 
NCAR&EMS debit card. Don’t wait — help spread the word. Check out ncsfa.com/debitcard 
or ncarems.org/debitcard today. 

You count on your professional organizations, the North Carolina State 
Firemen’s Association and the North Carolina Association of Rescue and E.M.S.

See SWIFTWATER page 6
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The USNWC offers a variety of Swiftwater Rescue Programs 
and Paddle Raft Courses to fit your department’s needs.

USNWC Swiftwater Rescue I, II, and II+
 

 
- Swiftwater Rescue Refresher 
- Swiftwater Rescue Refresher and Intro to Paddle Raft Maneuvers 

USNWC Continued Education Swiftwater Rescue Courses

- Follows NFPA 1670 for Swiftwater Rescue

Rescue 3 Swiftwater Rescue Technician Unit 1

USNWC Boat Maneuver Courses
- Intro, Basic, and Advanced Paddle Raft Maneuvers

For more information: 
rescue@usnwc.org 
704.391.3900
www.usnwc.org

SWIFT     ATER

5000 Whitewater Center Parkway
Charlotte, NC  28214
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 trauma system
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 Charlotte, NC;
 Morganton, NC and  
 Rock Hill, SC

 Excellent safety records

 State-of-the-art medical  
 systems

 Progressive Outreach  
 and Community
 Education Department

When Minutes Make a Difference

800-421-9195
www.medcenterair.com

ters, kayakers and other thrill 
seekers, it is a specialized facil-
ity for swiftwater and rescue 
training. With the ability to cus-
tomize the river’s fl ow and its 
rapids, participants can learn 
the essentials of hydrology 
while scouting, paddling and 
swimming the river.  

The most signifi cant aspect 
of an engineered whitewater 
course is the ability to limit haz-
ards commonly found in natu-
ral rivers (undercut rocks, trees, 
etc.).  While rocks are a prima-
ry element used to create the 
rapids, at whitewater courses 

they are mostly cemented in to 
reduce the potential of foot en-
trapment. In addition to mitigat-
ing river hazards, the USNWC’s 
artifi cial course is ideal for 
simulating the smoother sur-
faces of fl ooded roads. Future 
plans at the USNWC include a 
specialty course in extractions 
from fl ooded cars using a car 
anchored on a swivel to the 
base of the river to simulate ve-
hicle behavior in moving water. 

With the one and two day 
courses, USNWC instructors of-
fer rescue professionals a prac-
tical and affordable way to gain 
confi dence and profi ciency in 
swiftwater rescue.  USNWC of-

fers Rescue 3 certifi ed courses 
as well as its own specialized 
curriculum which includes 
basic and advanced swiftwater 
rescue and paddle raft maneu-
vers.  American Canoe Asso-
ciation (ACA) courses are also 
offered.

For more info on swiftwater res-
cue at the U.S. National Whitewa-
ter Center, visit www.usnwc.org 
or call 704-391-3900, ext 120.

Aaron Peeler has 11 years ex-
perience as a professional river 
guide, working and managing 
crews on rivers from the East to 

West Coast. 
He has devel-
oped and ex-
ecuted train-
ing programs 
for river guid-
ing and swift-
water rescue. 
Peeler now 
manages the 

Swiftwater Rescue programs and 
Youth Programs at the USNWC. 
He is also the creator and owner 
of H2O Rescue Gear, a company 

Swiftwater training in a controlled environment

making 
top-notch 
swiftwater 
rescue gear. 
He can be 
reached at 
abpeeler@ya-
hoo.com or
apeeler@usnwc.org. 

Continued from page 4
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Your Authorized Carolinas Dealer
for ISI and Power Hawk Rescue Systems

Carolina Safety Systems, LLC
866-305-4899 • fax: 866-864-6923 • www.carolinasafetysystems.com

The ISI Viking Z Seven
2007 NFPA Compliant

Financing 

Available

• Easy-To-Use Advanced Control 
   Console
• NFPA Standard PASS Device 
   and Data Logging
• Cylinder Options
• Includes the C4 Power Pack - one
   power source for the entire SCBA
A full selection of cylinders is available, from 
2216 PSI aluminum to 4500 PSI carbon cylinders 
with 30, 45 or 60 minute duration.

RDV
First breath activation

AirSwitch
Switch instantly from

ambient air to cylinder air

• Spring activated for stabilizing vehicles.
• Automatically re-adjusts and locks
• Taller than most step-chocks.
• Lightweight high-strength aluminum.
• Rated for 2000 lbs. max. load.

NOW HIRING Outside Sales andService TechsThroughout NC/SC

Air-Sea Safety & Survival, Inc.
120 Williman Street

Charleston, SC 29403
843.723.2772

www.airseasafety.net
sharvey636@aol.com

Tough Conditions Demand Tough Equipment

Air-Sea Safety & Survival offers a full line 
of safety, survival and rescue equipment 
for the emergency professional.
We handle several brands of rescue boats 
and gear for easy and rapid deployment.
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406-207-2027406-207-2027
www.whitewaterrescue.comwww.whitewaterrescue.com
cody@whitewaterrescue.comcody@whitewaterrescue.com

Setting the Standard for Swiftwater Rescue TrainingSetting the Standard for Swiftwater Rescue Training
The Whitewater Rescue Institute off ers you:

 Swiftwater Rescue Technician Courses.

 NFPA Compliant Technician Training.

 Scenario-Based Education.

 Hands-On Training.

 Customized and Advanced Courses.

Is your agency ready? Let WRI help.Is your agency ready? Let WRI help.
Call today to host a course.Call today to host a course.

As the hurricane and storm 
season approaches, we need 
to evaluate our capabilities to 
perform swiftwater rescues. 
Of course, one major factor is 
your equipment. Do you have 
the required equipment for the 
task, and is it in proper work-
ing order. The next big question 
— “are my rescuers properly 
trained to use our equipment.” 
Having poorly trained folks 
with the best equipment would 
be like having a half million 
dollar fi re engine and no one 
knows how to fl ow water out 
of it. It could prove to be a sad 
and embarrassing situation. So 
let’s look at some ways we can 
prepare our department for wa-
ter rescue.

There are some departments 
that do no water rescue or 
recovery operations, so they 
may feel that there is no rea-
son to worry about training in 
these disciplines. But consider-
ing that you may still be called 
to respond to a water-related 
emergency or recovery in your 
area, does put you at the scene 
and involved, even if indirectly. 
You may be asked to assist with 
dragging operations and pos-
sibly running a recovery boat 
when the operations tend to 
drag on for some time. It is also 
nice to be able to help with 
loading and unloading water-
craft and handling equipment. 
This would be extremely help-
ful if divers have responded to 
help with the recovery opera-
tions. With swiftwater opera-
tions you may be asked to help 
with running lines, moving 
boats, or assisting with equip-
ment. My point is, even if you 

do not respond or perform 
water rescues, you should con-
sider at least some training in 
this area.

Recovery operations are less 
intense but good boat han-
dling skills are essential. To be 
profi cient 
at recovery 
operations, 
it does take 
some skill, 
knowledge 
and train-
ing. Most 
dragging op-
erations are 
done slowly 
and in re-
verse, some-
thing most 
folks are not 
that good 
at. Another 
important 
aspect is be-
ing able to 
effi ciently run search patterns 
on water.

How do you train for this? 
You need a good pond or lake 
to work in, something to sink 
to the bottom, and at least four, 
preferably six, marker buoys. 
Next, have someone sink your 
target object without anyone 
else knowing where it is. He/
she will then give the recovery 
team an approximate location 
of the object and that’s when 
the fun begins.

The team then uses four of 
the buoys to mark a square grid 
for searching. Once the grid is 
established, the next task is the 
slow and tedious operation of 
dragging. This is a slow process 
with little glamour. It especially 

becomes hot and boring during 
the summer months.

You need to train using sev-
eral search patterns, de-
pending on how many 
boats are involved. I 
like the parallel track 

pattern, especially if you have 
additional watercraft.

Some years back we were 
able to recover a brick inside 
a pillow case using this tech-
nique. The brick and pillow 
case are also much smaller than 
a body would be. You can also 
train using rectangular patterns, 
circular and semi-circular pat-
terns. The pattern you choose 
to use will depend on the num-

ber of boats, the size of the lake 
or pond, and other variables 
that need to be factored in. 

Once you cover the grid 
that was marked, you ex-
pand it with the other two 

buoys and begin covering the 
new area.

For swiftwater operations, 
training is much 
more intense and 
physically demand-
ing, depending on 
what your role may 
be. Most think that 
the rescue swim-
mer is the one 
who has the most 
skills, but in reality, 
the boat operator 
has to be extreme-
ly skilled as well. 
When we look at 
swiftwater rescue, 
the challenges are 
more intense and 
the risk is much 
greater. Working 
in, or even around, 

swift moving water can take 

SWIFTWATER RESCUE: Are you ready?
DAVID PEASE — REDS Team

Some of the best
swimmers have lost 
their lives in swift-
water attempting 
rescues. Never
underestimate the 
capability of
moving water. 

See SPEND page 8
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Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd.Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd
High ReHigh Re

Side Scan SSide Scan S

For information on how you can use Side Scan Sonar in your operations   
or to schedule on site demonstrations, please contact MSTL at 804-693-9602   
or jdemille@marinesonic.com. Check our website: www.marinesonic.com

NEW

Simple Topside Unit connects to           Simple Topside Unit connects to           
computer via USB 2.0

Very simple operation

Integrated vector graphics charts

GPS input via NMEA 0183

Ability to generate comprehensive
survey reports easily and quickly

All data relevant to a single search is
stored in a single folder.

your life without the proper 
training and knowledge. Some 
of the best swimmers have 
lost their lives in swiftwater at-
tempting rescues. Never under-
estimate the capability of mov-
ing water. 

As with everything we at-
tempt to learn to do, we have 
to have a starting point, and 
swiftwater is no different. For 
the ones that will be involved 
in the boats, and directly with 
the rescue operations, a good 
basic rafting trip is a good start. 
It teaches you not only boat 
handling in moving water, but 
also teaches you how to read 

the river as well. These river 
guides spend many hours on 
the rivers and have a lot of 
knowledge that can be passed 
on to us as rescuers. Besides 
that, it’s also fun, and who said 
that training can’t be fun some-
times. Work on your paddling 
skills as a group, and work to-
gether in the boats if you can. 
Most places will allow you to 
use your own personal equip-
ment as long as it is rescue 
rated. We have made several 
rafting trips for training and we 
use our helmets and PFDs.

Next, you will need to work 
on your motorized boat han-
dling skills. This can be done 

in some of the rivers, but you 
need to be careful, because it 
can play havoc on your boats 
if you are not familiar with the 
water and its rock hazards. Re-

alistic train-
ing is preferred, but not at the 
expense of your equipment. 
Another option, one that we 
use, is to do your boat handling 
training at the coast. In the 
right spots, this allows you to 
work in currents and in rough 
water. This will 
give your opera-
tors the ability 
to train in waves 
and rough cur-
rents without the 
damage to your 
watercraft. But 
understand, that 
even at the coast, 
you can still dam-
age your equip-
ment. The biggest 
problem we have 
encountered is 
prop damage, 
which is much better than 
putting holes in your in-
fl atables or your rigid hull 
boats. 

You can never get too 
much boat handling prac-
tice. Your crew will be 
relying on your skills and 
knowledge to handle the 
boat in currents and deal-
ing with approaching haz-
ards. Keep them safe.

The rescue swimmers are 
the next folks that need lots of 
training. A big cue here is that 

your rescue swimmers need 
to be able to swim well. This is 
not an area you need to skim 
on. Not only do they need to 
be able to swim, but they need 
to be able to swim in mov-
ing water. Swimmers need to 
be swimming all year round if 

possible. Physical fi tness can’t 
be compromised and must be 
maintained. To train in moving 

Spend a day training outdoors on the river
Continued from page 7

See PLACE page 10
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New Product for Emergency
2-Cycle Equipment

New Product for Emergency
2-Cycle Equipment

2-Cycle Life Saving Rescue equipment needs to start 
the fi rst time, every time. Is your station dumping tank 

full after tank full of old mix every month?

Stop the Waste and Save Your Budget!

50 FUEL is the Answer!

Dixie Sales Company is the proud distributor
of this revolutionary new product.

Visit www.50FUEL.com for complete
product specifi cations then

E-mail us at service@dixiesales.com or

call us at  866-629-6197

to fi nd the local 50 FUEL source in your area.

The only university-sponsored professional development
certificate program designed 
for EMS directors, supervisors 
and training officers!

Classes begin 
in Fall 2010. 
Space is limited!

For details or to register visit
ContinuingEd.uncc.edu

or call 704-687-8900 

UNC CHARLOTTE

EMS
MANAGEMENT

INSTITUTE

Celebrates 

30 years
of serving the

EMS Community
1980 - 2010

water requires that you swim in 
moving water. This means you 
will need to train in swiftwater 
environments while maintain-
ing the safety need-
ed to not jeopardize 
your folks. This is the 
biggest challenge you 
will face in training 
your swimmers. These 
folks will need to also 
work on their victim 
approaches, combat 
swimming, defensive 
swimming and offen-
sive swimming. You 
need to practice basic 
lifeguarding skills in a 
more hostile environ-
ment.

Of course no 
swiftwater training is 
complete without the 
necessary rope train-
ing and skills. This is 
where some of your 
non-swimmers and 
rescuers that don’t want to be 
in the boat or water come into 
play. Rope training can be ac-

complished almost anywhere. 
The emphasis should be placed 
on highlines and traverse lines.

Work on your rope skills and 
when you are ready, it will be 

time to move that training to 
a river or stream where you 
can practice running your line 

across. You need to work on 
several different applications of 
using the lines. You need to be 
able to move watercraft across 
the line, all the way to sending 

a rescuer on the line to catch 
and retrieve a victim — fun 
stuff.

There is a lot of training that 
goes into a truly profi cient wa-
ter rescue team. A one week-
end class will not give you that 
training, nor will doing one 

training a year accomplish 
this.

You need to also con-
sider skill checking your 

folks on a regular basis so you 
will know where their skill 
level is. This should become a 
liability concern on the depart-

ment’s behalf. Having a rescuer 
killed while performing a swift-
water rescue to only fi nd out 
that training was lacking would 
not fare well with the powers 
to be. To lose a rescuer to lack 

of skills, training 
and knowledge is 
unacceptable. 

Take the time 
to train and be-
come profi cient 
at what you 
do. Everyone 
that knows me, 
knows that I am 
all about training. 
You can never 
get too much. 
There are oppor-
tunities out there 
for water rescue 
training. If you 
are having prob-
lems, give us a 
call, we’ll be glad 
to help you out. 

Stay safe and train hard.
If you have any questions or 

comments e-mail David Pease at 
Reds100@aol.com and visit the team 
website at www.RedsTeam.com.

Continued from page 8

Place rope training emphasis on highlines and traverse lines

There is a lot of training 

that goes into a truly

profi cient water rescue

team. A one weekend 

class will not give you 

that  training, nor will

doing one training a

year accomplish this.
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Rescue Sentinel offers instructions and consulting 
services to help make the water in your area the safest 
possible. We specialize in customizing programs and 
services to meet your department needs.

Training Programs
• Basic Life Support                • AED
• Swiftwater Orientation         • PWC
• Rescue Boat          • IRB
• Helicopter Rescue        • Triage
• Dive Team Rescue         • First Aid
• Rescue Board Techniques   • Reach Throw Go

RESCUE SENTINEL

WATER RESCUE TRAINING AND EQUIPMENT

www.rescuesentinel.com
rescuesentinel@aol.com

In previous articles, I have 
gone into great detail about 
standards for rescue, equip-
ment uses, procedures, standard 
operating guidelines (SOGs), 
safety guidelines  — especially 
around water-based and high-
angle rescues and helicopter 
rescue support — and all the 
things a rescuer must know to 
be, well, a rescuer. All of this 
is fi tting and proper. It is how 
we stay alive as we assist our 
victims in a myriad of circum-

stances we encounter. These 
are the “tools of our trade.” It is 
who and what we are.

However, I have also stressed 
the importance of learning to 
“think outside the box” during 
those sometimes very usual, 
even extreme, of circumstances 
that we fi nd ourselves in during 
rescue assistance. Remember 
the article about training rescu-
ers to think on their own, using 
their imaginations along with 
all the “tools” in the rescue tool-

box? I called it common sense, 
along with knowledge, skills, 
and abilities coupled with a lit-
tle physics and hard-earned ex-
perience. That has not changed. 
I have also said that “successful 
rescues come from rescuers be-
ing able to objectively study a 
situation, decide how to accom-
plish the overall rescue, select 
the tools needed,and available, 
and properly apply them in 
such a fashion that your victim 
is SAFELY removed from a situ-

ation of peril or imminent dan-
ger, to one of safety.” 

A good example of this 
would be a Wilderness Ranger, 
way back in the middle of no-
where, faced with a challenging 
rescue with what equipment 
is on his back and what’s in his 
head. What are you going to do? 
You’re going to do your job, the 
best you can with what is avail-
able! 

That may be a bit melodra-
matic, but you get the point. 
In the more localized rescue 
situations, we sometimes just 
seem to maintain “tunnel vi-
sion,” without the ability, or 
leeway, to look at new or dif-
ferent technologies to accom-
plish that rescue safer or more 
effi ciently. Many agencies now 
have come to realize that it is 
okay to let their rescuers use 
their heads in situations instead 
of constantly relying on rigid 
standards.

A good example would be 
departments doing away with 
certain “standard operating 
procedures” (SOPs) in lieu of 
newer, more thought-provoking 
“standard operating guidelines 

(SOGs), which allow for reason-
able, safe applications of equip-
ment, skills and abilities based 
upon the current situations in a 
given rescue scene. This is what 
we all train for: the ability to 
get the job done as safely and 
quickly as reasonably possible. 
It’s called “rescue.”

Substantial fl ooding oc-
curred in the western North 
Carolina mountains this past 
September. There was 15 to 20 
inches of rainfall in 5.5 days. On 
the fourth night of this storm, 
the skies just opened up, dump-
ing over six inches of rain in 
our county in fi ve hours, on al-
ready saturated terrain. Our de-
partment was called out to per-
form extensive neighborhood 
and rural area house searches 
and evacuations during the 
fl ooding. In much of the fl atter 
areas, “backwater” from fl ood-
plains spread into the known 
problem areas, with which we 
have become very familiar over 
the years.

The water averaged two 
to four feet in depth, thus we 
were able to drive our military 

Using your equipment and your imagination
BOB TWOMEY

See USING page 14
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6x6 “deuce” into most areas to 
effect the evacuations. How-
ever, the air temperature and 
dew points began to converge 
as the night wore on, causing 
light fog to develop over the 
fl oodwater, rendering typical 
searchlights and driving lights 
less effective at seeing any dis-
tance. 

In the interest of rescuer and 
passenger safety, I utilized our 
local Helicopter SAR Team’s 
night vision goggles (NVG‘s) 
and FLIR thermal camera in 
the truck to navigate through 
the fog and darkness, accessing 

house after house, street after 
street safely, and with the added 
benefi t of being able to see all 
that was going on around us. I 
could clearly see people, pets, 
livestock, debris, fences, drive-
ways, fl ooded roadways, mail-
boxes, power poles, roadside 
ditches and water currents. Ma-
neuvering the truck forward or 
backward was not a problem. 
In backing, I would focus the 
NVG’s into the rearview mir-
rors and was able to see all that 
was behind me, clearly. I did 
have to ask the rescuers on the 
truck to turn off their search-
lights a few times so the NVG’s 
would work more effi ciently. A 

few comments were circulated 
as to whether my elevator was 
making it to the top fl oor, but 
when we had navigated miles 
of fl ooded roads all night long 
without any incidents, there 
was no question the technolo-
gies worked well for us.

I point out this particular use 
of NVGs and thermal cameras 
in fl ooding to you for several 
reasons. First, if you can train 
effi ciently and properly on the 
use of this equipment — es-
pecially the driving part using 
the NVG system — it allows 
you another “tool in the rescue 
toolbox” to use for rescuer and 
victim safety. Next, it allows 
you to operate outside of the 
traditional way(s) of 
doing things, not for 
the purpose of just 
doing it differently, 
but for doing it more 
safely. 

There should 
always be a reason-
able, logical, realistic 
methodology for do-
ing rescues a differ-
ent way. If there is, 
then try it. If it con-
sistently works safely 
and successfully, you 
should consider this “new way” 
of doing a rescue as a part of 

your SOGs. It is possible that a 
newly adopted rescue method-
ology won’t have a “standard.” 
So what? Some things in rescue 
service don’t have standards. 
But does it work? Is it safe? Re-
member, it’s what rescuers do: 

we learn skills; we apply them 
correctly; we learn to think; and 
we gain and apply experience. 

Then we can remove people 
from peril to safety while giving 
ourselves and our victims the 
best safety margins possible. 

Here is another example. 
Over the last 14 years, our de-
partment has integrated outside 

helicopter aviation resources 
into our search and rescue 

Continued from page 12

Using night vision goggles to navigate rescue
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SEE AIR PAGE 16
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(SAR) protocols. Having had the 
unusual benefi t of skilled com-
mercial and private pilots, who 
have an interest and knowledge 
of volunteers in the rescue ser-
vice, combined with their will-
ingness to be a part of assist-
ing in rescue support, we have 
greatly enhanced our depart-
ment’s abilities to perform SAR 
activities. 

Air support in relation to 
searches is the best example. 
Utilizing a helicopter crew to 
help locate lost persons, com-
bined with the latest search 
management technologies and 
detection probabilities, has 
given us a greater capability to 
fi nd subjects faster, quicker, and 
often much safer for the rescu-

ers. This working relationship 
has given us another “tool in 
the toolbox” to exercise when 
conditions warrant. When state 
resources are unavailable, we 
can have a local resource to 
turn to for assistance.

Were there critics debating 
the validity of adopting this ap-
proach to add to our services? 
Certainly! But again, so what? 
The quality of available outside 
aviation resources was care-
fully observed; the potential 
values and risks were studied 
— remember risk assessment? 
— and the decision was made 
to move carefully, methodically, 
and legally, towards utilizing 
this “non-traditional resource” 
into our SOGs. It has worked 
very well, for years, without fail.

I know there 
are departments 
out there who 
have adopted a 
variety of res-
cue resources 
into their SOGs 
over the years, 
such as trained 
equestrian teams 
or ATV teams 
utilized in lost 
person searches, 
or trained divers 
integrated into 
SAR activities. It 
is about rescu-
ers and others, 
who may or may not be “offi cial 
rescuers,” yet who possess the 
skilled capabilities to help us 
under specifi c circumstances 

in our work. It’s also about net-
working, and fi nding those who 
can provide a needed service 
safely, under ICS systems, as a 
respected “team member” that 
our victims might live to see an-
other day and the rescuers re-
turn home safely, uninjured (or 
worse), and with a sense that 
we made a real difference that 
day. It’s about working through 
the liability issues so preva-
lent in the rescue service and 
society today, because we have 
chosen to utilize an “outside re-
source not affi liated with a cer-
tifi ed department.” Somewhere 
along the way, we — society 
and our legal system — have 
forgotten that there exists those 
individuals who also want to 
try to make a difference and 
who possess the abilities to 
MAKE that difference. It can all 
be so confusing and complicat-
ed, yet, it can be done. 

It’s called thinking outside 
the box. The decision to do so 
is up to you.

Bob Twomey is the current chief 
and founder of the NC High Level 
Extraction Rescue Team, Inc. 
a helicopter SAR team based in 
Transylvania County. He is an 
active member and past chief of 

Brevard Rescue Squad, and has 
been active in SAR for 33 years. 
Twomey is a NC Fire & Rescue 
Commission certifi ed rescue 
instructor. He can be reached at 
828-884-7174 or by email at bt-
womey@citcom.net.

Continued from page 14

Air support  gives rescuers another ‘tool in the toolbox’

Utilizing a heli-
copter crew to help 
locate lost persons, 
combined with the 
latest search man-
agement technolo-
gies and detection 
probabilities, has 
given us a greater 
capability to fi nd 
subjects faster, 
quicker, and often 
much safer for the 
rescuers. 
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As a fi re/rescue instructor, I 
was recently asked this ques-
tion, “In today’s modern fi re 
service, just how much training 
does one need in ropes?”

Profi ciency in ropes and 
knots can help you do one 
thing — overcome gravity. Most 
of what we do is hold, stabilize, 
lift, move or lower loads. The 
answer to our question is in the 
type of service your depart-
ment provides — fi re 
only, fi re and rescue, 
rescue only. In this 
article we will try to 
help explain the train-
ing paths that can be 
explored in one of the 
oldest and most basic 
of fi re/rescue skills, 
ropes and knots.

The great thing 
about our business is 
that there are many fac-
ets to the fi re/rescue/
EMS industry. There 
are so many paths to 
take, a new fi refi ghter 
or rescuer may not even know 
the direction they may want to 

take their career. Initial certi-
fi cations, such as Firefi ghter I 
and II, Technical Rescuer, are 
based on NFPA standards and 
are a great place to start. But, 
one should remember that 
NFPA suggests this as is a mini-
mum standard. The path you or 
your department takes will also 
dictate the type and amount of 
rope training you will need. 

Firefi ghter rope skills
In North Carolina, IFSAC ac-

credited Firefi ghter Certifi ca-
tion candidates are taught 12 
hours of basic ropes and knots 
skills. This covers a minimum of 
eight basic knots, types of rope, 
and care for rope. Also taught 
is how to use various knots for 
hoisting equipment. This is also 
the case with NFPA 1001, the 
Standard for Fire Fighter Pro-
fessional Qualifi cations. Life 
safety rope and rope rescue are 

mentioned but not covered 
in as much detail as the res-
cue certifi cation programs. 

As we progress past the 
basic fi refi ghting skills, 
some of us never progress 
in our rope skills or worse, 
let them fall by the way-
side. A fi refi ghter that has 
mastery of his or her skills 
will train on their rope 
skills just as they would 
train for forcible entry, hose 
streams and ventilation. 
We should be training our 
fi refi ghters to use rope for 
utility, life-safety, RIT and 

emergency egress. 
When used properly a basic 

knowledge of utility ropes can 
make the fi refi ghter’s job much 
easier. We can hoist ventilation 
and or forcible entry tools to an 
elevated work place, tie off the 
halyard of the extension ladder 
and secure the drain of a por-
table “drop tank.” Rope can also 
be used to secure or to help 
control a hose line. As with any 
form of rope work the limits 
to how you can use ropes are, 
skill level, equipment and your 
imagination. 

Rope skills 
used for life 
safety in pri-
mary and sec-
ondary search 
during the 
structure fi re, 
RIT and emer-
gency egress 
should be prac-
ticed often and 
built into our 
training pro-
grams. Life safe-
ty is our number one priority at 
any incident. This is not just a 
skill set for the more advanced 

fi refi ghter, “truck guys” or the 
“rescue gurus.” Departments 
should be developing SOGs and 
training programs to address 
this along with the traditional 
fundamentals of fi refi ghting to 
ensure “Everyone Goes Home.”

Technical rescue
Departments that provide 

Technical Rescue response rely 
heavily on rope rescue skills, 
so it stands to reason that rope 
should be an important part of 

their train-
ing programs. 
North Caro-
lina’s IFSAC 
accredited 
Technical 
Rescuer Cer-
tifi cation pro-
grams follow 
NFPA 1006, 
the standard 
for Technical 
Rescuer Pro-

fessional Qualifi cations. The 
21 hour “general” portion of 
this program covers life safety 
rope, hardware, equipment, 
and no less than 14 knots to 
be used. This class also covers 
basic rigging, anchors and lifts 
and lowers. This is considerably 
more than what is covered in 
the Firefi ghter I and II ropes or 
rescue class. In addition to the 
general section of NFPA 1006, 
chapter six covers the rope 
rescue specialty. The rope spe-
cialty goes into much more de-
tail and covers more advanced 
techniques. Multiple ways of ef-
fecting the same rescue are cov-
ered to give the rescuer more 
options so he or she can adapt 
to most any complex rescue 
incident. 

Most rescue specialties such 
as confi ned space, trench, col-
lapse and swift water rescue 
involve building systems that 
involve rope, so it is recom-
mended that departments who 
perform these types of rescue 
integrate rope skills into their 
training programs. NFPA 1670, 

How much rope training is enough?
JOE MANCOS . NREMT-P

See LEARN page 43

Technical Rescue specialties all rely heavily on 
rope skills.

The key to being profi cient with 
ropes or any skill is practice and 
repetition.
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Spring is here and we are 
going to see more folks on the 
road enjoying the weather and 
traveling, which also 
means more motor ve-
hicle crashes. Now is 
the time to start training 
again in vehicle extrica-
tion — especially before 
the summer gets here 
and it’s vacation time 
and so hot that it’s hard 
to get your folks to train. 
Grab your gear and let’s 
get at it.

Last issue we talked 
about several basic techniques 
that can be used for opening 
a door or skinning a roof for 
entry, using a fl at head screw-
driver and a hammer. This tech-

nique also works for opening a 
trunk, if you had to go through 
the trunk to get to your pa-

tients. Once you practice this 
technique it is actually pretty 
fast.

One of the biggest challeng-
es with hand tools is remov-

ing a door. Since the National 
DOT standard for the latching 
mechanism is 2500 pounds 

minimum, with some cars 
being even higher, it can 
pose quite a quandary. 
You will not break the 
latch loose with a pry bar, 
and you will not break 
the hinges loose, either.

You can remove the 
hinges with a ratchet, 
air impact wrench or a 
cordless impact wrench. 
They actually work pretty 
quickly, depend-

ing on what your 
access to the bolts 
will be. Another op-
tion would be to use 
a reciprocating saw. I 
have successfully used 
a Bosch cordless 36V 
reciprocating saw and 
their rescue grade de-
molition blade and cut 
through a nader pin 
in less than a minute. 
The new Bosch RS35 
would have performed 
even better. It is a new 
corded saw with awe-
some power, one I will 

discuss in the summer issue in 
my “Tools of the Trade” column.

You can also cut hinges, but 
it will take a little longer be-
cause they are cast steel. The 
key is to have a good saw. Even 
more important, have a good 
demolition blade. 

If you run into a situation 
where you cut the nader pin 
but can’t get the door pulled 
back, consider hooking a come-
along to the door and back to 
the frame of the vehicle. This 
should give you the leverage to 

pull the door open enough to 
free your patient. You can also 
use a high lift jack and spread 
the door away to create an 
opening.

Remember, we are looking 
at a vehicle that we typically 
train on, but one that is badly 
crumpled and crushed — the 
door may just not come open. 
Another option would be to 
connect a winch to the door 
if you did not have access to a 
come-along. When using this 
technique, it is extremely im-

EXTRICATION EDUCATION: Back to basics
DAVID PEASE — REDS Team
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portant to make sure the ve-
hicle is secured and stabilized 
so you do not move the entire 
vehicle. Always look at what 
reactions will be the result of 
your actions. 

Our last option would be 

to skin the door. This requires 
more work and time, but could 
be necessary. You have to fi rst 
skin the exterior which can 
be done using an air chisel or 
screwdriver and hammer. In 
this case, I prefer the air chisel. 

Once the outer 
skin is removed, 
you will then have 
to cut through the 
side collision beam. 
This will probably 
be a piece of high 
alloy tubular steel. 
Cutting through it 
will require your 
reciprocating saw. 
Once this beam is 
removed you will 

have to break away 
the plastic interior 
skin. This will not be 
so hard. You can per-
form this entire pro-
cess with a reciprocat-
ing saw, but be careful 
as to where the blade 
penetrates and where 
your patient is located.

Removing the roof 
is a fairly easy task 
when you look at the 
big picture. I always 
recommend you re-
move what is needed 
to get the patient out. 
If you only need to 
fl ap half of the roof, 

See ALWAYS page 22
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then fl ap only half the roof. 
Keep in mind that the roof can 
be removed from front to back, 
back to front, from side to side, 
partially fl apped, or completely 
removed. This leaves you with 
lots of options to consider.

For years it has always been 
taught that you remove the 
front windshield. I think this 
is something that has been 
carried over from old school 
when cars had windshields 
that were set in gaskets. Now 
most vehicles, excluding trucks 
and busses, have windshields 
set with a mastic sealer. If you 
cut across the bottom of the 
windshield and raise the roof, 
the windshield will not fall out. 
This being the case, why not 
just leave the windshield set in 
the A post and go from there. 

When cutting the post for 

removal, not a problem. If you 
are feeling energetic then you 
can use a hacksaw. Let me make 
a suggestion here. Spend the 
extra money and buy a decent 
saw, not one from the dollar 
store. The advantage of a good 
saw is that it will hold up bet-
ter, and, you can put two blades 
in the saw at one time.

Your next question may be, 
why would we do that. Let me 
explain. When you are cutting 
with a hacksaw, the blade is 
only designed to cut one way, 
so depending on which way 
you have installed the blade, 
depends on whether you are 
cutting during the push or pull. 
By placing two blades going op-
posite directions, you can now 
cut while you are pulling and 
pushing. This gives you more 
bang for the buck, or more cut 
for the work. 

Another good, and much fast-

er, method is to use 
that reciprocating 
saw. When possible, 
remove as much of 
the plastic on the in-
side as you can. This 
is twofold. One rea-
son is to expose any 
gas cylinders or seat-
belt retractors. The 
other reason is that 
the plastic tends to 
melt and can gum up 
your blade. Removing 
the plastic is a good 
habit to get into. I 
have heard different 
opinions on spraying 
the blade while you 
cut. Some say it does 
no good while oth-
ers say it does. The 
bottom line is, it does 
cool the blade which 
reduces heat from 
the friction, which in 
turn allows the blade 
to cut longer and 
preserve the teeth. 
The reason for the 
soapy solution is that 
it helps the water to 
adhere to the blade 
longer rather than 
just run off. All I can 
vouch for is that in 
training applications 
it makes the blade 
perform better. It’s 
your call.

Next issue will look at some 
more basic techniques. As I said 
in my last article, if you have the 

equipment use it, but always be 
open to other options, you may 
one day need them. Take care 
and stay safe. See you next time.

If you have any questions or 
comments e-mail David Pease at 
Reds100@aol.com and visit the team 
website at www.RedsTeam.com.

Continued from page 21
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By Michael Smith and
Chad Guillot

(This is part three of a three part 
series on telemedicine.)

ED OVERCROWDING
The problem of ED over-

crowding exists in virtually 
every ED across the country 
and has been exacerbated by 
the downturn in the economy. 
Highly multi-faceted, some of 
its effects include:

•  Long waits in the ED de-
priving needy patients of 
more immediate care, in-
creasing pain and suffering 
and creating patient dissat-
isfaction;

•  Increasing the fi nancial 
burden to hospitals by un-
necessary visits by fre-
quent fl iers and non-payers;

•  A signifi cantly higher cost 
to treat patients than is oth-
erwise necessary;

•  ED staff displeasure with 
EMS for bringing in pa-
tients not really needing 
ED services; and,

•  Lowering of EMS morale 
by unnecessary calls and 
transports — the “EMS taxi 
service.”

One way to address these 
issues is by means of a “treat 
and release” program in which 
patients with minor medical 
problems are treated outside 
the hospital by EMS personnel 
and not transported to the ED. 
While seemingly a simply solu-
tion, this approach is fraught 
with problems related to licen-
sure, liability exposure and re-
imbursement. 

One way to address these 
issues is by means of a “treat 
and release” program in which 
patients with minor medical 
problems are treated outside 
the hospital by EMS personnel 
and not transported to the ED. 
While seemingly a simply solu-
tion, this approach is fraught 
with problems related to licen-
sure, liability exposure and re-
imbursement. 

An EMS telemedicine sys-
tem allows a licensed health 
care professional (physician, 
nurse-practitioner, physician’s 
assistant) to directly oversee 
treat-and-release activities. The 
“virtual presence” provided 
by EMS telemedicine allows 
this person, with assistance 
from the medics, to examine 

the patient in much the same 
way as would be done if the 
patient were in the ED — or 
at a distant health care facil-
ity. By this means, the health 
care professional would truly 
be the primary decision-maker, 
with the medics playing a role 
similar to ED nurses. The con-
fi guration of BR Med-Connect 
allows the distant health care 
professional and the patient to 
freely interact with one another 
making the encounter highly 
lifelike. The remotely controlled 
camera allows the health care 
professional to visualize almost 
every part of the patient, seeing 
with both motion and full color. 

An important advantage of 
the EMS telemedicine system is 
that everything is fully record-
ed, reducing liability exposure. 
In cases where the patient is 
reluctant to go to the hospi-
tal, the “virtual” presence of 
the health care professional 
and the recording capabilities 
provide great advantages. Ad-
ditional savings may be realized 
by using a light truck instead 
of a full ambulance for a treat-
and-release program, as is now 
being done in Tucson Arizona’s 
Alpha Truck program.

With regard to reimburse-
ment, the current systems 
are highly disadvantageous to 
treat-and-release and represent 
a huge barrier to a success-
ful treat-and-release program. 
Although treat-and-release 
would, in all likelihood, repre-

sent a cost saving for any payer 
agency and provide signifi cant 
benefi ts to the ED overcrowd-
ing issue, without proper re-
imbursement, treat-and-release 
becomes a dead issue. In recog-
nition of this, BR Med-Connect 
has already begun discussions 
with payer agencies to try to 
determine how this can be 
done. Time will tell which way 
this goes.

Statistical and fi nancial met-
rics for the effectiveness of 
using EMS telemedicine for 
reducing ED overcrowding are 
simple to do, with data readily 
available from both the tele-
medicine system and the ED 
records. 

The BR Med-Connect
of the future

BR Med-Connect’s manage-
ment team is now working on 
a set of long-range plans for the 
system, focusing on three prin-
cipal goals:

1)  The importance of com-
bining day-to-day EMS ac-
tivities with more special-
ized activities (e.g.: STEMI, 
stroke, disaster response).

2)  Making enhanced EMS 
services available through-
out the entire parish.

3)  Integrating all activities 
into one seamless, fully in-
tegrated system that fully 
merges with the hospital-
based system of care.

An important part of this 

objective centers on the de-
ployment of a highly advanced 
system of interfacility com-
munications, presently under 
development at General De-
vices. This system will extend 
the utility of BR Med-Connect 
by allowing voice, data, im-
ages, reports, etc. to be freely 
exchanged throughout the BR 
Med-Connect network (fi eld, 
ED, PSAP, cath labs, etc.), as 
well as beyond this network. 
Because of its simplicity of use, 
versatility and surety of mes-
sage delivery, this system would 
be used for routine EMS and 
non-EMS interfacility ED com-
munications (e.g.: for locating 
a much-needed surgical tool 
or exchanging information for 
interfacility transfers), as well as 
for non-routine activities (e.g.: 
12-lead report distribution or 
disaster response coordination). 
This system would provide the 
highly fl uid information-ex-
change platform essential to all 
three BR Med-Connect objec-
tives. 

Combining activities
Because of the greatly en-

hanced communications and 
information management capa-
bilities BR Med-Connect pro-
vides, the separation of day-to-
day events and special activities 
virtually disappears.

For example, the same sys-
tem that is used for managing 

A comprehensive EMS telemedicine system

See BR page 24
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ordinary EMS calls is the same 
system that would be used for 
STEMI activities or disaster re-
sponse. This is made possible 
by the integration of advanced 
EMS telemedicine functions 
with commonly used EMS func-
tions. Because of the extensive-
ness of this integration, many 
different needs are met by just 
one system.

For example, whereas BR 
Med-Connect’s image capa-
bilities will not be needed for 
routine calls, when they are 
needed for some special pur-
pose, they are available from 
the same system that managed 
the routine call. Where point-
to-point communications are 
needed for routine EMS calls, 
the same system provides multi-
point communications for di-
saster response activities. This 
same system could also man-
age triage call-tag information, 
patient ID photos, ED status 
reports and syndromic sur-
veillance information. Having 
one system to meet all needs 
insures that the system will be 
available when it is needed and 
people will know how to use it.

A Parish-wide service
Extending BR Med-Connect 

throughout BR Parish would 
mean providing ALL BR ambu-
lances and primary care hos-
pitals with BR Med-Connect 
equipment. Although not inex-
pensive, this cost is compara-
tively low when compared to 
personnel costs, the cost of 
monitors, vehicles and other 
commonly used EMS equip-
ment, and the cost of the sepa-
rate pieces of non-integrated 
ED equipment and systems.

Although as yet unproven, 
there are many reasons to be-
lieve such a system will be cost 
effective, possibly provide sev-
eral cost-saving opportunities 
and also provide a higher level 
of service for the population 
of BR.

The seamless, fully
integrated system

The intrinsic design of BR 
Med-Connect, particularly with 
an improved interfacility com-
munications system, provides 
the means of implementing 
a seamless, fully integrated 
Parish-wide prehospital health 
care delivery system where the 
prehospital patient care record 
may be included in the com-

plete patient care record.
Having such a system made 

available throughout the Par-
ish will help to support and 
improve practices already in 
place, such as disaster response, 
communications for interfa-
cility transports, syndromic 
surveillance, data gathering for 
comparative analysis, counter-
terrorism activities, shared ma-
terials management and many 
other activities. Once such 
capabilities become available, 
there is little doubt that new 
applications will reveal them-
selves.

One can easily envision a 
natural or man-made MCI in-
volving the moment-to-moment 
coordination of multiple EMS 
squads, multiple hospitals, other 
public safety agencies and large 
numbers of casualties and their 
relatives and friends. Consider 
how much better it would have 
been if photos of Katrina vic-
tims could have been quickly 
and easily circulated through-
out all of the involved public 
safety agencies? 

Conclusion
BR Med-Connect is now in 

its infancy, with a fully function-
al pilot program in place and 
its technology is largely proven. 
Without question, BR Med-Con-
nect has a long way to go to ful-
fi ll the full extent of the vision 
of its planners. An immediate 
hurdle involves securing a fi rm 
fi nancial footing, both through 
changes in reimbursement as 
well as securing funding for 
the planned expansion of the 
system. Also needed are refi ne-
ments and protocols for new 
patient care methodologies 
such as stroke assessment and 
treat-and-release. 

It is hoped that BR Med-Con-
nect will fulfi ll the expectations 
of its planners and developers 
and will become a model for a 
paradigm shift in EMS, one that 
fully incorporates all the advan-
tages of modern communica-
tions and information manage-
ment technologies along with 
the latest thinking in prehospi-
tal patient care. 

Michael Smith is president of 
General Devices and can be 
reached at 201-331-7075 or e-
mail msmith@general-devices.
com.

Chad Guillot is EMS Assistant Ad-
ministrator at Baton Rouge EMS, 
and can be reached at  225-389-
5155, or e-mail cguillot@brgov.
com.

BR Med-Connect
Continued from page 23
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What do roadside recovery 
and home delivered grocer-
ies have in common? They are 
both inspiring new approaches 
to prehospital care. The culture 
within the prehospital realm 
has been to treat and transport, 
but it is time we begin to move 
towards treating and discharg-
ing. This will eventually reduce 
healthcare costs by reducing 
transports and overcrowding 
at facilities, for what may be a 
minor condition. The idea of 
bringing the physician to the 
patient instead of taking the 
patient to the physician is noth-
ing new. This just brings a new 
meaning to home visits.

If you examine roadside 
service, the idea is to get the 
customer back on the road as 
soon as possible for a reason-
able price. This avoids a towing 
bill, a delay at a service station 
and hours of frustration. The 
current estimate for roadside 
service is that approximately 
80 percent are fi xed on site. 
Most people’s “emergencies,” 
as prehospital providers well 
know, are not really emergen-
cies. They are aches, pains, 
strains and other minor things 
that can often be treated by 
simple measures — like advice 
or prescriptions.

This realization fi ts conve-
niently with the burgeoning 
of telemedicine. Increasingly 
through the advancement of 
technology, patients can con-
nect remotely to advisors, spe-
cialists and even their regular 
doctors for routine treatment 
of routine problems. Techno-
logical advances could establish 
from a 911 call that a situation 
is not emergent and redirect 
the caller to a toll-free number. 
This would still elicit a respond-
ing paramedic who would have 
the contact with a physician 

within 30 minutes. The para-
medic, and the physician confer 
with the patient and consult 
their electronic health record; 
this proffers a diagnosis and 
course of treatment. Prescrip-
tions can be called in, and the 
patient is spared travel to a 
clinic or hospital and languish-
ing in a waiting room.

Making them go to a physi-
cian inconveniences people, 
but then again that is how they 
make their money. If a friend 
or family member calls a physi-
cian, do you think that they tell 
them that it is impossible for 
them to give them advice over 
the phone, that they would 
have to see them in the offi ce? 
Of course not, they ask them 
pertinent questions and take 
care of their problem. The vi-
sion here is to move forward 
with this concept and provide 
the service that we would want 
our friends and loved ones to 
have. It is almost as good as 
having a doctor in the family.

The implications of services 
like this for EMS could be pro-
found. First, we could prevent 
countless transports for trivial 
problems. Taking care of people 
at home and helping to manage 
patient demand can decom-
press the system. Secondly, and 
less obviously, the remote pres-
ence of physicians could mean 
greater latitude and importance 
for providers in the fi eld.

Emergency Medical Services 
can be a tremendous wasted 
resource. Can you imagine right 
now, how many are transport-
ing people for simple sprained 
ankles? Telemedicine pushed 
into the streets with the tech-
nology available can allow phy-
sicians to actually go into the 

fi eld and take care of people 
with the assistance of paramed-
ics and EMTs. With telemedi-
cine we can go to where the 
people are, fi x their problem, 
provide reassurance and get 
them back to a productive 
state. Telemedicine is a pow-
erful tool for a system that is 
crashing.

Telemedicine is not a new 
technology. It has actually been 
around for years. The technolo-
gy has not received much atten-
tion, until now. With the grow-
ing availability of broadband 
wireless systems, people across 
the country are taking notice of 
a technology that could change 
the entire face of EMS. One city 
with a lot of forward-thinking 
people is Tucson, AZ. They are 
running two pilot programs; 
one is a social service-type pro-
gram, and the other is known 
as the ER Link program. The 
ER Link program places live 
streaming video in the back of 
ambulances that transfers to 
local hospitals and the region-
al trauma center attached to 

the University of Arizona. This 
entire program helps improve 
patient care by allowing the 
hospital to prepare for what 
they see with a trauma patient, 
as well as those that are non-
urgent by allowing appropriate 
screening and disposition by 
paramedics in the fi eld. 

Another technology would 
allow a fi eld medic to wear a 
set of glasses that contains a 
micro-camera that transmits 
through the EMS unit’s radio 
system to a remote location 
anywhere in the world, the 
physician on duty is allowed 
to view the patient. The para-
medic’s glasses contain a micro 
screen that allows the para-
medic to view an on screen 
display of questions from the 
physician without transmit-
ting voice questions over the 
airwaves, follow-up orders can 
be administered and the para-
medic documents the patient 
care electronically and returns 
to service. Imagine the number 
of transports that can be elimi-
nated in both urban systems 

and rural systems with the long 
transport times if just one or 
two transport ambulances were 
converted to Quick Response 
Vehicles with one paramedic 
utilizing these off the shelf 
technologies.

While some of these tech-
nologies seem far from real-
ity, much of the technology is 
already here with the video 
games that are on the market. 
We just have to adapt them for 
real purposes. 

As we continue building on 
technology and expanding the 
scope of practice within the 
prehospital profession, who 
knows where the next round of 
telemedicine will take us.

Dean currently works as one of the 
Assistant Regional Emergency Re-
sponse and Recovery Coordinators 
for the Triad Region of NC through 
Wake Forest University Baptist Medi-
cal Center Trauma Depart. He is a 
faculty member for the EMS Pro-
grams at Alamance Community Col-
lege, and aa paramedic with David-
son County Emergency Services.

What is next in prehospital telemedicine?
BRADLEY DEAN, NREMT-P
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As a rookie fi refi ghter in a 
suburb of Detroit, I was excited 
to get on a truck and “put the 
wet stuff on the red stuff.” I 
quickly realized that the job in-
volved more ambulance work 
than the heroic adventures por-
trayed on the television that I 
watched so intently as a child.

Luckily for me, jumping on 
“the box” was also an adven-
ture. Of the calls we respond-
ed to, about 80 percent were 
ambulance runs. If I remember 
correctly, during my fi rst year 
as a professional fi refi ghter, we 
took approximately 2500 calls. 
Of these calls, we had only one 
large memorable fi re. We did 
have enough CPRs, MVAs, and 
other exciting calls to make the 
job an adventure. No two days 

were ever the same; this was 
enough to make fi refi ghting my 
career of choice. Every run we 
responded to meant someone 
felt they needed emergency as-
sistance and that left me satis-
fi ed after my shift.

As fi refi ghters, we did col-
lect billing information, but we 
were somewhat lackadaisical 
about it, and our documenta-
tion was written mainly to pro-
tect ourselves from lawsuits. We 
received very little training on 
the importance of our docu-
mentation relative to collect-
ing revenue. If the patient was 
coherent and we remembered 
to do so, we would make an 
attempt to obtain insurance in-
formation. We knew that some-
one else would track down the 

information if we did not get it. 
This was our culture. We were 
there to help the patient, not 
go after their money. We really 
didn’t see the importance.

After an injury, I could no 
longer fi ght the occasional 
fi re without putting my fellow 
fi refi ghters in harm’s way. I be-
came a liability and was forced 
to switch career paths. I moved 
on to a private EMS organiza-
tion where I did mostly hospi-
tal transports. Things were very 
different in this environment. 
I was still making a difference, 
only now I was required to 
obtain complete billing infor-
mation and documentation for 
every run. I really struggled to 
comprehend why this was so 
important that a supervisor 
would track me down to re-
trieve the information needed 
to bill the patient. To this com-
pany, billing was (and still is) 
just as important as providing 
patient care — they were in 
the business of medical trans-
portation).

The fact that they were a 
“business” was clearly relayed 
to me, and in turn. we had the 
best equipment available and 
were driven by state-of-the-

art EMS technology. This was 
a direct result of good billing 
practices.

I took calls for the private 
ambulance company for a few 
years but my previous injury 
was further aggravated and 
forced me to move in yet an-
other direction. I took a job 
working with a global company 
that specializes in providing 
accounts receivable and con-
sulting services for fi re depart-
ments. This position bridged 
the gap between the confusion 
that plagued me when my EMS 
supervisor hounded me for bill-
ing information, and the time 
when wearing my fi re depart-
ment badge meant simply an-
swering the call for help. I now 
saw the” big picture” from a 
new point of view.  

Today, I have the opportunity 
to meet with fi re chiefs strug-
gling to maintain staffi ng levels 
while staying current with the 
latest innovations in technology 
to keep their fi re fi ghters safe. 
I meet with EMS coordinators 
who have to balance quality 
patient care, cost of equipment 
and union contractual agree-
ments to serve their residents.  
I can see the piece of the puz-

zle that I was missing as a front 
line fi re fi ghter.

Now that I am able to see 
“the big picture”, I can tell you 
that culture and clear expecta-
tions are the keys to success-
fully utilizing EMS transport 
fees as a tool to fund fi re based 
EMS.  As a rookie fi re fi ghter, I 
was trained to do my best for 
the patient.  I was never trained 
to do best for the patient and 
my employer.  The culture of 
“billing for service” was not a 
clear focus at our department; 
our culture meant wearing the 
blue uniform and badge with 
pride and saving lives.  As a fi re 
fi ghter, I was expected to keep 
the public safe and rapidly 
transport the sick and injured 
when necessary. I worked for a 
great fi re department, with an 
outstanding pay/benefi t pack-
age; the City I worked for is one 
of the more affl uent suburbs in 
the Detroit metropolitan area. 
Times were different then.  To-
day, that department is look-
ing for ways to bring in more 
money, just like most fi re de-
partments in the country. Today, 
fi re departments are looking 
to maximize revenue returns 

Bridging the gap
BOB CARROLL
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Congratulations, you have 
been elected Chief of your vol-
unteer fi re department. Here is 
your white helmet and in many 
parts of our country here are 
the keys to your new chief’s rig. 
To take this scenario one step 
further, there are also many 
departments who issue depart-
ment vehicles to other mem-
bers with chief rank designa-
tions such as Deputy Chief or 
Assistant Chief. Unfortunately, 
when writing an article about 
chief’s vehicles in a national 
publication such as this, I also 
must acknowledge that there 
are many departments who do 
not issue vehicles at all.

With that said it is not my in-
tention to alienate readers from 
those departments. For the sake 
of this article, let’s agree that 
departments that do not issue 
a chief offi cer a vehicle cannot 
do that due to a lack of political 
support, the lack of fi nancial 
resources or the desire to put 
their limited fi nancial resources 
into other more vital areas. In 
these departments members 
still clamp light bars onto their 
roofs, bolt sirens and radios 
under their dashboards and in-
stall antennas on their quarter 
panels. Let’s also agree for the 
sake of this article that most 
departments in that situation 
most likely would in fact issue 
vehicles if they could ultimately 
fund them without taking fi nan-
cial resources away from other 
areas.

In the spirit of full disclosure, 
I must come clean and admit 
that I am a pro-chief’s vehicle 
fi re department board mem-
ber. If you are looking for an 
article that downplays the need 
for these vehicles, you won’t 
fi nd that here. I was actively 
involved in the discussions 
when my department increased 
our chief’s vehicles from two 
to four. While serving as board 
chairman, I wrote our chief’s 
vehicle fl eet management and 
proper use policy.

Chief’s vehicles can be 
a blessing and burden all 
wrapped up into one package, 
but I cannot envision our de-
partment ever going backwards 
and reducing the vehicles we 
issue to our four chiefs. Howev-
er, a well-organized purchasing 
and replacement plan, coupled 
with policies for the appropri-
ate use of these vehicles, can 
keep your department from any 
unnecessary fl eet management 
and public image problems as-
sociated with these vehicles.

This article addresses many 
of the topics from discussions 
that are probably taking place 
in volunteer fi re department 
boardrooms and in community 
corners right now. As the econ-
omy begins to tighten and the 

price of gasoline continues to 
remain high, we as department 
managers and leaders must 
approach each and every one 
of our decisions with a well 
thought out plan. The care and 
feeding of chiefs vehicles are 
no exception.

Perk?
The decision to issue chiefs 

vehicles should be clearly a 
safety and service-based deci-
sion. I also feel that the chief’s 
vehicle is also provided as a 
perk for taking on the added 
responsibility of a chief offi cer. 
Call it what you want, a thank 
you, a benefi t, reward or incen-
tive, nonetheless, chief offi cers 
deserve it. 

In today’s world, where we 
are all busy raising our families 
and working multiple jobs, if 
you get members of your com-
munity who step up and say 
they will do the chiefs job for 
free, I believe the vehicle is the 
least we can do for them. Often 
times the fact that they are vol-
unteer fi re chiefs is the reason 
they may not be able to work 

a second job to improve their 
fi nancial position. The time is 
instead put into the fi re service 
and their community, there-
fore the car eases some of the 
fi nancial burden that may be 
created through their commu-
nity service.

Emergency response — yes 
or no? What most community 
members do not understand 
when they see a shiny SUV 
roaming around the commu-
nity on a Saturday running er-
rands, going to soccer practice 
and hitting a local restaurant 
for lunch, is that in most cases 
the chief driving the vehicle is 
ready for emergency response.

As members of our depart-
ments, or as board members, or 
commissioners, we have to be 
the ones to educate the com-
munity to our needs and how 
the vehicles they see directly 
benefi t them. I recently wrote 
a letter to the editor of a lo-
cal paper in Connecticut that 
had an article in it about the 
removal of take home cars that 
were used by the police and 
fi re chief. My point was simple. 

Do you expect an almost im-
mediate emergency response 
from your chief offi cers at any 
time of the day or night? If the 
answer is yes, then you must 
provide a vehicle. It completely 
defeats the purpose of an emer-
gency response if you have to 
drive to the fi rehouse to get 
the command vehicle then go 
to the scene. The same is to be 
said for the volunteer chief out 
on a Saturday with his or her 
family. The community should 
want those vehicles out and 
visible. The chiefs should not 
be “out of service” just because 
he had to leave the department 
vehicle home and drive his 
civilian car to soccer practice. 
The only time I endorse leaving 
the department vehicle parked 
is when the chief is going to 

an event where alcohol may be 
consumed, and he or she will 
then be fully out of service and 
have no need for their assigned 
chief’s rig.

Leasing
Another reason chiefs vehi-

cles are a good piece of equip-
ment is due to the large amount 
of people leasing cars today 
versus 10 or more years ago. 
When I joined the fi re service 
in 1983 it was almost a badge 
of courage for a new chief to 
have taken the drill and screw 
driver to his car to install an-
tennas, radios, lights and sirens. 
When his term was done all of 
the holes left in his car or truck 
where the emergency equip-

MICHAEL P. DALLESSANDRO

The care and feeding of chief’s vehicles

See I CALLED page 28
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Call ProPac at 1-800-345-3036
Learn More at www.EmergencyTrailers.com.
ProPac • 2390 Air Park Rd. • N. Charleston, South Carolina 29406

ment once was, were then fi lled 
with tub caulk, and there were 
only three colors available clear, 
white and brown. Today, volun-
teers who step up to be chiefs 
cannot turn in a leased vehicle 
with holes all over it and excess 
mileage. Our chiefs should not 
take a fi nancial hit at lease turn-

in so the vehicles we issue can 
reduce that problem. I am also 
sure that most leasing compa-
nies do not expect their leased 
vehicles to be running red 
lights and sirens as part of their 
lessee’s daily use.

In the event of an accident, 
the lessee might get into hot 
water with their lease company.

Professional image
I called the fi re department, 

not Joe’s Pool Company. I had 
this very discussion with one 
of our former board chairs 
when I was promoting increas-
ing the chief’s vehicles we had 
from two to four. One of my 
points was that our members 
come from all walks of life. 

Business, construction, land-
scaping, funeral, and real estate 
are a few of the full time ca-
reers our chiefs have, and they 
drive vehicles that serve their 
personal needs. Our depart-
ments need to issue vehicles to 
our chiefs that serve the depart-
ment’s needs fi rst and theirs 
second.

Our community, like many 
others, is made up of homes 
that range from $50-$100,000 
and new subdivisions with 
homes near $500,000. I am not 
saying people will judge a book 
by its cover, or for this article 
a chief by his vehicle, but I be-
lieve that the professional im-
age and properly organized and 
ready equipment that comes 
from an issued vehicle is worth 
its public image weight in gold. 
Our former board chair feels 
that the caller will be darn hap-
py just see somebody, anybody 
show up in their time of need. 
You decide what image you 
want for your department.

Transferring equipment
Under this heading I am go-

ing to present two different 
types of equipment for you to 
consider. The fi rst type of equip-
ment I will discuss is what I call 
the annual equipment. What 
I mean by that is that in most 
cases chiefs are elected every 
year, or sometimes every two 
years. What happens in depart-
ments where the offi cers do 
not remain intact year after year 
is boards and ultimately taxpay-
ers end up paying for annual 
removal and reinstalls of radios, 
lights and other items from the 
ex-chiefs and incoming chiefs 
personal autos — sometimes 

Continued from page 27

‘I called the fi re department, not Joe’s Pool Company’
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STINGER
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STINGER   RF. . .
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+

New Stinger® RF delivers big water in hazmat
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UNITED FINANCIAL
Thanks to all the Departments
of the Carolinas Fire Service
Who Allow Us to Serve You!

Serving the needs of the Fire Service 
throughout the Carolinas for 24 years

Custom Finance Packages

The United Financial Advantage
• Funding 100% of Project Cost
• Fixed Rates (Full Term)
• Long Term (up to 20 years)
• No Up-Front Points or Fees
• Monthly, Quarterly or Annual Payments
• No Payments for 12 Months
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• Fire Apparatus Finance
• Equipment Finance
• Existing Debt Can Be Wrapped
• We Come to You (No Mail-In Transactions)

828-684-5643
Fax: 828-684-5616
Cell: 828-242-3187
bill@  retruck  nance.com

Alexis VFD Station 
and Multiple Trucks

Valley Hill Fire and 
Rescue Station and 
Multiple trucks

Etowah- Horse 
Shoe FD Station 
and Multiple Trucks

to the tune of a few thousand 
dollars per pop. There is some-
thing to be said for cleaning 
out your personal items, wash-
ing and vacuuming the rig and 
handing the keys to the new 
chief on New Year’s Eve. Done, 
no fuss no muss. The other 
equipment is the department 
issued equipment chiefs are 
expected to have like incident 
command items, EMS equip-
ment, an air pack, fi re extin-
guisher, AED, thermal imager, 
gas detector, etc. This stuff takes 
up a great deal of space in a 
personally owned auto and is 
often dumped on the garage 
fl oor when the car is to be 
used for the family. In a depart-
ment vehicle these items are all 
properly stored and mounted 
and generally do not have to be 
unnecessarily moved around to 
accommodate other passengers. 
This saves wear and tear on the 
department owned and issued 
equipment.

Who should have them? In 
most cases I fully support any 
offi cer who holds the rank of 
Chief of Department, Deputy 
Chief or Assistant Chief having 
a department issued vehicle. I 
know that there are many de-
partments who retain old or 
retired chief’s vehicles that are 
in reasonable condition and 
make them available to safety 
offi cers, EMS supervisors or fl y 
cars, or provide them to mem-

bers attending training schools 
or community events. This is 
clearly an individual depart-
ment decision and should be 
made based on your needs and 
the condition of the retired ve-
hicle. Nobody needs to keep a 
money pit around.

Type of vehicle and
purchasing

The type of vehicle your de-
partment purchases should be 
determined by the board and 
not by the chief offi cers. This 
is the departments vehicle not 
theirs. A standard vehicle type 
should be adopted by your de-
partment. Boards need to take 
the emotions out of purchasing 
chiefs vehicles. While you may 
say it could never happen, you 
don’t want an outgoing chief 
sticking a midsize car to the 
new chief when the outgoing 
one drove a full size SUV.

While I have always person-
ally been a Crown Victoria kind 
of guy, the SUV confi gurations 
are far better suited for what 
we do. In the days when the 
chief arrived and grabbed a 
rubber coat and a portable out 
of the trunk and lit a cigar to 
watch “the guys” work the fi re, 
the Vic or a Dodge Polara was 
probably all that. But for work-
ing chiefs who need commu-
nications and laptops, the SUV 
is the right fi t. Chief’s vehicles 
in most suburban departments 

should last six years. Therefore 
in a department of four chiefs 
you should budget and pur-
chase a vehicle every 1.5 years. 
The chief of department should 
always drive the newest vehicle. 
The remaining vehicles should 
be handed down by rank, pe-
riod. The purpose of this is to 
keep personalities out of this 
process. This process keeps a 
chief, who may not personally 
like an assistant, from sticking 
him with the oldest rig all the 
time. The lowest chief on the 

pole always has the oldest ve-
hicle. Any questions? This “hand 
me down” concept also keeps 
individual chiefs from develop-
ing the “my vehicle” complex. 
Also, in the event you have a 
chief who happens to put a 
great deal of miles on their as-
signed vehicle the hand me 
down process insures that they 
will only have the vehicle in 
their possession for 1.5 years 
and most likely it will then 
move on to the next offi cer 
who may drive less miles.

As far as purchasing goes, 
your department should make 
every reasonable effort to get a 
“best buy” for the people who 
funded the vehicle — your citi-
zens. In most cases you should 
prepare a bid that can be sent 
to many auto dealers to insure 
competition. In some parts of 
our country departments may 
be able to take advantage of a 
state or government bid which 
can sometimes save your de-

See TREAT page 30
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partment thousands of dollars 
off the sticker price. Purchas-
ing used vehicles from depart-
ments that may change vehicles 
more frequently than yours 
may be an option, but buyer 
beware. Most departments are 
getting rid of the vehicle be-
cause their fl eet management 
plan dictates that it has seen 
better days. You may be buy-
ing the vehicle just in time to 

do tires and brakes or majors 
such as transmission or trans-
fer cases. Whenever possible 
buy new, and strongly consider 
extended warranties that cover 
major mechanicals at the time 
of purchase.

As far as options go, I have 
no problem providing chiefs 
with a comfortable modern ve-
hicle with a few extras, but try 
to avoid luxury editions, gold 
packages or (sorry) no Naviga-

tors or Escalades. 

Policies for use
Regarding proper use of the 

vehicles, I must say up front 
that if you are issuing a chief a 
vehicle please allow him to do 
his job. If he is entrusted with 
properly managing your entire 
department, for goodness sake 
don’t micromanage the chief’s 
vehicle to death. Let the person 
use the vehicle. Obviously they 

are expected to be at calls and 
a great deal of them. If you are 
providing the wheels, the fuel 
and the insurance, there should 
be nothing 
holding the 
person who 
has received 
the car back 
from respond-
ing to calls. 
Chiefs should 
basically have 
unrestricted 
use of the 
vehicles in a 
six or seven county area and 
should be able to go out of 
town for fi re department busi-
ness. If the chief’s line of work 
could cause undue damage to 
the vehicle, the chief should 
leave it at home. However, in 
most cases the vehicle should 
be allowed to travel to and 
from the employment of the 
chiefs. In the event the chief 
will be out of town for an ex-
tended vacation or for business, 
the vehicle should be temporar-
ily placed in the hands of the 
individual who will be respond-
ing in said chief’s absence. Also, 
I never feel that a department 
issued chief’s vehicle should be 
seen towing the personal RV or 
boat of the chief. There is a limit 
to what the community will 
tolerate.

The chief’s vehicle can be 
a form of advertisement like a 
bill board or sign. The opera-
tor should think about where 

the vehicle is parked. People 
do take notice of the vehicles 
parked everyday in front of a 
tavern at happy hour or even 
worse in the parking lot of an 
adult book store or massage 
parlor. 

A department chief’s vehicle 
is a tool to enable chief offi cers 
to do their jobs better, safer and 
more effi ciently. This tool and 
perk should be treated with 
respect and great appreciation. 
The vehicle should always be 
clean and set the right example 
for the department, while in 
and out of the public eye. Drive 
it with pride, you earned it. I 
hope this article serves as a tool 
for healthy debate about chief’s 
vehicles in your department. 

Reach Dallessandro at MPDBUS1@
aol.com, or visit www.respondsmart.
com.

Continued from page 29

Treat the department vehicle as another tool for the job

A department chief’s vehicle 

is a tool to enable chief of-

fi cers to do their jobs better, 

safer and more effi  ciently.

www.LeaderNorthAmerica.com « 800-358-6414 « info@LeaderNorthAmerica.com

Leader North America introduces
the fi rst real advancement in PPV
air movement technology in 20 years!

View information on our Technical Search Rescue equipment on our website.

*PPV performance is third-party tested to industry standards. Gas and electric models available.

Easy Pow’Air Technology means greater air 
pressure and more air movement*, more options 
in “set back” distances, more room for  re  ghters 
to maneuver, less noise, and easier set up!
 
Now, experience the performance of much larger 
conventional fans in a Leader ventilator that  ts in 
your apparatus compartment!
 
Contact us today for a demonstration of Leader 
Easy Pow’Air Technology at your department!

Visit us at South Carolina Fire-Rescue Conference, Myrtle Beach SC
and Southeastern Association of Fire Chiefs, Louisville, KY
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VFIS, known for providing more to those who
need it most, is pleased to continue this
tradition with an enhanced Accident &
Sickness policy. Benefits include:

• Lump sum benefits for serious heart
related conditions;

• Disability income payable for up to ten
years if you are unable to perform “your
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• Coverage to help you if you lose your job
as a result of your disability; and

• Financial help if you lose your employer
paid health insurance coverage as a result
of your disability

Protection For
America’s Heroes
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Jay Howell
CODE 3 Insurance Service
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...
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Representing
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We sell Scott, MSA, Survivair, ISI, Interspiro, and Drager. Call us now for 
unbeatable prices and service. All SCBA’s come with current  ow tests. 

Cylinders come with current visual plus and hydro tests.

Trade-In or Sell Your
Used Equipment

We accept trade-ins
or pay cash for your used SCBA’s.

Call us now and receive
the best offer on your equipment.

Largest Inventory of SCBA’s in North AmericaLargest Inventory of SCBA’s in North America
We Sell All Makes and ModelsWe Sell All Makes and Models

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
When you purchase from Atlas Fire & Safety 
you do not pay until after you have received 

and inspected the equipment.

Scott Conversion from (2216 psi)
to (4500 psi) includes  ow test $245.00

Call us for details 866-433-2723

2002 Spec MSA Firehawk SCBA’s only       $1995.00
1997 Spec MSA Firehawk SCBA’s only       $995.00
2002 Spec Survivair Panther SCBA’s only   $1995.00
2002 Spec Scott AP50 SCBA’s only             $1995.00

30-Year
 4500 Carbon Fiber 
Cylinder w/Refurb 

Valve $745.00

30 Minute 2216 Carbon Fiber w/Refurb 
Valve  $570.00
30 Minute 4500 Carbon Fiber w/Refurb 
Valve  $620.00
45 Minute 4500 Carbon Fiber w/Refurb 
Valve  $720.00
60 Minute 4500 Carbon Fiber w/Refurb 
Valve  $790.00

(This is part two of a two part se-
ries on the 10 commandents for pub-
lic safety educators.)

In 1975, James Kidd wrote 
a book entitled, How Adults 
Learn. In his book, he outlines 
10 “commandments” for adult 
educators. In last quarter’s Jour-
nal, we talked about the fi rst 
fi ve commandments. In this 
edition I would like to unpack 
the last fi ve of these words of 
wisdom, slightly paraphrased, 
and apply them to educating 
our fi refi ghters 
and EMS pro-
viders.

6) Thou 
shall not steal 
from any per-
son his right-
ful respon-
sibilities for 
determining 
his own con-
duct and the 
consequences 
thereof.

Obviously, 
we can not 
100 percent 
control the conduct of our stu-
dents. Some students are going 
to act out regardless of what 
we say or ask of them. What 

we can be in control of is the 
consequences of those actions. 
This commandment speaks 
to our classroom discipline 
policy (yes, just like elementa-
ry school). It is very important 
to have behavioral guidelines 
for your classroom. I feel that 
it is just as important to com-
municate those guidelines and 
don’t just assume your students 
know what behavior is expect-
ed. Set guidelines early and set 
the consequences for not fol-

lowing them 
early. The last 
part of this 
command-
ment tells us 
that we then 
have to stick 
to our guns 
when enforc-
ing classroom 
policy. If you 
tell your stu-
dents that 
uniforms are 
required or 
you will be 
sent home, 

then you HAVE to send them 
home when they show up in 
cut-offs and a tank top. The 
same thing applies to gear and 

safety equipment. The conse-
quences of not following the 
rules should be specifi c and 
enforced. If you make a state-
ment like “The fi rst time I see a 
cell phone, no one will be able 
to bring phones to class,” you 
must enforce it. Think about 
your policy statements before 

you make them.

7) Thou shall honor anyone 
engaged in the pursuit of learn-
ing and serve well and extend 
the discipline of knowledge and 
skill.

Our students come from dif-
ferent backgrounds and have 

different levels of experience. 
What this commandment teach-
es us is that if our students are 
in the class to learn, we have 
to respect them from day one 
for that reason. Notice that I 
did not say if they are in the 

10 commandments for public safety educators
TIM WOJCIK — patient care scenarios

See THOU SHALL page 32

We need to respect

 EVERY student who 

comes to our class 

ready and wanting to 

learn regardless of their 

ability to do so or their 

previous experiences.
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class. The commandment says 
that they have to be engaged 
(involved in) the learning 
process. We need to respect 
EVERY student who comes to 
our class ready and wanting to 
learn regardless of their ability 
to do so or their previous ex-

periences. From there we need 
to extend the knowledge and 
skills of every student. That may 
mean that we need to custom-
ize our class a little. We all know 
that too simple or too complex 
of a class will lose students. The 
key is to match students with 
the knowledge and skills that 
they need to feel successful. 

This may not be an easy task 
in a class of 20. Creative group 
assignments, role assignments 
and projects are a great way to 
do this.

8) Thou shall have no univer-
sal remedies or expect miracles. 
Just as every student learns dif-
ferently, there 
will be differ-
ent remedies to 
communicating 
knowledge and 
skills to each 
student. 

Two imme-
diate examples 
come to mind. 
While in para-
medic school, 
I learned the 
“clock method” 
for calculating 
the adminis-
tration rates for certain medi-
cations. While in pump ops 
school, I learned the “hand 
method” for calculating pump 
discharge pressures. While both 
of these methods are valid 
and work quite well, I actually 
fi nd it a bit confusing at times 
to use “short-cuts” like these. 
Not being very good at math, I 
tend to doubt myself if I don’t 
know the actual true formula. 
It’s not that these methods are 
ever going to let me down, but 

in my mind I have to KNOW 
why they work. You may have 
students that are the same way. 
With this in mind, we need to 
be very careful to not teach the 
short-cuts without the knowl-
edge.

My paramedic instructor 
may have done this best by 

teaching us HOW to calcu-
late Lidocaine long hand and 
THEN showing us the short 
cut, ensuring that we could 
use both tools. These are only 
examples. The take away point 
to this commandment is that 
not all solutions will work for 
all students. Don’t be afraid to 
try “out of the box” thinking to 
help them get it!

9) Thou shall cherish a sense 
of humor which may save you 
from becoming shocked, de-

pressed, or complacent.
While for most of us pub-

lic safety instructors it would 
be pretty hard to be shocked, 
it can be quite easy to become 
depressed (discouraged) or 
complacent. We see those two 
all the time and often chock it 
up to an instructor being “burnt 

out.” Which of us re-
ally WANTS to be the 
old burnt out instruc-
tor who could care 
less (complacent)? 
Hopefully, none of 
you raised your hand. 
The way to avoid 
becoming burnt out 
as an instructor is to 
not only maintain the 
ability to laugh, but 
to cherish it. Cher-
ish, cling to and hold 
close to those things 

that can make us laugh, not 
only in the classroom but in life 
itself. Humor is an incredible 
learning tool. It breaks down 
barriers and opens students up 
to all sorts of new concepts. 
Laugh in the classroom — daily. 
Use appropriate jokes, stories, 
videos, whatever. When you 
design your lectures or presen-
tations, purposefully build in 
a joke or comic or something 
else that is humorous. This can 
be as simple as a comic or car-

Continued from page 31

Thou shall cherish a sense of humor...

The way to avoid becoming burnt 

out as an instructor is to not only 

maintain the ability to laugh, but to 

cherish it. Cherish, cling to and hold 

close to those things that can make 

us laugh, not only in the classroom 

but in life itself. 
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toon at the beginning or end of 
your PowerPoint or class pre-
sentation. If you are not current-
ly doing this, try it. I promise 
that you will be amazed at how 
it can change your classroom.

10) Thou shall remember the 
sacredness and dignity of thy 
calling, and, at the same time, 
thou shall not take thyself too 
damned seriously!

Teaching is indeed a sacred 
and dignifi ed calling. Even in 
the Bible, we are told that teach-
ers will be held to a higher 
standard. Paul was talking about 
spiritual teachers, but the same 
applies to those of us in public 
safety. As a teacher, you WILL 
be held to a higher standard, by 
your students, co-workers and 
the public. Expect it and act 
accordingly. Likewise, don’t be 
offended when someone calls 
you out on that. Don’t let it 
make you mad, let it encourage 
you to learn more and do better 
because you ARE the instruc-
tor and they are watching you. 
If you don’t take criticism (or 
the potential for it) as a source 
of encouragement, then maybe 
teaching is not for you and 
that’s ok too. Speaking of criti-
cism, the last part of this com-

mandment is pretty important 
too. You have a serious and im-
portant job to do, but in order 
to survive, you must maintain 
the ability to laugh at yourself. 
Once that ability is lost, you are 
well on your way to becom-
ing the old crotchety instructor 
who is way too burned out to 
care or make much of an im-
pact. I seriously doubt that any 
of you had that listed among 
your career goals.

In this quarter’s edition we 
looked at the back fi ve of the 
Ten Commandments for Public 
Safety Educators. Remember to 
create a classroom discipline 
policy — maybe even involve 
your students. Once that is 
done, it is important that we 
enforce those policies and their 
consequences fairly and across 
the board. We must respect all 
students who come to us for 
knowledge and make every at-
tempt to meet their individual 
needs. Avoid the expectation of 
quick fi xes and solutions that 
will reach every student. Think 
of them as individuals and act 
accordingly. Laugh and then 
laugh some more. Laughter is 
key to avoiding burn out and 
to breaking down those walls 
that prevent our students from 

learning.
My goal is to give you, the 

educator, the tools and motiva-
tion that you need to usher in 
the next generation. If there is 
anything I can do to help you 
with that or if you have any 
questions or comments about 

this month’s article, please con-
tact me.

Tim Wojcik works as an educator 
for the Palmetto Health/University of 
South Carolina School of Medicine 
Simulation Center in Columbia, SC. 
With 20 years of public safety experi-
ence behind him, Wojcik’s major fo-

cus is the use of high tech/high fi del-
ity simulation to train pre-hospital 
providers. He continues to serve as a 
Firefi ghter/Paramedic with the Lex-
ington County (SC) Department of 
Public Safety. For more information 
visit http://tawojcik.tripod.com.

to keep staffi ng levels at par and maintain modern appara-
tus and gear.  As a fi refi ghter you train hard to be the best at 
what you do.  You do revolution after revolution, practice 
extrication, and learn new life saving techniques.  Good 
documentation and billing techniques should be practiced 
too.   The end result directly affects you!

Bob Carroll has 12 years of experience as a fi refi ghter. Currently, 
he works as a business development coordinator for Parastar, Inc, of 
Southfi eld, MI. Parastar specializes in assisting fi re departments and 
EMS organizations to achieve best practices with EMS services, out-
sourced billing and high performance EMS systems. For more infor-
mation call 248-304-6099 or e-mail bcarroll@parastar.net.

Bridging the gap
Continued from page 26
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Multi-media recording for Fire, EMS and 
Rescue applications.

2010 - 2011 

FIRE &
RESCUE
MANAGEMENT

INSTITUTE

For details or to register visit
ContinuingEd.uncc.edu

or call 704-687-8900 

A premier training opportunity for administrators,
training officers, directors and future leaders in fire 
and rescue with the highest level of instruction!

Fall 2010: The institute includes a vast range of
professional development 
classes designed to enable 
participants to develop 
and hone management 
and leadership skills.

Space is limited!

The North Carolina State 
Firemen’s Association will hold 
the 123rd Annual Conference 
and the South Atlantic Fire Res-
cue Expo August 11-14, 2010 at 
the Raleigh Convention Center.

A variety of workshops and 
hands on training will be of-

fered from some of today’s 
top names in the fi re service 
— John Sullivan, 
Ron Coleman, Dave 
Dodson,and Tim 
Sendelbach to name 
a few.

Attendees will have the op-

portunity to participate in vari-
ous workshops and make their 

way down to the 
vendor fl oor where 
the South Atlantic 
Fire Rescue Expo 
will be held. The 

150,000 square feet of vendor 

space will be wall-to-wall with 
fi re related items sure to cap-
ture everyone’s interest. In 
fact, this is the largest fi re re-
lated expo in the Southeast!

Our biggest announcement 
for the conference and expo 
this year is that Randy Man-
tooth, Johnny Gage from the 
TV’s Emergency!, will be, not 
only our keynote speaker, but 
will also be available to sign 
autographs and pose for pho-
tos with his fans.

Visit Randy’s web site at www.
RandolphMantooth.com.

Attendance at the 2009 con-
ference and South Atlantic Fire 
Rescue Expo more than dou-

bled from 2008 and our hope 
is to double that number again 
this year. Wes Greene, Chief of 
Mooresville FD and President 

of NCSFA, has been encourag-
ing our members to “Get En-

gaged” in 2010. Part of what 
that means is coming to the 
conference! If everyone who 
attended in 2009 brings just 

one more person 
with them this Au-
gust, we can easily 
meet our goal.  

We are really ex-
cited about the 2010 
conference and expo. 
Join us and see what 
everyone has been 
talking about. For 

more information please visit www.
ncsfa.com or www.southatlanticfi r-
erescueexpo.com. 

Special guest star at South Atlantic Expo

Randy Mantooth, Johnny Gage from 
TV’s Emergency! will be the keynote 
speaker.
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South Atlantic FIRE RESCUE Expo

2010: GET ENGAGED!2010: GET ENGAGED!

South Atlantic FIRE RESCUE Expo
August 11-14, 2010   |   Annual Conference and Expo   |   Raleigh Convention Center
southatlanticfirerescue.com
North Carolina State Firemen’s Association

Raleigh Firefighter Kristin Higgins. Lee Wilson photo.
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By Carr Boyd and
Rob Cannon

The evolution of the pub-
lic sector and the limitations 
of scarce resources increas-
ingly require fi re departments 
to provide more with less. The 
unintended side effect of this 
situation is that as fi re service 
practitioners are overloaded 
with more responsibilities and 
tasks to maintain profi ciency, 
the probability of error, ineffi -
ciency, and undesired outcomes 
rises. The human organism can 
be profi cient in only so many 
things.

As Malcolm Gladwell ex-
plains in his book, Outliers: The 
Story of Success, the average 
person requires about 10,000 

hours of study and practi-
cal experience to become an 
expert at any one specialty. If 
these numbers are extrapolated 
based on the primary disci-
plines for which fi refi ghters are 
expected to maintain profi -
ciency (fi re suppression, rescue, 
EMS, etc.), the average fi refi ght-
er will retire well before he or 
she can become a skilled practi-
tioner.

Why CRM training? 
The reality is that even the 

most capable people only ever 
master one or two things at an 
expert level during their life-
time. In addition, the limitations 
of individual decision-making 
capabilities become more pro-

nounced as stress increases. 
Therefore, not only are individ-
uals limited when overloaded 
with information, but their abil-
ity to then manage that infor-
mation and make good deci-
sions further regresses under 
conditions of stress, which are 
common in the environments 
to which fi refi ghters are fre-
quently exposed.

The implications for the fi re 
service are that as individuals 
we are susceptible to errors 
and ineffective service deliv-
ery that can only be overcome 
by facilitating highly effective 
teams, as “teamwork lowers 
tasks complexity,” says K.E. We-
ick in The Vulnerable System: 
An Analysis of the Tenerife Air 
Disaster.  

The airline industry, which 
struggled for decades to re-
duce crashes caused by pilot 
error, developed a highly ef-
fective training program, crew 

resource management, aimed 
at reducing the incidents of hu-
man error in the cockpit. This 
program is particularly applica-
ble to the fi re service.

Like the fi re service, the 
airline industry is hierarchical 
with a culture that insists on 
deference to higher ranking or 
more senior personnel.  Many 
airline crashes, where the cause 
was deemed human error, have 
been attributed to this culture, 
where subordinate fl ight crew 
members showed great defer-
ence to the captain, rather than 
making their concerns known.

This was evident in the crash 
of a DC-8 bound for Portland, 
Oregon in 1978 with 173 peo-
ple on board. While approach-
ing the runway, an indicator 
light warned that the front 
wheels were not locked into 
place. The captain had the crew 
check the fuses, replace the 
warning light, and run through 

a myriad of other checks while 
circling high above the airport.  
Not long into the process of 
trying to sort out the landing 
gear issue, the fl ight engineer 
commented to the captain in 
a roundabout manner that the 
plane was low on fuel.  This 
warning was dismissed, or sim-
ply ignored by the captain, who 
was singularly focused (i.e. tun-
nel vision) on the landing gear 
and did not want to be both-
ered. It was not until the en-
gines began to stall as the fuel 
tanks ran dry that the captain’s 
attention turned and he was 
forced to crash land the plane 
into a suburban area of Port-
land. An NTSB investigator later 
commented “that the captain 
was a real S.O.B.”

This is just one of many ex-
amples of human error and 
poor communication among 
fl ight crews that ultimately led 
to catastrophic outcomes in the 

Crew Resource Management
An application for the fire service
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airline industry. Since the 1990s 
the number of human error-
related crashes has signifi cantly 
declined, which empirical evi-
dence suggests is linked to the 
introduction of crew resource 
management (CRM) training.

Prior to the 1990’s, crash in-
vestigation reports repeatedly 
documented a lack of effec-
tive communication between 
fl ight crew members as the 
number one contributing fac-
tor to not recognizing, and then 
stopping, the chain of errors 
that frequently preceded these 
incidents As with most cata-
strophic situations, many small 
events fi nally culminated in 
one major incident that could 
have been avoided if one of the 
smaller events had been rec-
ognized and resolved. In many 
cases, subordinate members of 
the fl ight crew recognized the 
impending problems, but either 
failed to communicate their 
concerns to the captain or de-
livered their message in such a 
way that it was easy to ignore. 

For example, the 1977 run-
way incident between Pan Am 
Flight 1736 and KLM Flight 
4805 in Tenerife involved a long 
chain of events and errors that 
culminated in a horrifi c colli-
sion. In this situation, fog had 
settled in, lowering visibility 
and preventing the KLM pilot 
from seeing the Pan Am plane 
taxiing up the runway. As the 
KLM plane prepared to acceler-
ate down the runway, the co-
pilot advised the captain that 
they had not been cleared for 
take-off. The captain, who was a 
fl ight instructor and KLM’s lead 
pilot, snapped at the co-pilot, 
who radioed the tower, but 
again did not receive clearance. 
Despite the lack of clearance 
to take-off, the KLM captain 
throttled the engines to full 
power in a rush to get the fl ight 
back on schedule. Not wanting 
to contradict or challenge the 
captain’s authority, the co-pilot 
sheepishly asked, “Did he [Pan 
Am plane] not clear the run-
way, then?” This communication 
failed to reiterate that clear-
ance to take-off had not been 
received or that the co-pilot be-
lieved the Pan Am jet was still 
on the runway, so the captain 
continued on with the take-
off sequence.  Halfway down 
the runway the KLM and Pan 
Am planes collided killing 583 
people.  

Parallels between the airline 
industry and the fi re service 
are prevalent, not the least of 
which is the propensity for 
both pilots and fi refi ghters to 
be overloaded, fatigued, and 
stressed when decision-making 
is at its most critical points. 
This is important to consider 
because, “As stress increases, 
perception narrows, more con-
textual information is lost, and 
parameters deteriorate to more 
extreme levels before they are 
noticed, all of which leads to 
more puzzlement, less meaning, 
and more perceived complex-

ity,” according to Weick.
When humans are confront-

ed with chaos and unpredict-
able conditions error becomes 
much more likely, regardless of 
experience, because we are fal-
lible. One would like to think 
that a more experienced prac-
titioner would be less prone 
to making mistakes, but this is 
not necessarily true as was seen 
with the highly experienced 
KLM pilot.  

Hierarchy
In reviewing incidents where 

fi refi ghters have been injured 
or killed, human error is often 
the main contributing factor. 
Like many of the plane crashes, 
fi refi ghter injuries and deaths 
are often preceded by a chain 
of small events that go unrecog-
nized or unreported, thus pre-
venting the chain from being 
broken. The endemic issues as-
sociated with hierarchy, such as 
a reliance on vertical commu-
nications and centralization of 
decision-making, which inhib-
ited fl ight crew operations are 
similar to those found across 
the fi re service.

Offi cers at all levels often 
make it known through their 
actions, or other means, that 
“what they say goes and they 
do not want to be questioned,” 
which makes subordinates less 
likely to communicate their ob-
servations or concerns.

This attitude can be danger-
ous when objectively assessing 
the limitations of the human 
organism whose decision-
making aptitude is signifi cantly 
decreased as stress and fatigue 

mount. With the myriad of dis-
ciplines at which fi refi ghters 
must be profi cient and deliver 
at a moment’s notice under 
highly dynamic circumstanc-
es, it is neither reasonable nor 
rational to believe that an indi-
vidual on his/her own can con-
sistently make good decisions. 
This makes the ideals of CRM 
particularly applicable to the 
fi re service, where we too have 
the luxury of working in teams.  

Teamwork
However, the benefi ts that 

can be derived from a team are 
nullifi ed if the knowledge and 
expertise of the members on 
that team are subordinated to 
one person’s views when deci-
sions must be made. This is not 
to say that the time to sit down 
and have a debate is while 
searching a building in low vis-
ibility/high heat conditions, but 
facilitating an environment that 
encourages team members to 
speak up when they recognize 
a threatening condition that 
others seem to have missed. 
This is a sign of effective lead-
ership.

Offi cers must know them-
selves, know their people, and 
know their stuff, to facilitate 
such team dynamics, which re-
quires a signifi cant amount of 
work and commitment. CRM is 
not about the offi cer in-charge 
subordinating his/her decision-
making or responsibility to 
others on the team; it is simply 
an effort to open up commu-
nications to reduce errors by 
taking advantage of all the team 
member’s knowledge and view-

points. 
A downfall of any team is 

what Weick terms pluralistic 
ignorance, which occurs when 
a member of a team/group is 
confused or puzzled about a 
situation but assumes that the 
others on the team, who may 
be more senior, have more ex-
perience, or have a higher rank, 
are not. Under such conditions, 
the team member likely does 
not point out the potential 
problem, which goes unrecog-

nized and potentially becomes 
one of the small events in a 
long chain that ultimately leads 
to catastrophe.    

Trust
Effective teams often thrive 

under conditions of stress, 
where the individual over time 
may become ineffective. To 
facilitate the development of 
such teams, “…leaders must 

See CRM page 41
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One of the biggest challeng-
es of any department is provid-
ing the needed hands-on, prac-
tical training for the fi refi ghters.  
For paid departments the train-
ing usually results in dedicating 
so many hours per year of the 
fi refi ghters “on the clock” time 
to send them to the proper 
facilities. This increases the de-
partment budget by duplicat-
ing personnel needed to cover 
the one away at training. The 
volunteer departments face the 
problem of fi nding opportuni-
ties for their personnel to have 
time away from their regular 
jobs for training, which usu-
ally means evenings or week-
ends. Much of this training will 

require that valuable apparatus 
be out of service as well. Out of 
service personnel and appara-
tus will have adverse effects on 
your ISO ratings. None of these 
scenarios are unfamiliar to any 
department.

While most stations have 
some sort of space that can be 
used for classroom training, 
very few have the luxury of an 
emergency training center on 
site. Understanding that fact, 
let us consider how you can 
achieve some much needed, 
and required training, through 
some fairly inexpensive addi-
tions to your new facility. Some 
of these ideas can even be in-
corporated into your existing 

buildings for very little money.

Inside training
opportunities

If your new facility is to be a 
multi-story building, it will have 
to include stairwells. Most stair-
wells are confi gured in a “scis-
sor” pattern — back and forth 
with two landings per vertical 
fl oor. By adding another fi ve 
to six feet to the width of the 
stairwell, a clear vertical space 
can be accommodated with 
the stairs wrapping around it.  
This vertical space can even 
be enclosed to create a shaft if 
desired. The resulting vertical 
space can be utilized with rope 
training from fl oor to fl oor. If 
the vertical space is enclosed, 
an elevator shaft simulator is 
formed. Since the stairwell is 
likely already rated, the training 
shaft should not have to be rat-
ed. The vertical and horizontal 
spaces in the stairwell can also 
be confi gured with large diam-
eter plastic or metal pipes for 
confi ned space rescue training.

Most buildings will have 
an above ceiling or attic type 
space. These spaces are nor-
mally a maze of framing, ducts, 
conduits, etc. Once the build-
ing operating systems are put in 
place, a narrow catwalk (or cat-
crawl) can be looped through 
the overhead space. Numer-
ous training opportunities ex-
ist with such a platform. Care 
must be taken to provide side 
rails. Also, the attic access hatch 
should be planned for a lot of 
wear and tear.

There are many training op-
portunities that can be built 
into the apparatus or support 
spaces. If the building is to be 
fi re protected, consider housing 
the riser in an alcove or corner 
of the apparatus bays. The fi re-
fi ghters need training around a 
riser pipe, so why not use your 
riser for that purpose. Be sure 
to plan enough room around 
the riser so that groups can be 
gathered for instruction. If the 
riser is close to a vehicle bay, 
be sure to place a steel bollard 
between it and the “wayward” 
vehicle. Even if your building is 
not protected, a simulated riser 
can be set up in the bays for 
training purposes.

Most stations have enough 
height to accommodate some 
sort of storage or mechanical 
mezzanine as part of the appa-
ratus support spaces. There are 
several training revolutions that 
can be planned in conjunction 
with the mezzanine. The wall 
that separates the mezzanine 
from the apparatus bays can 
include several door and win-
dow openings. These openings 
are excellent props for ladder 
training when the weather may 
be bad outside. The extra space 
in a mezzanine can also be 
confi gured with large, portable, 
plastic pipe for confi ned space 
rescue training. These pipes can 
even penetrate the mezzanine 
fl oor for greater vertical chal-
lenges. Strategically placing a 
roof hatch in the fl oor of the 
mezzanine to a storage space 
below, allows for simulated 
rooftop training. If the appara-

tus bays are to have mezzanines 
on each side, consider plac-
ing upper doors or windows 
to each mezzanine that align. 
Hooks and pulleys can be add-
ed to the overhead structure 
that will allow basket rigging 
and rescue training from one 
mezzanine to the other.

Outside training
opportunities

If the building is to be multi-
story, the stairwells will likely 
be placed on the outside pe-
rimeter. By incorporating large, 
operable window openings in 
the upper levels of the stair-
well, you can gain valuable lad-
der training opportunities from 
below. Placing outside door 
openings at each upper level of 
the stairwell will allow for rope 
training. Just be sure to plan on 
the landing pad below and the 
anchoring mechanisms for the 
ropes.

Many of you are already us-
ing the large, plastic pipes for 
confi ned space rescue training 
on your grounds. Planning the 
locations of these props dur-
ing the facility design will help 
guarantee their success. You 
may also want to have several 
sections of the pipe buried 
during construction with both 
ends surfacing so that you can 
incorporate these underground 
portions with the above ground 
pipe. This will increase your 
ability to reconfi gure your con-
fi ned space “trail,” thus keeping 
even the old-timers on their 

Plan your practical training at the new firehouse
KEN NEWELL . AIA, LEED AP

See PRACTICAL  page 40
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Responsibility to
community

Every place of business 
should provide their employ-
ees an environmentally friendly 
and safe workplace. Fire sta-
tions and emergency response 
facilities are no exception. They 
know the importance of clean 
air. Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) 
is only one of many ways we 
should move toward a more 
environmentally friendly place 
of work. One the most recog-
nizable methods of IAQ in fi re 
stations are separation of chem-
icals and installation and main-
tenance of proper ventilation 
and exhaust systems that re-
move air borne chemicals from 
living and administrative areas. 
Emergency response person-
nel are exposed to chemicals of 
some kind on nearly every 911 
response. Even the decontami-
nation areas are treated with 
special care — isolating from 
living quarters. Precautions are 
not an option, but a mandate 
for the safety of all. 

As we all know, fi re sta-
tions and emergency response 
facilities are a necessity in 
our communities. The public 
considers us to be their lead-
ers in the community regard-
ing safety. Our responsibility 
should extend beyond the 
individual needs of the emer-
gency response facilities and 
into the community. If more 
environmentally friendly prod-
ucts were used in residential 
and commercial buildings, they 
would not only improve the 
IAQ, the chemical contamina-
tion from being exposed to 
heat and fi re may also be mini-
mized with certain products. 

Incorporating Green ele-
ments in buildings should go 
beyond the need for clean air. 
Every project being planned 
for construction should ask the 
question: What are we able to 
do to provide a more environ-
mentally and energy effi cient 
building? This includes every-
thing from water run-off from 
the site to the long term main-
tenance and energy consump-
tion.

Architects, engineers and 
contractors engaging in prac-
tices of recycling to innova-
tive ideas for the protection of 
the environment and economy 
should be our fi rst choice. The 
process begins with a thought 
and is implemented through 
action when everyone involved 
with the process shares a com-
mon interest of being good 
stewards of our natural resourc-
es. 

Are there different levels of 
Green and LEED?

Determining the level of 
Green or LEED certifi cation as 

it applies to construction be-
gins long before groundbreak-
ing. Green is a global term 
widely used and has an ever 
changing defi nition. Green in 
construction means: concerned 
with or supporting environ-
ment, preserve environmental 
quality and being recyclable, 
sustainable, biodegradable or 
nonpolluting. It can be diffi -
cult to discern which products 
are actually earth-friendly. It is 
also important to consult with 
professionals in the industry 
that are familiar with these type 
products. Finding products that 
are sustainable, recycled and lo-
cal is a good start in knowing 
we are doing our part to help 
the environment. 

Leadership in Energy and En-
vironmental Design (LEED) is a 

Green Building Rating System, 
developed by the U.S. Green 
Building Council (USGBC), pro-

viding standards for the envi-
ronmentally sustainable design, 
construction and operation of 

buildings and neighborhoods. 
There are different levels of 

Sustainable building and design
STEVE BAIRD

A RETURN ON INVESTMENT

See MAKING page 40
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toes with different challenges.
With a little more space 

and money, a drafting pit can 
be placed on site to test your 
pumpers and personnel. De-
pending on the capacity of 
your apparatus, a single pit 
or two pits will be necessary. 
These normally will take no 
more space than the average 
dumpster pad. In order to work 
correctly these pits must be de-
signed properly and will likely 
cost over $10,000 each.

Conclusion
Most of the training oppor-

tunities mentioned can be in-
corporated into the design of a 
new facility for between fi ve to 
20 thousand dollars. The valu-
able training received, not to 
mention keeping your person-
nel and apparatus in service 
during training, is well worth 
the money and preplanning.   

Ken Newell is a senior principal 
with Stewart-Cooper-Newell Archi-

tects, and has been involved with 
the design of over 135 Fire/EMS 
stations and fi re training facili-
ties since 1988. The fi rm’s growing 
resume includes architectural and 
consulting services for fi re depart-
ments and municipalities in 22 
states across the US. Newell also 
speaks at various national and 
state fi re conferences.Visit www.
fi re-station.com or e-mail info@
scn-architects.com.

This article is a reprint from a 
past issue of The Journal.

Practical training at the new fi rehouse
Continued from page 38

LEED certifi cation determined 
by a point grading system ob-
tained through the process.  

The concept of being a lead-
er in environmental and energy 
design begins with the proper 
site selection. Choose a site that 
will allow for minimal distur-
bance to nature and one that 
maximizes natural energy. You 
should consult with design pro-
fessionals to explore the pos-
sibilities and costs associated 
with the prospective site. Pre-
serving the natural vegetation 
in most cases is less costly than 
replanting. The growth of new 
vegetation takes much longer 
to minimize heat gains and hot 
spots than protecting mature 
growth; reducing energy usage. 
It’s a simplistic and sensible ap-
proach.

The next steps to a LEED 
project are design elements. 
The design includes every as-
pect of minimizing the impact 
of construction on the environ-
ment, to long term energy con-
sumption. Choosing design ele-
ments should be a partnership 
between architects, engineers, 
contractors and owners. This 
insures the end result will be in 
line with the customers’ needs 
and requirements. 

Long Term Return on
Investment (ROI)

Whether you own a coun-
ty or city fi re and emergency 
response facility, chances are 
it was designed to stand the 
test of time. Going Green may 
have very little if any impact on 
the costs of construction from 
simple and practical methods 
and practices to long term op-
eration logistics. The costs of 

a certifi ed LEED project may im-
pact the initial costs; however 
factoring in long term mainte-
nance and energy usage often 
times defers those costs. Having 
a design build team that under-
stands how to apply these envi-
ronmental and energy savings 
will allow you to make edu-
cated decisions from the very 
beginning.  

Regular and long term 
maintenance costs should be 
factored in during the design 
process. Materials that do not 
require regular maintenance or 
replacement, native landscaping 
to reduce water consumption 
and minimizing long term ener-
gy use through proper lighting 
and climate control, all contrib-
ute greatly to the ROI. 

One of the most obvious 
energy considerations for any 
facility that operates 24/7 is 
proper lighting. Lighting begins 
with site selection and con-
tinues through building op-
erations. Utilizing the sun and 
natural lighting for the initial 
design should minimize the en-
ergy consumption. Adding sen-
sors, lighting controls and using 
the proper lighting type, all add 
up to a more environmentally 
friendly and cost effective in-
vestment. 

Return on investment is of-
ten referred to how much time 
it takes to recover from the 
initial costs. The environmental 
ROI is applying practical and 
sensible solutions of recycling 
and sustainable products for the 
benefi t of future generations. 
The importance of our ROI is a 
combination of making environ-
mentally good decisions as well 
as balancing the initial costs.

Steve Baird can be reached at Bob-
bitt Design Build, 803-731-5550 or 
e-mail sbaird@bobbitt.com.

Continued from page 39

Making good decisions 
during the build process
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create a climate in which 
trust, doubt, openness, can-
dor, and pride can co-exist 
and be rewarded,” according 
to Weick. This places an em-
phasis on strong leadership 
abilities, where the leader is 
willing to trust subordinates 
and encourage team mem-
bers to question decisions in 
an effort to break the chain 
of errors that so often pre-
cede a catastrophic event.

Recognizing a problem or 
error can be relatively easy 
if personnel are well trained 
and trust one another. The 
real challenge is in fi nding 
the courage to take action 
to break the chain of errors.  
This is particularly diffi cult 
in a culture of pseudo ag-
gressiveness that permeates 
much of the fi re service, 
where it is far more accept-
able to push forward than 
it is to pull back; however, 
many a catastrophic event 
could have been prevented 
if someone had the courage 
to speak up and a leader had 
the intestinal fortitude to 
pull back or reevaluate the 
situation.   

Carr Boyd is currently a Cap-
tain with the Charlotte Fire De-
partment, an Adjunct Faculty 
member at the University of 
North Carolina at Charlotte in 
the Political Science and Fire 
Safety Engineering Programs, 
and serves as an affi liate with 
Academy Leadership, LLC deliv-
ering leadership programs for 
public and private sector orga-
nizations.

Rob Cannon is currently a 
Captain with the Charlotte Fire 
Department and serves as an 
affi liate with Academy Leader-
ship, LLC delivering leadership 
programs for public and pri-
vate sector organizations. He is 
a graduate of the United States 
Naval Academy and holds a 
Master of Public Administra-
tion degree. 

Continued from page 37

SRM training

The International Association 
of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) and the 
International Association of Fire 
Fighters (IAFF) have announced 
the theme for the 2010 Safety, 
Health and Survival Week: Fit 
for Duty. Safety Week is June 20-
26, 2010.

Safety, Health and Survival 
Week (Safety Week) is a collab-
orative program sponsored by 
the IAFC and the IAFF, coordi-
nated by the IAFC Safety, Health 
and Survival Section and the 
IAFF Division of Occupational 
Health, Safety and Medicine, in 

partnership with more than 20 
national fi re service organiza-
tions.

Fire departments are encour-
aged to suspend all non-emer-
gency activity during Safety 
Week and instead focus entirely 
on safety, health and wellness-
related training and education 
until all shifts and personnel 
have taken part. An entire week 
is provided to ensure each shift 
and duty crew can spend one 
day focusing on these critical 
issues.

With more than 50 per-
cent of fi re fi ghter line-of-duty 
deaths caused by health and 
fi tness-related issues, both orga-
nizations believe it’s imperative 
that there be a concentrated ef-
fort in implementing wellness 
and fi tness programs.

Safety Week’s Fit for Duty 

theme will cover a variety of 
topics that are extremely im-
portant to all fi re fi ghters and 
EMS personnel. The program 
will assist fi re departments 
with implementing their own 
programs to prepare fi re fi ght-
ers and EMS personnel with 
healthy habits that reduce the 
risk of many chronic diseases, 
such as heart disease, hyper-
tension, diabetes and certain 
cancers, thereby increasing the 
chance for a longer and health-
ier life.

While departments are en-
couraged to identify activities 
tailored to their specifi c com-
munity, recommended areas of 
concentration include:

•  General Health and Well-
ness

•  Food and Nutrition
•  Fitness

•  Stress Management
•  Smoking and Smokeless-To-

bacco Cessation
•  Alcohol and Other Drugs
•  Infectious Diseases
•  Suicide Prevention

During the week, depart-
ments are also encouraged to 
support comprehensive fi tness 
assessments, medical screen-
ings and educational programs 
that build and maintain medi-
cally and physically fi t person-
nel and help in reducing health 
and fi tness-related deaths or 
injuries.

Planning tools and resources 
are currently available on the 
Safety Week website, courtesy 
of the IAFC Safety, Health and 
Survival Section. Check out the 
Resources at the Health and 
Wellness webpage for specifi c 

resources on this year’s areas of 
concentration.

Additional information can 
also be found on the IAFF’s 
Health, Safety and Medicine’s 
website. Online resources in a 
variety of topic areas are avail-
able online year-round to sup-
port continuous efforts to pro-
mote personnel safety, health 
and wellness programs.

Keep watching the Safety 
Week website and the IAFC Fa-
cebook, Twitter and LinkedIn 
pages for continuing updates to 
this year’s program and plan-
ning resources. Remember to 
visit the IAFF’s Health, Safety 
and Medicine’s website for 
more information on health, 
wellness and safety programs 
or contact the IAFF by email at 
safety@iaff.org for additional 
resources.

Safety, Health and Survival Week 2010
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I come again to you, the re-
spected readers of this blessed 
periodical, in hopes to at-
tempt to open eyes and expose 
those of you looking for “new” 
ways to train. We’ve all heard 
the term “Back to Basics” for a 
while now, and to be honest, 
I’m tired of it.

In the next several endeav-
ors, I will try to return to the 
foundations where we all start-
ed: Basic Fire 101. Some of you 
use the National Fire Academy 
“Coffee Break Training” or some 
version of “kitchen table” train-
ing with the morning cup(s) 
of coffee, afternoon “breaks” 
or at the station for weekly/bi-
weekly/monthly training. This 
will be an attempt to break the 

monotony of “Hey, Cap – what’s 
for training?” I guess this can 
be considered the quarterly 
memory jog. Some of the top-
ics will be “new” as some fi re-
fi ghters have not dwelled on 
them since Firefi ghter I and II 
or Rookie School. The adage of 
“if you don’t use it – you’ll lose 
it” is very appropriate, as I have 
learned for myself. 

Trends have led themselves 
to cycle around, be repack-
aged and redelivered or created 
anew. This quarter’s topic is 
a forgone and sometimes for-
gotten subject – portable fi re 
extinguishers. There they sit, 
usually in brackets, waiting to 
be used. They are of different 
types, shapes and forms; all are 

under some kind of pressure at 
any time. In order for them to 
be used correctly, we, the op-
erator, must understand certain 
items: fi re behavior, some chem-
istry, a little physics and use of 
the tool itself. Sound tough? 

First things fi rst. Keep in 
mind that an extinguisher is 
designed for small fi res; the big 
colored (usually red) vehicle 
that arrives on the scene with 
you is for the bigger fi res. This 
is one of the few subjects that 
we, as fi re and life safety pro-
fessionals, actively teach to the 
public. If we don’t understand 
the tool we are to be knowl-
edgeable about as part of our 
job, how can we — as the same 
“professionals” — be expected 

to teach others, public or our-
selves? 

Classes of fi re these
tools face

Those of us having been in 
this business for a while re-
member the basic four — Class-
es A through D. These tradition-
al classes are listed in order:

Class A
Ordinary Combustibles 

(wood, paper, trash, grass, plas-
tics)

Class B
 Flammable and Combustible 
Liquids (gasoline, diesel fuel, 
heating oil, kerosene, some 
cooking oils)
Class C
Energized electrical compo-

nents (the electrical compo-
nent must be energized to be 
Class C; if not – then this fi re is 
considered Class A, B or D)

Class D
Combustible metals (magne-

sium, titanium, sodium, etc.)

About 10 years ago, the 
National Fire Protection As-
sociation (NFPA) developed 
a new class. Class K includes 
combustible cooking oils and 
animal fats — due to the fact 
that cooking oils were becom-
ing a problem for dry chemical 
extinguishers to put out. The 
dry chemical agent would put 
out the surface fi re, but reigni-
tion is highly possible because 
the oil itself is still hot, vapor-
izing and looking for another 
ignition source. This is similar 
in nature to LP gas fi res. Put out 
the fl ame without turning off 
the gas at the same time equals 

reignition upon fi nding another 
ignition source, which equals 
worse than the original situa-
tion. 

The stuff inside those shells 
is called agent. Agents work by 
eliminating certain parts of the 
fi re tetrahedron, some work 
on multiple sides. Agents come 
from all three states of mat-
ter — solid, liquid or gas. Some 
of the most popular agents 
used are water. The water can 
be with a foam concentrate 
additive or plain, dry powder 
(Class D agents — Met-L-X, 
Lith-X, Na-X, etc.), carbon diox-
ide (compressed gas) and dry 
chemical – sodium or potassi-
um-based or multipurpose am-
monium phosphate. There are 
some newer agents for certain 
kinds of applications that are 
either a gas or liquid. Halon 
replacements (FM-200 and 
DuPont FE-36) for Halon 1211 
extinguisher applications near 
sensitive areas and wet (water 
mixed with potassium-based) 
agents with a low pH to not 
only control the surface vapor 
fi re of cooking oils and/or ani-
mal fats, but cool cooking oil 
as well.

Rating systems of extinguish-
ers are important. What the ex-
tinguisher can do and the class-
es of fi re it can put out have 
an impact on other tactical 
decisions to be made. Testing is 
done by the manufacturer and 
either Underwriters Laborato-
ries or Factory Mutual Test labs 
to determine how much fi re an 
extinguisher can be expected 

Returning to the foundations: portable extinguishers
MIKE COFFEY

See PORTABLE page 54
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the standard for Operations 
and Training for Technical 
Rescue Incidents, also recom-
mends that SOGs and training 
be in place to insure rescuer 
safety while operating at a tech-
nical rescue incident. 

I heard a friend and trusted 
college tell a class, “just because 
you have a few guys that can tie 
knots, that does not make you 
a Technical Rescue team.” The 
point I think he was 
trying to make is you 
have to train togeth-
er to act as a team. 
It is not enough 
that we know 14 
knots, but we need 
to know how to 
put them to use in a 
rope rescue system, 
and how to act as a 
team to use that sys-
tem to perform the 
rescue at hand. The 
old adage, “If you 
can’t tie a knot, tie a 
lot,” does not work in 
technical rescue systems. 

Improving individual skills
So how can you hone your 

personal skills? The answer is 
simple, practice. The key to 
making yourself better is to 
practice until the knots are tied 
by “muscle memory.” My sug-
gestion is not to leave it in the 
last class you took, or the last 
training session with your de-
partment, but to cut a piece of 
rope and use it to practice with. 
The rope you practice with 

should be close to the diameter 
you are going to be using in 
the fi eld and approximately 10 
feet in length. Practice on your 
down time on shift, or while 
watching TV. Continue until 
you can tie the knots without 
looking at them. When you can 
tie them with confi dence and 
know when it is tied right, or 
wrong at a glance, then practice 
the applications for the knots. 

Drag the equipment off the 
truck every now and then and 
tie the stokes basket, rig an an-
chor system or practice lifting 
equipment.

For fi refi ghter emergency 
egress drills, rope work should 
be practiced with gloves on. 
Rope rescue training should 
be practiced with rope rescue 
gloves to ensure that you can 
tie the knots in any situation 
without compromising safety. 

The paths that we have dis-
cussed are very different but 
still much the same. They show 

a basic idea of the initial train-
ing that an individual might 
need to accomplish a certifi ca-
tion and how to become pro-
fi cient at that level. They also 
show the departments need to 
continue the training and inte-
grate it into evolutions so we 
work as a team, and not as indi-
viduals with a few special skills. 
Each department is different 

and each member has their own 
set of skills where they excel. 
Everyone does not need to be a 
rope guru, but at a minimum we 
all need to know and practice 
the basic skills, and where we 
fi t into the team. 

Joe Mancos has over 20 years in 
Emergency Services. He is the Assis-
tant EMS Chief and Quality/Educa-
tion Coordinator for Moore County 

Public Safety in NC. He is a member 
of the Moore Co. Special Opera-
tion Team, a Captain with Pinebluff 
Fire and volunteers with Aberdeen 
Rescue. Mancos is an EMS, fi re and 
rescue instructor. Along with Tommy 
McNeill, he is a cofounder of M&M 
Fire and Rescue Training Services. 
He can be reached at mongoose60@
yahoo.com. 

Learn and practice the basic skills
Continued from page 18

The Firefi ghter or Rescuer should practice 
until they can not only tie the knots but 
know the applications



Offered for the fi rst time 
in 1980, UNC Charlotte’s EMS 
Management Institute will en-
ter its 30th anniversary year 

with the upcoming 2010-2011 
offering, beginning early Octo-
ber. Sponsored through the Uni-
versity’s Department of Con-

tinuing Education, the Institute 
is a management training op-
portunity for Directors, Supervi-
sors, and Training Specialists in 

the EMS fi eld and often attracts 
participation from paramedics 
aspiring to future leadership 
positions within their agency.
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Participants represent coun-
ties across North Carolina and 
South Carolina as well as East-
ern Tennessee, and Virginia and 
are taken through fi ve train-
ing modules over the course of 
fi ve months including Leader-
ship and Team-Building, Man-
agement Skills and Strategic 
Planning, Communication and 
Interpersonal Skills, Person-
nel Management, and Special 
Topics including Grant Writing, 
Survival Spanish, and Measur-
ing Your Patient’s Perspective. 
Classes are Wednesday through 
Friday for one week in October, 
November, January, February, 
and March.

The Class of 2010 completed 
the Institute on Friday, April 2, 
2010 and shared some of the 
following comments about the 
program:

“I have truly enjoyed this 
program. I have already taken 
several of the concepts back to 
my service, implemented them, 
and had positive results. You 

UNC Charlotte’s EMS Management 
Institute celebrates 30 years in 2010

The Class of 2010 Graduates include (bottom row, L-R)Thomas McNeill, Moore County EMS; Adam Palmer, Stanly County EMS; David Speight, Surry 
County EMS; Jimmy Thomas, Union County EMS; Kimberly Green, Lincoln County EMS; David Puckett, Moore County EMS; Nathan Walker, Davie 
County EMS; Michael Howard, Catawba County EMS; and Robbie Bolin, Wilkes County EMS.
(Pictured top row, L-R) David Hewat, Catawba County EMS; Gary Bolick, Catawba County EMS; Donnie Taylor, Johnston County EMS; Michael Ennis, 
Stanly County EMS; Brian Williams, Davie County EMS; John L. Ward, Jr., Henderson County EMS; Keith Williams, Henderson County EMS; Chuck 
Payne, Lancaster County EMS; Phillip Poston, Lancaster County EMS; Michael Coggins, Asheville Fire Rescue; and Kevin Ward, Davie County EMS.

See EMS next page
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also have a very knowledgeable staff of instructors. Highly 
recommend this program!” — Michael Ennis, Stanly County EMS.

“…The program touched on every key point of my 
job…” — Mike Howard, Catawba County Ems

“…This program has certainly offered many ideas and re-
sources that have increased my confi dence level in dealing 
with employees, co-workers, and outside agencies.” — Kim-
berly Green, Lincoln County EMS

“[The UNC Charlotte] EMS Management Institute has giv-
en me the tools to perform my job to a better level. My eyes 
were opened to new ways to deal with employees, their 
issues, and communication in general. I would recommend 
the course to anyone looking at going into management.” — 
David Puckett, Moore County EMS

“[The EMS] Management Institute has been a great expe-
rience and opportunity to network with counterparts from 
other EMS agencies across the state. I have obtained infor-
mation in this program that will assist me in performing my 
daily duties.” — Thomas R. McNeill Jr., Moore County Public Safety, 
EMS Division

Registration for the 30th anniversary offering of the EMS 
Management Institute and a detailed description of the pro-
gram is available at http://continuinged.uncc.edu/ems. Seats 
are limited and North Carolina agencies may be eligible for 
the NCOEMS subsidy pending grant renewal. UNC Char-
lotte will also host the annual Fire and Rescue Management 
Institute which also begins in October, more information at  
http://continuinged.uncc.edu/fi re. 

Inquiries can be sent to Karri Murray, Program Director at kkmur-
ray@uncc.edu or 704-687-8925. 

The EMS Administration and 
Medical Disaster Management 
Program at the University of 
North Carolina is accepting ap-
plications for the inaugural EMS 
Administration and Medical 
Disaster Management certifi -
cate program at the University 
of North Carolina, School of 
Medicine. This will be a 110 
hour continuing education pro-
gram taught in a cohort fashion 
to begin in Asheville for a 16 
hour session in July. The follow-
ing four sessions (in order) are 
taught in Greensboro/October, 
Chapel Hill/November, Wilm-
ington/February 2011 and re-
turns to Chapel Hill to fi nish in 
April 2011. 

The program will focus on 
topics generally found in most 
executive business programs 
with a concise and distinc-
tive focus squarely on EMS and 
medical disaster operations. The 
program will be held in fi ve 
successive sessions varying in 
length from 16 to 24 hours.

The curriculum was loosely 
designed to follow on to the 
program that has and contin-
ues to successfully run at UNC 
Charlotte; known as the EMS 
Management Institute. Further-
more, a prerequisite to enter 
the program at UNC Chapel 
Hill will include completion of 
the EMS Management Institute 
at UNC Charlotte or a demon-

stration of similar leadership re-
lated educational experiences. 

The focus of the program 
is to provide new intellectual 
tools and skills for the leader, 
manager or administrator of 
an EMS agency or a medical 
disaster program. One frequent 
question, “why should I be in-
terested in medical disaster (or 
EMS if you are involved in med-
ical disaster response)? In most 
states, the two have signifi cant 
overlap and serve in a strong 
complementary role, one to 

the other.  In many communi-
ties, EMS is the cornerstone 
for medical disaster leadership. 
While medical disaster manage-
ment and the ESF8 function ex-
tend well beyond EMS, the two 
share many connections. Nev-
ertheless, during each of the 
six sessions, break out sessions 
to create targeted learning op-
portunities for EMS leaders or 
medical disaster team leaders, 
will be designed to focus upon 
and address your unique needs. 

Goals for each participant 

will include developing a posi-
tion paper for each candidate 
to more fully understand the 
importance of researching top-
ics that are unique to you, and 
for which you have an interest. 
Graduates of the program will 
have a more complete set of 
analytical skills and abilities to 
manage programs and interact 
with executive and political 
leadership.

For more information contact 
Randy Kearns at randy_kearns@
med.unc.edu.

Inaugural EMS Disaster Management program

Continued from previous page

EMS Management Institute
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portable pumps is the American worker and red, white and 
blue ingenuity. Made right and made right here in America.

Monty Hall used to say, “Let’s 
see what’s behind door number 
one.” Or, “I will trade what you 
have for what is behind door 
number two,” and so on. 

As I move out of the way of 
the newer, younger generation, 
it comes to mind some of the 
things we saw in earlier appara-
tus and what is in those super 

sized tool boxes of today.
Back in the day, most fi re 

trucks were red, and most 
looked the same, even with 
the different manufacturer’s 
makes and models. Now they 
range from mini units to the 
super tankers and everywhere 
in between. Now colors are 
what ever the rainbow offers 

— orange, blue, purple, yellow, 
green, black, and yes, still some 
red ones. Instead of painted 
diamond plate steel, there are 
sheets and sheets of stainless, 
shiny aluminum, diamondette, 
and poly for deoration, along 
with the newer Chevron on the 
rear.  

1960
Back in the 60s, you found 

most trucks to have four to six 
small, short compartments with 
similar equipment packed in 
them. Some carried extra turn-
out gear.The boots were like 
waders, and the coats looked 
like something out of a west-
ern movie. Also included were 
a couple fl ashlights — heavy as 
a bathtub — and a new device 
called an eductor, for one, three 
or six percentClass B foam. 
Others might store those three 
buckets of Class B foam, an 
electric box fan for ventilation, 
a drop cord, a plastic meter can 
cover, a toolbox from Western 
Auto or Pep Boys.

And maybe some will re-
member those boxes that held 
a newer piece of equipment 
called an air pack — SCBA, and 
they had a doff and don switch 
on many of them. Most of the 
fi rst ones had a steel bottle 
rated for 1800 PSI and a few 
were up to 2216. Many trucks 
had two of these. But with the 
old “smoke eaters,” we were 
intimidated if we got them out 
or tried to wear them. They 
also had a nasty nickname for 
those who did wear them. That 
is part of the reason when you 
see some of the old fi refi ghters 
at reunions, and department an-
niversary parties, or functions; 
they are the ones with the 
oxygen bottles, or hacking and 
coughing from some of those 

earlier tactics. Might even be 
the reason for the meeting to 
celebrate their history or pass-
ing. With a couple ladders, a 
bubble gum machine for a light, 
and a pump, these were our 
Class A Pumpers.

1970
Now rolls around the 70s 

and trucks take on a little 
change, adding top mount 
pump houses, high side com-
partments for more air packs, 
(SCBA), portable generators for 
running those old fan boxes, 
and better lights. ISO points 
brought on a few more items 
for the BIG RED TOOLBOX to 
carry. Traffi c vests, tarps and 
rolls of plastic for salvage pro-
cedures. We added in stripes 
and refl ective lamps and lens 
on the trucks for better expo-
sure at night. Some trucks now 
carried a water tank or drop 
tank for water storage, and 
different plastic or aluminum 
hardware to make its use handy 
for the pump operator.

A large device, called a but-
terfl y valve was added to the 
outsides for easier drafting and 
changing over for water storage 
operations. Around this time if 
the cab seated more than two 
or three personnel, it might 
have been in jump seats facing 
rearward, or even in open areas 
with little or no weather pro-
tection. Most of these started 
adding on lots more room on 

What’s in your big red tool box?
SANDY WILBORN

This 1980 style top mount pump shows a narrow walk through panel.
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top for supply hosing and larg-
er attack hose. We sure were 
proud to have these new appa-
ratus in our stations. 

1980
During the awesome 80s 

trucks began to sprout all types 
of fresh equipment, update 
many of the older ones, and 
seem to come in all of the Eas-
ter Egg colors plus some of the 
most beautiful red, cranberry, 
and wines imaginable. Wow, 
just look at the doors. Might 
fi nd four on the cab and eight 
to 10 on the body with loads 
of compartment space. Trucks 
got larger and longer and 
higher. Made most of us take a 
long look at the old fi rehouse 
for space, and ways of putting 

these new luxury liners in the 
house.

Gone is the bubble gum ma-
chine lights on top, replaced 
with light bars with multiple 
rotators or fl ashers that really 
light up our newer machines. 
More handy lights, both por-
table, and truck mounted. We 
even had some lights in the 
compartments now. You can 
see some of those things that 
you had never taken out ex-
cept to inventory or clean and 
service.

Some added in new high 
KW generators, and we 
changed some on-board equip-
ment to make the task of 
fi refi ghting easier and more 
effi cient. Better radios for com-
munication, updated SCBA and 

spare bottles, more sizes of air 
mask, even spectacle kits for us 
visually challenged fi refi ghters.

Better tools for gaining en-
try into homes and business 
for attack. Many left very little 
damage to the homeowners or 
business door locks. Foam educ-
tors were being replaced with 
easier to use higher capability 
units such as around the pump, 
in-line eductors and some were 
coming out that could be in-
stalled behind the panel for 
quicker assembly and imple-
mentation.

A big port on top of the 
truck shows up and can be at-
tached with a device for large 
master streams to be applied 
straight from the trucks. New 
types of hose and nozzles are 
hitting the scene. Large units, or 
a portable bag, with an array of 
medical use paraphernalia and 
equipment, for using on injured 

fi refi ghters as well as victims in 
wrecks and other mishaps, is 
replacing those old fi rst aid kits.

Training has taken a change 
also. Gasoline engines are be-
ginning to be a thing of the 
past. Diesels are hitting the mar-
ket and larger, more powerful 
trucks. Brakes and suspension 
as well as steering are a great 
improvement. We don’t have to 
get Marsaille and the Ledbet-
ter’s to drag their feet to stop 
that big rig. 

1990
Quickly as birthdays come 

around for an older person, the 
90s have hit the world with 
great speed. Innovation and 
imagination are only hindered 
by the purse. Funding in most 
areas is no longer by donations 
and knocking on doors. Cook-
ing chicken and pigs for Bar-B-
Que are becoming part of the 
past. We actually should have 
painted pigs and chickens on 
the sides of the trucks as they 
furnished a major portion of the 
funding in earlier days.

Most areas are supported 
by the community with taxed 
levies, or Fire Tax Districts, and 
make the fi re departments try 
to catch up with the growth of 
the community. With the taxpay-
ers footing the bill, they want 
their fi re protection to be the 
best — sometimes not under-
standing that we have to buy, 
order, and wait for newer, more 
capable equipment. Budgeting 
and planning for the future is 
expensive and diffi cult. Some of 
the equipment we need takes 
months to get, not counting 
those big RED trucks. A truck 
can take a year or more to ar-
rive and thousands of hours of 
planning and testing and check-
ing to make ready for delivery, 
much less loading them to put 
in service.

This 1960s truck shows the short compartment.

This 1970s truck shows a compartment with an eductor, a foam nozzle 
called a playpipe, and a foam pail.

See BIG page 48
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All-Purpose Safeguard Tool
Safer
Patented, high-performance fabric resists fire and tear, protecting you and your 
rescue victims against open flames, shattered glass and sharp objects.

Easier
Kovenex® fabric is lightweight yet durable, engineered to smother fire or provide 
protection against burn and flying debris.

More Effective
Kovenex’s heat blocking capabilities prevent contact burns, setting it apart from 
other fire protection blankets.

• QUIKJACK®-N-Strap™ Features
• Auto-Pin™ Technology
• EZ-Mount™ Jack Pocket
• Plastic-Free Strut Body
• Fast No Non-sense Struts

SUPER LIGHT-WEIGHT
SL-32 Spreader

• Combination grabber jaw and Combination grabber jaw and 
automotive spreader tips made automotive spreader tips made 
of heat treated tool steelof heat treated tool steel

• True variable speed control (TVSC), True variable speed control (TVSC), 
deadman control increases manageabilitydeadman control increases manageability

• D-shape wrap around handleD-shape wrap around handle
• Well balanced for easy positioningWell balanced for easy positioning
• Dual pilot check valvesDual pilot check valves

• Extended working surface-serrations extend into armsExtended working surface-serrations extend into arms

Victory Steel, LLC
843-858-4549 • Dcfd1401@fi rehousemail.com

Rapid Response Blanket

Firefi ghter Who Knows
What it Takes!
Call Jason... Victory Steel

2163 Vermont Rt. 5A, Westmore, VT 05860  888.546.8358  KIMTEKRESEARCH.com

KIMTEK SAVES...

ADVANCED
UTILITY FIRE & RESCUE
Proudly made in the U.S.A.

ADVANCED
UTILITY FIRE & RESCUE
Proudly made in the U.S.A.

KIMTEKRESEARCH.com
Since 1984

KIMTEK SAVES...

KIMTEK
CORPORATION

Contact KIMTEK today and start saving like never before!Contact KIMTEK today and start saving like never before!

We have to obtain more, 
and more equipment due to 
personal safety and the knowl-
edge of variables that hurt or 
kill us with instant or down the 
road results. Turn out gear has 
evolved into protective levels 
beyond anything from the past. 
Air packs (SCBA) is now far 
superior to earlier and has posi-
tive pressure, for safety. Many 
trucks carry from six to 10 now, 
that can supply air for up to an 
hour each, and those cabs have 
four doors with seats in it for 
storage of the SCBA to help pre-
pare for the fi refi ghting task to 
be performed while in route to 
the scene.

Booster reels are drifting out 
and jump lines, or trash lines on 
the front of the trucks extend-
ed bumper is a handy, heavily 
used tool. The days of the lever 
puller has past and it takes a 
highly trained, masterful opera-
tor to run these newer sophis-
ticated pumps with a dozen or 
more outlets and three or four 
intakes, including the rear and 
front intakes. These trucks are 
being updated with much bet-
ter brakes, steering, and stouter 

suspension. Some have ladder 
racks that extend above the 
truck and carry suction hose 
and pike poles and much more.

Now we look in cabinets 
behind those roll up doors, 
as the old slammers were not 
as handy or safe. What would 
we need a camera for that 

can scope though walls or in 
bushes to fi nd objects? Ther-
mal imaging cameras (TIC) 
have really helped with our 
task. Find downed victims, hid-
den fi re spots without damage, 
and have been used in train-
ing probies by letting them see 
the fi re and smoke overhead 
in super heated room. There is 
at least one cabinet fi lled with 
portable radios, chargers, cam-
era batteries, pagers, fl ashlights 
on charge and we are able to 
record this information with 
on-board cameras as it can be 
used for later training or just 
to see what actually happened 
without variance. Strobe lights 
fl icker and light the paths and 

make you look like you are do-
ing some type of psychedelic 
dance. 

2000
With the onset of the 21st 

century, here we are in the 
2000s. Now that little fi re en-
gine we remember has to do 

a multitude of jobs and carry 
enough equipment to do all 
of them. Medical calls, wrecks, 
brush fi res, house and indus-
try all pose different problems 
for the fi refi ghter and require a 
multitude of specialized equip-
ment.

We lower the water tank 
amounts sometime sjust to gain 
extra compartment space such 
as full height full depth com-
partments. Trucks are one to 
two feet taller and fi ve to 10 
feet longer — and they are full.

A new light has hit the scene 
to give more attention to the 
apparatus on the scene, and 
in route. LEDs are appearing 
in every imaginable place, — 

Continued from page 47

Big trucks do more than put out fi res in 2010

Pictured is an extended front bumper with a Federal Q and a jump or 
trash line in the well.
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DETAIL-DRIVEN SINCE 1960.
Introducing the 2010 Mirage EX Sprinter, the new kid on the road that you’ll be hearing a 

lot about. For 50 years, Demers has been quietly, obsessively engineering ambulances with the 

kind of innovations that are changing the way we think about safety. Things like Demers-exclusive 

high-strength aluminum extrusion construction, the fi rst heads-up console, and the Mirage 

EX Sprinter aerodynamic front cab riser and rear spoiler with incorporated LED warning lights, 

unique in the industry. Detail by detail, Demers has been raising the bar, in an industry where every 

detail matters.

For more information contact: James Olson at Affordable Ambulance, LLC
Phone: 678-787-1900  Email: j.olson@earthlink.net
Call 1-800-363-7591 or go to www.demers-ambulances.com

MERCEDES ADAPTIVE ESP; FIRST DRIVING 

DYNAMICS REGULATORY SYSTEM TAKING 

VEHICLE LOAD INTO ACCOUNT

GVWR 8,550 LBS (3,878 KG) 

WITH 2,091 LBS (948.5 KG) 

RESIDUAL PAYLOAD

POWERFUL NEW MERCEDES 3.0 LITER 

V6 TURBO DIESEL ENGINE. 188 HP @ 

3,800 RPM 325 LBS FT OF TORQUE 

AT 1,400 - 2,400 RPM

EMERGENCY LIGHTS ON THE SIDE 

SLIDING DOOR FOR CONSTANT HIGH 

VISIBILITY EVEN WHEN IT’S OPENED!

REAR VERTICAL STOWAGE SPACE 

FOR MAIN OXYGEN BOTTLE; 

EASY REACH, EASY ACCESS

FLIP-UP ATTENDANT SEAT 

WITH THREE-POINT SEAT BELT

INDUSTRY UNIQUE HEADS-UP CONSOLE (HUC) 

INCORPORATED IN THE DASHBOARD

ERGONOMIC STOWAGE LOCATION 

OF THE STAIR CHAIR; EASY REACH, 

EASY ACCESS

HIGH EFFICIENCY FUEL FIRED HEATING 

SYSTEM DELIVERS 100% OF ITS HEAT 

IN 2 MINUTES. SEPARATE A/C SYSTEM

MULTIPLE GLOVE BOX STORAGE 

OVER SQUAD BENCH

HIGH VISIBILITY YELLOW HEAD 

PROTECTORS AND GRAB BARS

MULTIPLE ADDITIONAL STOWAGE SPACE; 

DOUBLE-LOCK NARCOTICS COMPARTMENT; 

PERSONAL GEAR  STOWAGE MODULE IN CAB; 

AND MORE, AND MORE

INDUSTRY UNIQUE AERODYNAMIC FRONT 

CAB RISER AND REAR SPOILER WITH 

INCORPORATED LED WARNING LIGHTSEIGHT LED INTERIOR LIGHTS; 

MAXIMUM LIGHTING WITH VERY 

LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION

TYPE II DIESEL SPRINTER CAB CHASSIS 

FROM MERCEDES-BENZ WARRANTY: 

5 years/96,000 MILES ENGINE 

(160,000  KM) AND 5 years/60,000 MILES 

POWERTRAIN (100,000 KM)

VERTICAL ERGONOMIC STOWAGE SPACE 

FOR TWO 18” BACKBOARDS AND ONE SCOOP 

STRETCHER; EASY REACH, EASY ACCESS

MERCEDES EXCELLENT CRASH CHARACTERISTICS: 

HIGH STRESS-RESISTANT SYSTEM OF BEAMS AND 

HIGH-STRENGTH PASSENGER SAFETY CELL

HIGH-ROOF; PARAMEDICS CAN 

STAND AND WALK EASILY IN  THE 

AMBULANCE (FRONT & BACK)

27 ½” REAR LOADING HEIGHT (74.44 CM)

ELECTRONIC LOW PRESSURE 

WARNING SYSTEM FOR THE 

MAIN OXYGEN CYLINDER

ROUNDED INTERIOR CORNERS THROUGHOUT THE UNIT

EXCLUSIVE LIGHTWEIGHT 

EXTRUSION CABINET CONSTRUCTION 

WITH HIGH-STRENGTH ALUMINUM

DEMERS ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: 

MULTIPLEX LOCATED UNDER PASSENGER SEAT BASE 

FOR EASY ACCESS. ADDITIONAL SPACE IN THE REAR 

COMPARTMENT FOR EXTRA MOUNTING LOCATIONS

2-PLACE SQUAD BENCH + CURB SIDE 

LOCATION FOR THE CARDIAC MONITOR

AFFORDABLE AMBULANCE
The name says it all

emergency vehicles, stop lights. 
A more advanced foam system 
has proven itself as a great tool 
to use and is called Compressed 
Air Foam Systems (CAFS). It 
utilizes the pump shaft or an 
alternate drive to operate an 
air compressor to inject air 
into the line along with water 
and foam to change the whole 
consistency to a three dimen-
sional discharge from the lines. 
Most companies offer this re-
cent product and it enhances 
the use of water along with 
the safety of the fi refi ghter. This 
is one way we can justify the 
lowering of water carried. It 
also can be used in other ways 
for rescue, salvage, overhaul, as 
well as attack.

Hey, what is a lock doing on 
this door? This one is for medi-
cal supplies or drugs for use in 
medical calls, and to keep them 
safe in storage. Our members 
now have to be trained in medi-
cal techniques and how to use 
them to begin the process of 
life saving, or making the emer-
gency at hand a greater success 
rate.

Goodness, this door has a re-
frigerator behind it. Might look 
into the cab and fi nd a coffee 
maker, a microwave and heart 
monitors, and an AED, for life 
sustaining use. Most all trucks 
now offer a “clean power” plug 
in the cab or a special com-
partment. It can also be a “data 
terminal” and is used for power-
ing the computer and special-
ized equipment. A computer 
can store loads of important 
knowledge such as drawings 
of the building, different fl oors, 
water points, power supplies, 
occupancy, and lots more to as-
sist in the day-to-day task of a 
fi refi ghter.

Not behind a door, but on 
the dash, is a GPS for quicker 
routing, and also for an alter-
nate route in case there are spe-
cial traffi c problems. Up behind 
the rear mirror is a camera to 
record our travel and after arriv-
ing on the scene of the events 
as a they happen. Blowers and 
special fans for ventilation, and 
other tactics are also on board. 
I cannot name all the different 
tools in the cabinet for forc-
ible entry, fi nding hidden fi res, 
opening walls, and most any 
other fi re ground activity you 
can imagine.

Power hydraulic systems 
for the Jaws of Life, for cutters, 
spreaders, pinch tools and all 
for extrication of passengers in 
vehicles. Blocking and shoring 
hardware for making a vehicle, 
a ditch, or other obstacle sta-
tionary and or safe to perform 
the job at hand. Winches can 
be found on all four sides to do 
heavy rescue, or to use on lift-
ing. Specialty nozzles, devices 
for repairing damaged hoses 
on scene, and loads of metal 
cutting saws and chain saws 
along with blowers to clean up, 
brooms, mops, vacuums and 
such to help the home owner 
get back in service as quickly 

and safely as pos-
sible. are on board.

This super “tool 
box” is fi lled with 
lots of goodies 
and sometime can 
take a year’s bud-
get just to load it 
with equipment. 
These $400,000 
plus vehicles can 
need a healthy 
$125,000 in 
equipment to fi ll 
the cabinets, and 
there will always 
be something you 
could use or need 
on a scene that is 
on another truck 
or owned by an-
other department. 
Or it could be 
some new item to 
be placed on next 
year’s budget wish 
list. 

It is now 2010. What is next? 
We did not even look at lad-

ders, equipment trucks, truck 
company vehicles, brush trucks, 
medical wagons, and those 

tankers and super tankers. If 
you win the lottery and need 
something to do with some 

of the money, donate 
to your favorite fi re 
department. Ask them 
for the wish list. They 
are already working on 
the NEEDS list. It is a 
never ending battle. As 
communities grow the 
issues grow for the spe-
cial needs of every fi re 
department. Good luck 
to those who will carry 
this on into the future. 

Sandy Wilborn was with 
Forbush VFD for over 20 
years and with the Fire 
Brigade at his regular oc-
cupation for 12 years. He 
works with manufacturers 
of fi re trucks, foam systems, 
foam solutions and ap-
plication devices. He is an 
IFSAC Nationwide certifi ca-
tion fi refi ghter, and is in 
constant contact with some 
of the best minds in the fi re 
service. He can be reached at 

srw1126@aol.com.

This 2000 model shows special lighting, includes a tele-raise light, post lights and refl ections. 
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BigBig
SummerSummer
Issue!Issue!

Don’t Miss Our Summer Issue!
Distributed in mid July, we’ll feature great
columnists, training and instruction and
new features you’ve requested!

Only Carolina Fire Rescue EMS Journal
brings you the best, most useful and engaging 
resources to help you in your career!

   Featuring:
•  Continuing

education in
the Carolinas

•  Extrication and
rescue

•   Building the perfect 
fi re station

• EMS buyers guide
•   Hospital emergency 

departments

Limited advertising

opportunities are now 

available. For information 

call Charles Sosnik at

704-568-7804.

On-Scene
Xplorer™

OnScene Xplorer is the complete Mapping 
and Pre-Incident Planning System installed 
in your apparatus.

717.295.1194 www.IronCompass.com

Put away those bulky outdated binders!

By Mike McMonagle

As we all know, “emergency 
response” involves more than 
just fi ghting fi res or tending to 
someone who has been injured.  
That is not to say that suppress-
ing a fully involved structure 
fi re or resuscitating an unre-
sponsive heart attack victim 
are simple feats. Rather, they 
are the public-facing actions 
that are typically prefaced by 
behind-the-scenes information 
gathering and analyzing that 
is oftentimes performed while 
en route to the call. Whether it 
is a paramedic accessing past 
medical records, or a fi refi ghter 
reviewing a building layout for 
a facility before arrival, the in-
formation that is available will 
ultimately shape the means by 

which the emergency — what-
ever it may be — is approached 
and handled.

Out with the old
Since the invention of the 

printing press almost 600 years 
ago, society has depended 
upon paper-based communica-
tion as a trusted means for dis-
seminating information. From 
books and journals to letters 
and pamphlets, the written 
word has steadily relied on 
the blank page for recording, 
reporting, and corresponding.  
Over time, however, these pag-
es will inevitably collect, and 
storing them can become quite 
inconvenient.

In the emergency response 
fi eld, this concept is most eas-

ily demonstrated by the bulky 
mapbooks and pre-plan binders 
on board fi re apparatus, by the 
many medical forms and trip 
sheets used by ambulance op-
erators, and even by the Emer-
gency Response Guidebook 
(ERG) for hazardous materi-
als used by both EMS and fi re 
departments. While these are 
all important resources for fi rst 
responders, they are, in many 
respects, antiquated means for 
storing and accessing such criti-
cal information.

Even further, these methods 
have grown increasingly more 
tedious and time-consuming 
to maintain, especially as many 
emergency vehicle fl eets con-
tinue to grow in size to accom-
modate growing commercial 

and residential communities. A 
city fi re department, for exam-
ple, may have anywhere from 
15 to 50 plus vehicles in opera-
tion. Updating a printed map-
book for each vehicle would 
require a good bit of time and 
effort for the department. If 
only one or two pages of the 
mapbook are being replaced, it 
is still a major undertaking.  

Relying on a paper-based 
system can quickly turn into a 
budgetary nightmare for today’s 
economically strained emergen-
cy response force. Aside from 
the labor hours that are needed 
for a department-wide update, 
other factors such as the cost 
of paper and ongoing mainte-
nance for printing and copying 
(toner, ink, service calls, etc.) 
can rapidly drain the already 
limited funding that is avail-
able and arguably better off 
spent on equipment upgrades. 
Recently, a department in Dela-
ware reported spending close 
to $4,000 a year to lease a large 
copier for the sole purpose of 
mapbook replication. 

In with the new…
In order to more systemati-

cally and conveniently store, 
and likewise retrieve infor-
mation such as pre-incident 
plans or medical records, many 
emergency responders have 
opted to installing computers 
on board their vehicles. While 
the terminology may vary — 
one department’s mobile data 
terminal (MDT) may very well 
be another’s mobile computer 
terminal (MCT) — the bot-
tom line is the same: in-vehicle 
computers present an effective 
means for storing and access-
ing critical information while in 
the fi eld and on the scene.

Different than your average 
work or home computer, com-
puters for the emergency re-
sponse fi eld are oftentimes ex-
posed to elements — i.e. heat, 
humidity, vibration, dust, spills 
— that would wreak havoc on 
the more domestic models. To 
accommodate for this, several 
computer makers have devel-
oped models rated at either 

Mobile computing for your truck
A crash course in making the switch from paper-based resources
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• Self-fi lling vacuum system

• Can be fi lled at up to 2000 GPM 

   without a Class A pumper

• Can self-fi ll up to three suction 

   inlets using almost any

   alternative water source

• Features baffl  ed aluminum tanks 

   holding up to 4000 gallons

• Allows one operator to deliver 

   more than 250 GPM in a three 

   mile shuttle 

725 Patrick Industrial Lane  |  Winder, GA 30680

800-965-6227  |  Fax: 770-868-4455

www.fi relineinc.com  |  salesinfo@fi relineinc.com

South Carolina Dealer North Carolina Dealer

2520 N. Wesleyan Blvd., P.O. Box 8075  |  Rocky Mount, NC 27804

877-358-FIRE  |  Fax: 252-972-6846

www.fi reconnections.com  |  sales@fi reconnections.com

Never Worry About Water Supply Again
Water Master Vacuum Tankers are the Answer bynnndddd

“semi-rugged” or “fully rugged.”  
These designations are used to 
indicate the extent to which 
the machines are capable of en-
during different conditions and 
still maintain their functionality 
and ultimately protect the hard 
drive. 

Manufacturers will typically 
advertise that the model has 
been certifi ed as MIL-STD-810, 
which means it has passed the 
Department of Defense’s mili-
tary standard durability testing. 
While Panasonic’s Toughbook 
line has positioned itself as an 
industry favorite, other manu-
facturers such as Dell, Data911, 
Xplore Technologies, Motorola, 
HP and Itronix — which was 
recently acquired by General 
Dynamics — all have models 
that fall under the fully rugged 
umbrella. 

Some features that you will 
characteristically see in these 
fully rugged laptops are a mag-
nesium-alloy casing, spill-resis-
tant keyboard, sealed coverings 
on any external connectors/
ports (USB, VGA, etc.), a shock 
absorbent hard drive, and an 
outdoor readable displays, of-
ten with touchscreen capabili-
ties. For some independent re-
search (and a good laugh), head 
to YouTube.com and search for 
some tests that users of the Pa-
nasonic Toughbook and other 
models have been put the lap-
tops through.

Toting such heavy duty 
hardware into the fi eld will 
also require some thought into 
securing the computer in the 
vehicle. Sadly, in this circum-
stance, duct tape and Velcro 
won’t cut it, as some of these 
fully rugged models weigh in at 
six to eight pounds. When on 
the road, a tight turn or acci-
dent can quickly transform an 
unsecured piece of equipment 
of that weight into a weapon 
in the cab of your apparatus or 
ambulance. 

Many options for mount-
ing hardware will provide not 
only a stable means to secure 
your laptop within the vehicle, 
but also provide a convenient 
way to connect the computer 
to many external components, 
such as a power supply or a 
GPS receiver. Although many 
of the laptop models on the 
market have been optimized for 
ease of use in the fi eld (such as 
the Toughbook CF-19 tablet or 
the Toughbook H1 tablet), larg-
er models (such as the Tough-
book CF-30, Motorola ML-910, 
or HP 2450p) can essentially 
remain docked in the mount 
and powered on, so as to avoid 
delays in accessing your infor-
mation that would be experi-
enced by having to power up 
the computer for each call. 

One thing to note, however, 
is that mounts are not the same 
across the board. Most mount-

ing manufacturers 
will have customized 
mounting units to ac-
commodate different 
vehicle models. For ex-
ample, an installation 
in a fi re department’s 
chief’s vehicle will re-
quire different mount-
ing hardware confi gu-
ration than would be 
installed in an ambu-
lance cab.

With computer and 
mounting hardware 
covered, we are left 
now with the most 
important step: select-
ing the software that 
will best meet your Make sure your computer is mounted properly to avoid serious injury 

to your passengers.See CHOOSING page 52
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Manufacturer of Quality ToolsManufacturer of Quality Tools
for Your Fire  ghting Needs

Axes & Sheaths • Hydra Ram • Farr-
Bar • Fire Tuff Saw • Hand Tools • Bar • Fire Tuff Saw • Hand Tools • 
Pike Poles • Hooks • Harnesses & Pike Poles • Hooks • Harnesses & 
Straps • Saws & Blades • Fire-Rescue Straps • Saws & Blades • Fire-Rescue 
Net • Hook Systems • Glove Straps Net • Hook Systems • Glove Straps 
• Loop Systems • Ground Zero • Loop Systems • Ground Zero 
• S.O.R.D. • Streamlight • • S.O.R.D. • Streamlight • 
Mounting • Truckman’s Mounting • Truckman’s 
Belt • MAXX Tools • Belt • MAXX Tools • 
Wildland Tools • Eska Wildland Tools • Eska 
Fire Gloves and More!Fire Gloves and More!

Fire Hooks Unlimited
732-280-7737732-280-7737
www.  rehooksunlimited.netwww.  rehooksunlimited.net

Call today for a free catalogCall today for a free catalog

The FIREMAXX TOOL   — 14-in-1 features in a one 
piece tool! MAXX tools are always versatile and 
dependable!

department’s needs. Choos-
ing the right software for your 
department should actually be 
considered fi rst, as it will inevi-
tably help you discern — if not 
altogether mandate — which 
computer model you will need. 
For example, software tailored 
for EMS operations or Fire Mar-
shal inspections might benefi t 
more from a tablet-style model 
as they are likely to be used 
more in the fi eld and not solely 
while mounted in the vehicle.

Many software vendors have 
developed systems that are 
tailored to the emergency re-
sponse fi eld: EMS software for 

equipment tracking, fi re pre-
incident planning and inspec-
tion software, GIS/mapping 
software with GPS functionality, 
electronic versions of the ERG 
and other hazmat resources, 
etc. The aim of these products 
is to make these important re-
sources more easily accessible 
and useable by the departments 
that rely on them in emergency 
situations.  

While some of these systems 
are able to function without 
any server connectivity, many 
do require a wireless connec-
tion while out in the fi eld. 
When choosing a software 
product, make sure to factor 

in any ongoing costs associat-
ed with the cell cards for your 
computers if such a connec-
tion is needed. These types of 
products may simplify updating 
and sharing information across 
the department — or even with 
neighboring departments run-
ning the same software — but 
they also expose the user to 
the risk of server disruptions 
or network outages. The other 
software option is for products 
that are stored and operated 
locally on the computer itself. 
These may include some net-
work-based features, but overall 
they will function in the fi eld 
without relying on a server con-

nection.
Choosing a hardware and 

software solution for your de-
partment is not an easy task. 
In a time marked by budget 
cuts, it might be tempting to 
purchase a system based on 
its price tag, and not its utility. 
The fact remains, however, that 
at the end of the day, you will 
only get out of your software 
what you put into it. The only 
thing worse than purchasing a 
cheap and lesser quality system 
is having to budget for its re-
placement a year or two later.  

Take the time to truly assess 
the desired functionality and 
tools you expect to gain from 

whichever system you adopt. 
As emergency responders, you 
owe it to not only yourselves, 
but to the future victims and 
patients you will serve, to get 
equipped with the most effi -
cient and effective tools avail-
able. In the long run, you might 
just save a life because of it.

Mike McMonagle is an account 
representative with Iron Compass 
Map Co., based in Lancaster, PA. 
Iron Compass is the developers of 
OnScene Xplorer, the fully featured 
in-vehicle mapping and pre-incident 
planning software for emergency 
responders. For more information, 
visit http://www.ironcompass.com. 

Continued from page 51

Choosing your software solutions

While Panasonic’s Toughbook line has positioned itself as an industry 
favorite, other manufacturers such as Dell, Data911, Xplore Technologies, 
Motorola, HP and Itronix,  have models that fall under the fully rugged 
umbrella.
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I’m a single mom working on my degree.

We’d like to share what we learned in this 

training exercise.

Tell Your StoryTell Your Story
We want to hear from you. For 25 years, 
Carolina Fire Rescue EMS Journal has 
been a part of the Carolinas fi rst re-
sponder community. We’ve grown with 
you, supported your efforts, laughed and 
cried with you.

Simply put, YOU ARE Carolina Fire Rescue EMS
Journal. We’re here for you.  And, we’re here
because of you.

We want to hear from you.  Let us know what 
you want in the publication. Send us your
photos, news on promotions, fundraisers,
new equipment and new deliveries.

We’re Your Newspaper

Call Editor Sherry Brooks at 704-568-7804 or e-mail your news to editing@carolinafi rejournal.com

at

We’d like to let other departments know 

about our new recruiting program.

We cover south central North Carolina
and north central South Carolina.

Western North & South Carolina MW Fire dealer.

Visit the full line of apparatus at www.mwfire.com.

• ASE and EVT Certified Technicians

• Factory trained technicians in Hale, Waterous
   and Darley Pumps

• On site full maintenance NFPA 1911

• On site hose testing

• Most repairs can be done on site

• A complete check off page with needed repairs

• Insta Chain installation and service

FULL MAINTENANCE SERVICE
FOR ALL YOUR APPARATUS NEEDS

MID-CAROLINA EMERGENC Y APPARATUS, INC.MID-CAROLINA EMERGENC Y APPARATUS, INC.

DAVID PRESSLEYDAVID PRESSLEY
704-821-1656704-821-1656

WWW.MIDCAROLINAAPPARATUS.COMWWW.MIDCAROLINAAPPARATUS.COM

CWTS@WINDSTREAM.NETCWTS@WINDSTREAM.NET

Spring will soon be here 
and so will the storms that 
follow. With our ever chang-
ing environment, storms can 
bring down a lot of water in a 
short period. With the onset of 
increasing growth and devel-
opment, this water sometimes 
has no place to go. The result is 
fl ooded streets and populated 
areas. We also have to consider 
the seasonal water activities 
of the public, thus resulting in 
more water recovery opera-
tions. Let’s take a look at some 
of the personal equipment 
needed for this type of opera-
tions.

Keeping our personal equip-
ment in mind, even if we are 
not directly involved in water 
rescue operations, you may still 
be in close proximity to the 
rescue and thus need to make 
sure you have on the correct 
protection.

Your Personal Flotation De-
vice (PFD) is one of the most 
important pieces of equipment 
you will need. There are so 
many types to choose from. You 
need to decide which opera-
tions you will be involved in to 

make a good decision.
For instance, if you will only 

be involved with boat recovery 
and dragging operations, then 
your PFD needs to be able to 
keep you afl oat and be comfort-
able. You will not need extra 
pockets or attachment points, 
but perhaps some mesh con-
struction to keep you cooler in 
the Summer. On the other hand, 
if you are involved in swiftwa-
ter operations, you need a PFD 
that will keep you up in 
fast mov-
ing water, 
offer you 
protection, 
and have the 
pockets and 
attach-
ments 
for such 
things 
as lights, 
caribin-
ers, whistle, 
knives, and 
other items 
you may want to 
carry.

You also want the PFD to fi t 
good and snug so it does not 

ride up on your neck when 
you are in the water. One of 
the best PFDs on the market is 
the rescue vest from Stearns. It 
offers a good fi t, excellent fl o-
tation, and pockets for equip-
ment. Another good PFD is the 
Force 6. This vest also offers 
good fl otation and pockets for 
equipment. Always wear a prop-
er fi tting PFD for your safety. 

Your next consideration 
would be a helmet. Of course 
for water recovery, a helmet 
would not be necessary. Swift-
water operations would be a 
different story. As with most 
equipment, there are several 

good helmets on the 
market. We like us-
ing the Pro-Tec Ace 
helmets, they of-
fer a comfortable 
fi t, good ventila-
tion and drain-
age, along with a 

reasonable cost. 
The Pro-Tec Wake 

helmet is the same hel-
met with additional ear protec-
tion. Another popular helmet is 
the Cascade water helmet. The 
main thing to remember is to 

buy a helmet that gives you ad-
equate head protection and has 
good ventilation and drainage. 
Also, it is important to make 
sure your helmet fi ts correctly. 

If it doesn’t stay on your head, 
it will not do you much good.

Your body protection is an-

Water rescue  equipment considerations
DAVID PEASE — REDS Team

See WHAT page 55
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We are T&L Equipment and we know that youWe are T&L Equipment and we know that you
have more important things to do than worryhave more important things to do than worry
about laundry equipment.about laundry equipment.

1001-A North Church Street
Charlotte, NC 28206

T & L Equipment Sales Company Inc.
"Your  Distributor"

phone:800-423-7937    fax:704-374-1004    e-Mail: sales@washcycle.com

By having flexible terms and conditions because we understand
working on a budget or waiting on a grant may take time.

We won't oversell you on a complicated or high maintenance machine.

By matching the right equipment to the needs of your
particular station the first time.

By knowing our equipment so you won't have to.

We will be there after the sale if you need help.

. .

Do you need a Do you need a Washer ExtractorWasher Extractor to clean to clean
your Turnout Gear?  We make it your Turnout Gear?  We make it EasyEasy... How?... How?

We also have 
Gear Drying Cabinets...

to put out. Only Class A and B 
have numeric ratings (1-A to 
40-A, 1-B to 640-B). These num-
bers relate to how much fi re 
an untrained bystander can be 
expected to put out — Class A 
in cubic feet, Class B in square 
feet, because of the particular 
tests used. Class C is only tested 
for electrical conductivity of 
the agent; if no electrical shock 
is transmitted through the agent 
stream, then a Class C rating is 
received. Class D is not rated, 
but is fuel-specifi c. This means 
the agent must match the metal 
fuel involved. Potassium-based 
dry powder agent does not 
work well with sodium-based 
metal fi re without a signifi cant 
chemical reaction happening. 
Class K is rated for its own class 
and does carry a Class A rating 
if needed.

Application of agent to fi re 
now comes into play. We’ve 
seen the fi re, know what is 
burning and have chosen our 
extinguisher and agent to sup-
press the fi re. The term PASS is 
an acronym for how to use the 
extinguisher:

P — Pull the safety pin by 
using a twist/pull method to 
break the safety tab holding the 
pin in place

A — Aim the nozzle of the 
extinguisher at the base of the 
fi re

S — Squeeze the handle to-
gether to release the agent from 
the shell

S — Sweep the base of the 
fi re. This interrupts the chemi-
cal chain reaction of the fi re tet-
rahedron and will stop the com-
bustion process in various ways 
— cooling surfaces, separating 
atmospheric oxygen from the 
process, smothering, etc.

Although on a smaller scale, 
this is similar to using fi re 
streams — both still attack the 
base of the fi re. An exception 
to this is Class D combustible 

metal fi res. Dry powder agents 
have to be applied in layers as 
these fi res can forcibly create 
reactions that make situations 
worse. Try applying water or 
dry chemical to a magnesium 
shaving pile burning — talk 
about fi reworks and exposure 
issues close to the area!

Maintenance of extinguishers 
is important. Monthly checks 
of the units hanging in the sta-
tions and on apparatus need 
to be completed. Extinguish-
ers mounted on apparatus are 
exposed to more vibration and 
shock from the chassis that 
leads to possible packing of the 
dry chemical and dry powder 
agents. Loosening dry chemical 
and powder agents by shaking 
or tapping the shell with a rub-
ber mallet allows the unit to 
stay operational. Checking gaug-
es on dry chemical, dry powder 
and pressurized water extin-
guishers allows operator to see 
if unit has leaked any stored 
pressure within the shell. Car-
bon dioxide extinguishers are 
weighed to check for fullness 
as these shells are under high 
pressure and have no gauge.

Just like air cylinders of 
SCBA, these shells are on a test-
ing schedule as well. Stainless 
steel cylinders are on fi ve year 
hydrostatic testing schedules, 
aluminum and mild steel shells 
are on 12 year rotations, carbon 
dioxide shells follow fi ve year 
intervals per Federal DOT. Main-
taining records on extinguish-
ers are important. You must 
have that paper trail — comput-
er fi le — to make sure what we 
use is safe for us and well main-
tained. A fi refi ghter carrying a 
10 pound grenade when the 
shell fails is not a fun day. 

These are some facts that 
can fi ll a training session. NFPA 
10 Portable Fire Extinguish-
ers has more information on 

Portable extinguishers
Continued from page 42

See EXTINGUISHERS next page
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Built with Pride
and Years of
Experience

NC Sales Representative 
Jay Adams

704-350-5846 • jay.adams@seagrave.com 

SC Sales Representative
Jerry Williams

803-323-9338 • jerry.williams@seagrave.com

www.seagrave.com

• Seagrave      
  Builds  A
  Better Cab

• Full and Split 
  Forward-Tilt 
  Cab

• 2,900 sq. in. 
  of  Windshield 
  Viewing

• Low Engine 
   Tunnel Heights

• Stainless Steel, 
  Aluminum and 
  Poly Bodies

 West Lexington FD - Lexington, NC

 Edgewood VFD - Abbeville County, SC

 Bethesda VFD - York County, SC

 Brevard FD - Brevard, NC    photos by Steve Skipton

what extinguishers are used 
in which occupancy, travel 
distances in hazard areas and 
so on. Continue to review 
and study on all parts of our 
“foundations” so cracks in 
the structure will not force 
“demolition.” “Remodeling” is 
okay. Besides, who wants to 
look at the same wallpaper 
or paint for 30 years?

Stay safe in the streets and 
“make every day a training 
day!”

Captain Coffey currently 
serves as one of the training 
offi cers of the High Point Fire 
Department. He came through 
the ranks from fi refi ghter to his 
current position. He started as a 
volunteer in 1984 in the Arcadia 
- Reedy Creek - Hampton Fire & 
Rescue Department and had held 
the rank of training offi cer and 
rescue lieutenant. He has been an 
instructor with the NC Commu-
nity College system & the Offi ce of 
the State Fire Marshal since 1990. 
He has an A.A.S. degree in Fire 
Protection Technology. He can be 
reached at mpcoffey@hotmail.
com.

Continued from previous page

Extinguishers

other big thing to consider. In 
waters with temperatures even 
in the 70s, you should consider 
a wetsuit to help maintain ther-
mal body heat. With prolonged 
exposures in waters less than 
85 degrees, you can loose pre-
cious body heat.

For the warmer waters a 
shorty suit should be adequate. 
In slightly cooler water you 
may want to go to a full 
suit. You should con-
sider a drysuit for wa-
ter temperatures less 
than 70 degrees. 
These are swiftwa-
ter drysuits not to 
be confused with scu-
ba diving drysuits. They 
are less expensive and 
most would seep water 
if you dove with them.

Stearns has several 
good swiftwater drysuits 
on the market, one that 
utilizes an air relief valve 
and one that does not. There 
are numerous other companies 
with very good suits. As with 
your PFD and helmet, a drysuit 
should fi t you well. You do not 
want it too tight that you do 
not have the fl exibility to swim 
or perform rescues, or too big 
that it will also restrict your 
movements. Shop around and 
get what works for you. 

You need to consider a good 
water boot and gloves next. I 
think gloves are more of a per-

sonal preference, as there a lot 
of water sport gloves on the 
market that work well for wa-
ter rescue operations. 
Now when it comes to 
boots, I like the OTB 
water boots. These 
boots give you a solid 
sole with tread for 
walking and navigating 
on rocks. The boot of-
fers a drainage system 

that allows the 
water to drain 

from the 
boot when 
you come 
out of the 
water. The boot 
has a comfortable 

fi t and it is con-
structed of durable 
materials. You need 
to have a good fi tting 
boot that will stay 
on your foot and not 
stress your feet when 

you have to wear them 
for a long time. These 

boots are good for swiftwater 
and recovery operations. 

Your accessories should in-
clude a few minimal items and 
some will be personal prefer-

ences. You need a good whis-
tle with no ball inside, such as 
the Fox 40. You should have a 

knife secured in a sheath. Some 
rescuers like the pointed tip 
while others prefer the blunt 
tip. Another consideration 
along the lines of the knife is a 
pair of bandage or EMS shears. 
Next you want to have 
several aluminum 
carabiners. The 
controversy here 
is whether they 
should be locking 
or non-locking. I 
have heard pros 
and cons on both, and I 
prefer the non-locking, but that 

is a decision you would need 
to make. A couple of prussik or 
accessories cords are needed as 

well. You want a good water-
proof fl ashlight that is relatively 
small but powerful and a water-
proof strobe. These are the ba-
sic items you may need, but by 
no means is this inclusive. You 

may want to add other items 
to your PFD as well.

With the com-
ing of the “season” 
you need to be 
prepared if you 
are in the business 
of responding to 

water rescue operations. 
If you already have equipment, 

make sure you take the time to 
check everything before you 
get called on a rescue and are 

not sure whether your gear will 
be up to par or not. Equipment 
failures are preventable, but can 
be costly and fatal.

The old saying, “an ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound 
of cure,” holds very true in this 
situation. Know what you’re 
buying, buy what you know. 
Stay safe and if you have ques-
tions or comments, feel free to 
contact me.

If you have any questions or 
comments e-mail David Pease at 
Reds100@aol.com and visit the team 
website at www.RedsTeam.com.

Continued from page 53

What you need to be prepared for water rescue season

Equipment failures are preventable, 
but can be costly and fatal...
Know what you’re buying, buy
what you know.
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If you are old enough, you 
may remember the TV com-
mercials depicting the kindly 
supermarket manager named 
Mr. Whipple squeezing the 
Charmin toilet pa-
per? It was 
neither too 
hard nor too 
soft; it was 
“just right.” 

From an 
employer’s 
viewpoint, 
what makes an 
employee “just 
right?” What 
traits do employ-
ers — including 
emergency service providers 
— actually seek when hiring or 
promoting someone? 

The Vancouver Sun (10/2, 

Sankey) reports that although 
“hard technical skills are a ba-
sic requirement in any given 
fi eld,” it is “the softer intangible 

skills that really 
set a job seeker 
apart from the 
crowd in the 
marketplace,” 
according to 
an informal 
survey of ed-
ucators and 
recruiters. 
The survey 
found that 
“presen-

tation, com-
munication, listening abil-

ity, command of the language, 
social and personal habits, 
styles of management, leader-
ship, problem-solving, creativ-

ity and optimism rank among 
the must-have skills in the new 
economy.” And “among the skills 
in greatest demand is the abil-
ity to self-manage, in combina-
tion with effective interperson-
al skills,” while “being able to 
multi-task effectively and take 
on broader roles is also a key 
benefi t to employers.”

Most people excel at certain 
things, but regardless of the 
chosen discipline, it is quite 
rare to fi nd the “complete pack-
age” in regard to a model em-
ployee. Many individuals exhib-
it a high level of area specifi c 
technical (hard) skills, but they 
do not always express them-
selves well and may not always 
be “a part of the team.”

During these times of shrink-
ing budgets and other once 
unfathomable problems, the 
need for individual energy/cre-
ativity has never been higher. 
Higher education and other 
training courses often tend to 
focus only on the technical as-
pects of a discipline. In actual-
ity, it is other traits that seem to 
foster productivity and innova-
tion.  The following employer 
related article excerpt tends to 
shed further light and reinforce 
this obvious defi cit present in 
today’s’ workforce.

The Springfi eld (MO) Busi-
ness Journal (7/28, Wagner) 
reports the results of the 2008 
Missouri Job Vacancy Sur-
vey, which gathered informa-
tion from employers about 
job vacancies and the types of 
unfi lled positions, as well as ad-
ditional information about ben-
efi ts and incentives offered; ed-
ucation, experience and skills 

required; competencies impor-
tant to fi lling those vacancies; 
and common shortcomings of 
applicants. Regarding “common 
skills gaps encountered when 
trying to fi ll job vacancies,” the 
report indicates that “job candi-
dates should possess ‘soft skills,’ 
such as interpersonal commu-
nication, punctuality and good 
hygiene, as well as ‘hard skills,’ 
such as specifi c technical train-
ing or the ability to acquire and 
use information.” And, “the top 
three shortcomings exhibited 
by applicants are a lack of posi-
tive attitude, poor customer 
service skills and a poor work 
ethic.”

 As for the top three short-
comings noted above, how do 
you actually teach someone to 
have a positive attitude or in-
still a good work ethic? Hope-
fully, departmental pre-hire 
screening/background checks 
will eliminate those that obvi-
ously lack personal interest 
in these important areas. As 
for those already employed in 
the fi re service, I maintain that 
departmental leaders should 
make these essential attributes 
mandatory and hold them ac-
countable by way of a docu-
mented annual employee as-
sessment.  Furthermore, we 
should andcan actually teach 
concepts regarding team build-
ing, good customer service and 
incorporate them into depart-
mental SOGs and SOPs.  

Merely showing up on time 
and performing to the mini-
mum expectations associated 
with your job — being average 
— does not cut it in this mod-
ern age. Being average is not ac-

ceptable in any discipline, espe-
cially today’s fi re service. If you 
are average, 50 percent of the 
department is below you and 
50 percent of the membership 
is above you. This is certainly 
nothing to be proud of, is it?

Each employee must contrib-
ute their full weight in order 
to complete the mission safely 
and effi ciently, day after day. 
The public expects, and pays 
for this. Remember why you 
are there — by improving and 
utilizing a combination of your 
soft and hard skills, you should 
be able to be a consistent con-
tributing member of the overall 
team. 

Mr. Whipple was not without 
fault, he was often “busted” for 
doing the same things that he 
berated his tissue fondling store 
patrons for. In reality, none of 
us are “just right,” but we can 
each identify personal weak-
nesses and strive to overcome 
them. If you are already a part 
of the team, the question is — 
are you making the team bet-
ter or worse?  One last parting 
thought: “one should always 
aspire to be the candle or the 
mirror that refl ects it.”

Dave Murphy retired as Assistant 
Chief of the Richmond (KY) fi re 
department and is currently an 
Associate Professor in the Fire 
Safety Engineering Technology 
program located at The University 
of North Carolina at Charlotte. 
Dave is past Eastern Director of 
the Fire Department Safety Of-
fi cers Association and currently 
serves as a member on NFPA 610 
which deals with safety at motor-
sports venues. 

Soft and hard = just right
DAVE MURPHY
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TOLL FREE: 1-800-524-3481

PO Box 60213
Bakersfield, CA 93386

fax: 661-871-9666

SAFE
• All work at ground
level.
• Completely powered:

up and down.

EFFICIENT

• One person can do
the work of two or
three — and in less
time.

• Takes up less than a
single parking space.

ATTRACTIVE

• Free standing —no
external braces or guy
wires.

• Custom painted —
your choice of color to
compliment your
station.

VERSATILE

• Easy to relocate.
• Use to dry salvage

covers, hose bed
covers, etc.

• Mount flood lights and
radio antennae at the
top.

Despite all of the other 
things with which we are 
tasked, fi re is still our middle 
name. We spend the bulk of our 
time doing down time stuff — 
check and clean trucks, train, 
and prepare for calls — more 
than we spend time actually 
operating on calls. Take nothing 
away from this. Our monoto-
nous tasks that are labeled as 
routine and boring are very im-
portant.

Imagine your favorite foot-
ball team playing your biggest 
rival without ever practicing 
plays or checking to see if their 
helmets and pads fi t properly. 
Such an occurrence may result 
in an outcome similar to the 
football game in 1916 during 
which the Cumberland, Ten-
nessee Bulldogs were beaten 
unmercifully by the then called 
“Engineers” from Georgia Tech. 
The fi nal score of that game 
was 222 to zero. That is not a 
typo. If we were to discard, ig-
nore, or treat with disdain the 
important tasks that prepare us 
for “game time,” we might be 
faced with an equally painful 
defeat. And let’s remember, we 
are not playing for points. While 
I don’t intend to belittle the 
importance of college football, 
I do believe our job of protect-
ing and saving lives and prop-
erty, is slightly more important 
— but maybe only slightly.

Though preparation is the 
key, some would argue that you 
can never be truly prepared for 
everything we will encounter. 
Given that almost everyday that 
I come to work, I learn some-
thing new, I would have to lean 
towards that argument. How-
ever, on the types of incidents 
with higher frequency of oc-
currence, and in the absence of 
continual refi ning and improve-
ment of our operations, we 
simply reinforce poor actions. 

In other words, just because we do 
something stupid or unsafe over 
and over again, doesn’t mean we 
are learning, or at least it means that 
we are not learning good things.

The well known speaker Mr. Gor-
don Graham talks about the inher-
ent risks associated with high risk, 
low frequency activities. Given that 
the bulk of our time is now spent 
on things not related to our middle 
name (fi re), it makes the big fi res 
that much more dangerous. We are 
running myocardial infarctions, 
motor vehicle collisions and room 
and contents fi res at least once a 
week, but how often do we oper-
ate at a big fi re. When I write of the 
“big fi re,” PLEASE keep in mind that 
most big fi res start as a very small 
fi re. If the detection, our notifi ca-
tion or response to the small fi re is 

greatly delayed, for whatever rea-
son, we typically arrive at a time in 
the chain of events that makes our 
operational strategy self-evident, de-
fensive or surround and drown. In 
this case, all we have to do is pump 
enough water on the fi re to absorb 
the heat being released faster than 
the heat is being generated.

Although the tactics to reach this 
end may not be that simple, from a 
incident management standpoint, all 
we have to do is prevent any John 
Waynes from attempting to single 
handedly extinguish the fi re by lad-
dering and making entry with a por-
table water extinguisher through 
the only window on the third fl oor 
that doesn’t have fi re blowing out 
of it.  

Fire and football
DAVID GREENE 

See ALWAYS KNOW page 58
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So, what happens when we 
arrive at a fi re at the beginning 
of that chain of events? Usually 
we are faced with a fi re that is 
quickly brought under control. 
These are our cooking fi res or 
room and contents fi res and 
we commonly consider these 
routine. However, sometimes 
the fi res don’t go out as quickly 
as we would like, or something 
else occurs that complicates 
matters. These fi res are the 
ones where the attack team 
has trouble locating the fi re, or 
even worse, we are faced with 
a downed fi refi ghter or a civil-
ian in need of rescue. In these 
cases, when we arrive on “the 
fi eld,” the “other team” has al-
ready begun its fi rst series of 
plays. In other words, the fi re 
has already begun its move-
ment of the destruction of lives 
and property. Although we use 
smoke signs and fi re movement 
to get a look at what the “other 
team’s” play is as it develops, 
that doesn’t always give us a 
look at what the end result of 
the play is going to be — fl ash-
over, structural collapse, etc.

Imagine if we could get to 
“the fi eld” before “the play” 
starts to get a good look at “the 

But did you know that our product Crusader® is made with Kevlar®

Nomex®? Guardian® with PBI Kevlar? Brigade® with Nomex and
Gladiator® with Basofil®? And the company who makes these 
products is (PGI) Difco Performance Fabrics Inc.

From 1905 to 1998, Difco Performance Fabrics operated as a division of
Dominion Textile Ltd., providing Career Apparel fabrics and Workwear
Uniforms. Difco Performance Fabrics today is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Polymer Group (PGI), a world leader in developing new technologies related
to the manufacture and marketing of a broad range of woven, non-woven and
polymer products.

Through sheer dedication and commitment, Difco has become North
America’s leading producer of flame-resistant fabrics for the Firefighter com-
munity and Industrial Workers worldwide.

Nomex and Kevlar are registered trademarks of E.I. Dupont de Nemours and Company. Basofil is a registered trademark of
McKinnon-Land, LLC. Crusader, Guardian, Brigade and Gladiator are registered trademarks of Difco Performance Fabrics Inc.

Difco Performance Fabrics Inc.

Tel.: 1 800 668-4724

You know us. And you know our products.

other team’s formation” prior 
to the ball being snapped. Now 
imagine if we could get a look 
at the “other team’s” playbook, 
prior to “the game” even start-
ing. Well, we can.

Another one of the “routine” 
tasks we must complete are 
pre-incident surveys. These are 
normally completed on our 
commercial and assembly oc-
cupancies and should include 
a fl oor plan that can help the 
incident command (IC) deter-
mine where the fi re is, where it 
might be “running,” and where 
any of the innocent spectators 
might be trapped. If we don’t 
have a pre-incident survey or 
layout of the building, say we’re 
dealing with a single family 
dwelling; we should fall back 
to our building construction 
training.  

By nature, every house is 
built a little different, which is 
what we, as consumers, de-
mand. We are each unique indi-
viduals, and therefore, we don’t 
want to live in a house that is 
exactly like our neighbors’ or 
friends’. However, there are 
some things we can look for to 
help us determine the layout 
of the building if we just stop 
for a minute, ignore the smoke 

and fi re, and the sound of the 
ventilation fan. Take a look at 
fi gure 1, this window measures 
46 inches from sill, the bot-
tom, to soffi t, the top. These 
are common in bedrooms. The 
windows in fi gure 2 measure 
only 33 inches from sill to soffi t. 
These are common in smaller 
rooms, closets or bathrooms. 
During our 360 degree walk 
around, we should take a look 
at the roof line above our win-
dows. We should be looking 
for sewer vents or fan exhausts 
that may indicate that our small-
er windows are on the exterior 
walls of bathrooms. Look again 
at fi gure 2, these windows are 
the same size — 33 inches from 
sill to soffi t — and are only 40 
inches from each other. If you 

were building a house, would 
you have two small windows 
located this close together in a 
single bathroom? The answer 
is probably not, so it would be 
safe to assume there is a wall 
running inward from the vis-
ible exterior wall separating 
these two windows into two 
different rooms. Figure 3 shows 
us a sliding glass door, which al-
most always leads to a kitchen, 
cooking area, or small assem-
bly area. Figure 4 illustrates a 
larger “picture window” which 
is popular in living rooms, dens 
and small assembly areas. These 
living rooms, dens, and small 
assembly areas are commonly 
the fi rst room you encounter 
when you enter through the 
front door. 

Where are we going to fi nd 
the fi re and occupants? The 
time of day can greatly affect 
where we fi nd both.

House fi res that get reported 
from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m., Noon to 
2 p.m., and 5 p.m. to  to 7 p.m. 
are commonly the result of un-
attended cooking — or those 
of us that try to test the auto-
ignition temperature of cook-
ing oil using our stoves. If this 
is the case, we will fi nd the fi re 
somewhere close to those slid-
ing glass doors or if we’re lucky, 
right behind where the stove 
hood vent exits the structure 
— if it is visible on an exterior 
wall. If we receive the alarm 
at 11 p.m. to 6 a.m., we may 
fi nd the fi re in the same place, 
although that’s certainly not a 

Continued from page 57

Always know the other team and fi eld you’re playing on
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given. However, during these 
times of the night, we will like-
ly fi nd the occupants behind 
the windows in Figure 1. Bed-
rooms are commonly found on 
the ends of the house. Although 
these are high priority areas 
during our primary search, 
don’t forget to check behind 
the picture windows — fi gure 
4, the living room/den/family 
room)— for any folks that may 

be sleeping on the couches or 
recliners. 

Remember that the other 
team may not always show 
us exactly what we are going 
to have to deal with initial-
ly. Sometimes two lineback-
ers and a cornerback will set 
up on the line of scrimmage 
only to run backwards to pass 
protect when the football is 
snapped in lieu of blitzing. 

This can be confusing for the 
quarterback who initially thinks 
they must get rid of the ball 
quickly to avoid a sack.

Similarly, our occupants may 
have lots of really neat surprises 
waiting for us inside — on the 
fi eld — that we think may be a 
standard single-family residen-
tial occupancy. 

A single family dwelling fi re 
recently yielded the discovery 
of a home printing business 
with LOTS of 50 pound, four 
feet long rolls of paper and sev-
eral large printing machines. To 
add insult to potential injury, 
the landing of the front steps 
just prior to stepping through 
the front door had never been 
completed. Since the front door 
was not used to access the 
fi re, it would only have been 
found by fi refi ghters attempt-
ing to egress this single family 
dwelling. The fi rst step out of 
the front door onto the top of 
the landing would have sent 
a fi refi ghter falling six feet to 
the ground and encased in the 
bricks that made up the step 
assembly. This would surely be 
confusing for our quarterback 
(IC) if it is not discovered until 
a mayday is transmitted and we 
begin looking for the fi refi ghter 
who is “hiding” inside the front 
steps.

If the interior crews are re-
porting, or our pre-incident 
surveys indicate the existence 
of bizarre things, such as an un-
usually high fuel load — large 

piles of Class A materials — or 
strange design changes to our 
building — dead end corridors 
or stairs with no landings — it 

should be an indicator that we 
may need to punt the ball to 
the other team, send out the 
defense, go defensive tactically, 
and try to just keep the fi re in 
its original building.

To press on offensively after 
knowing that our fi re load is 
much bigger than we anticipat-
ed and our building is nothing 
like what we anticipated, is to 
increase the chance of a fi re-
fi ghter becoming trapped, and 
therefore injured.  

In the Georgia Tech, Cumber-
land College football game, the 
Georgia Tech coach John Heis-
man (yes, that Heisman) fi nally 

showed leniency, agree-
ing to cut the second half 
to 15 minutes. We should 
quickly recognize the 
signs when we are being 
beaten unmercifully and 
remember that life safety 
always includes our lives. 
Moreover, we should con-
tinue to learn as much as 
we can about the other 
team and the fi eld on 

which we may be playing. This 
means we have to continually 
study fi re behavior and con-
stantly review the occupancies 
on which we have pre-incident 
surveys. Given that some of our 
“games” will be played on really 
old “fi elds” and some will be 
on really new “fi elds,” we must 
also keep up with the history, 
present, and future of building 
construction.

Be safe and do good.

...Our occupants may have lots of really 

neat surprises waiting for us inside — on 

the fi eld — that we think may be a stan-

dard single-family residential occupancy. 
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Roanoke Rapids Fire Station 2

Product Review
Cairns 1044 Fire Helmet

This month I will be starting 
something new here in my ten-
ure with the Carolina Fire Jour-
nal as I review different fi re-
fi ghting items. Hopefully, this 
will assist you in researching 
products to make your work in 
fi refi ghting easier.

Recently, I tested and got fa-
miliar with the Cairns 1044 fi re 
helmet. Cairns has been making 
fi re helmets for many years, and 
makes helmets that range from 
manufactured leather to stan-
dard 660 helmets — many call 
“salad bowls.”  

Overview
This helmet is the sister to 

the familiar Cairns 
1010 helmet. Some 
differences include 
the paint fi nish on the 
1044 is a matte fi nish 
rather than the glossy 
and shiny fi nish like 
that of the 1010. And, 
the 1044 now has 
the option of the pull 
down “goggles” — 
called Defender visor 
— which are conve-
nient.

The 1044 comes 
with a fi ve year shell 
replacement guaran-
tee and is NFPA 1971-
2007 compliant. There 
are many options for this hel-
met including the eagle being 

embossed versus engraved, and 
the aforementioned defender 
visor.

For more on this 
helmet visit http://
www.msafi re.com/
catalog/product21157.
html.  

The 1044 helmet 
that I tested had 
the engraved eagle 
on top, was yellow, 
had the Bourke eye 
shields, and had the 
nomex fl aps.  The 
helmet weighed 
in at 4 pounds and 
1 ounces.  There 
were no apparent 
visual defects in it 
when it arrived.  I 

also added a leather shield to 
this helmet for added visual ef-
fect.

Test environment
I tested this helmet while 

wearing it at a 
local fi re depart-
ment in Wayne 
County. During 
that time we had 
a multitude of dif-
ferent type calls. I 
wore this helmet 
while assisting 
and extricating 
persons out of 
vehicles involved 
in motor vehicle 
crashes. We were 
also dispatched 
to a large pack 
house fi re where 
I actively fought 
fi re and per-
formed other 
actions. This fi re 
lasted for about 
fi ve hours. We 
also had other 
calls such as 
wrecks where I wore this hel-
met while performing traffi c 
control and other such actions.

Results, pro
The weight of this helmet 

is four pounds and one ounce. 
While I was operating at the 
fi res and the extrications, I did 
not notice the weight as being 
overwhelming. While I was per-
forming traffi c control it did not 
bother me until we went into 
an extensive operation of traffi c 
control. However, even though 
I noticed the weight, it did not 
impede my ability to perform 
my duties.  

This is just my opinion, but 
I like the appearance of this 
helmet. I like it better than the 
glossy fi nish that is on the 1010.  
After using this helmet it stood 
up to the incidents and did not 
show anything but standard 
wear based on the incidents.

This helmet performed as it 

should in protection, as I did 
hit my head once while in a 
motor vehicle crash extrica-
tion situation. I did not get hurt 
nor did the helmet sustain any 
major damage. I also had some 
smaller items fall on the helmet 
while fi ghting the pack house 
fi re. Again, neither major dam-
age nor injury was noted.

Result, con
One problem I did fi nd was 

that the shield and bracket did 
not line up well. After taking a 
little time to review the situa-
tion, I was able to slightly, and 
easily, bend the shield while 
putting it on. From that point 
on I did not have any issues 
with this problem.

Conclusion
Overall I was very happy 

with this helmet. It worked as it 

should, looked nice, and did not 
have any problems with any 
defects.  

Please note that this was 
an isolated showcase of this 
helmet and tested under the 
incidents as noted. If you are in-
terested in buying a helmet like 
this we suggest that you do fur-
ther research into the various 
helmets that are available and 
make your decision only after 
careful research and personal 
consideration.

Thanks and be safe! 

David Hesselmeyer has over 11 
years experience in fi re and EMS. He 
holds many certifi cations in emer-
gency services including Firefi ghter 
Level II, EMT-Intermediate, and NC 
Emergency Management Coordina-
tor Type I. Hesselmeyer works for the 
Public Health Regional Surveillance 
(PHRST) Team 3 out of Cumber-
land County as a Regional Emer-
gency Management Planner. He can 
be reached at dhesselmeyer@yahoo.
com.

This helmet passed the test
David Hesselmeyer
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MetalCraft Marine Inc. Kingston, Ontario and Clayton, NY rolled out 
the latest version of their award winning FireStorm line of  reboats last 
summer for Tampa Fire/Rescue, FL. The FireStorm 69 pumps over 
10,000 GPM and can hit speeds of 35.7 knots. It is the  rst NFPA Class 
2 vessel built in North America and is about to be joined by our 2nd for 
Jacksonville Fire Department, FL. Due for delivery summer of 2010. 
MCM designs and builds Fire/Rescue, Patrol and WorkBoats ranging 
in size from 26-70 feet.

Kingston 26/28 RIB
TowBoat US/

Potomac Marine, VA

FireStorm 30
Newport News

Fire Department, VA

Kingston 36 Patrol
Petrotrin, Trinidad

and Tobago, WI

FireStorm 50
Miami-Dade
Fire/Rescue
Miami, FL

Edward “Cliff” Parker, 50, 
Captain and Safety offi cer for 
the Charleston County EMS, 
passed away on Thursday, 
March 25th, af-
ter a brave fi ght 
with cancer.

Cliff, as he 
was lovingly 
known, was a 27 
year veteran of 
EMS, the current 
treasurer and 
former President 
of the South 
Carolina EMS As-
sociation and the 
former Assistant 
Director for the 
Collenton County EMS.

“Cliff was the calming voice 
in our agency, a true gentleman 
and a great leader,” said Don 
Lundy, EMS Director and friend 
of Cliff for over 15 years. 

“I never saw him get an-
gry. He always thought things 
through and was able to see 
someone else’s point, even if 
he didn’t agree with it”.

Captain Parker was born in 
RAF Lakenheath Suffolk, Eng-
land, a son of Edward Clifton 
and Sally Kight Parker on Janu-
ary 16, 1960. In addition to his 
many accomplishments, he 
was also a founding member 
of the International Association 

of EMS Chief Offi cers, a Com-
mand Offi cer of the S.C. DMAT 
Team, a member of the former 
Board of Governors of the Na-

tional Association of 
Emergency Medi-
cal Technicians, a 
member at large 
of the Lowcountry 
Regional EMS Board 
and a member of 
the Commission of 
the One Percent 
Fund with the St. 
John’s Fire Depart-
ment. 

Cliff was an avid 
sailor who made nu-
merous open ocean 

voyages including Trans Atlantic 
trips. 

He is survived by his wife, 
Jackie, of John’s Island; a step-
son, Kevin Baker; his mother, 
Sally, of Folly Beach; his father 
of Dunedin, FL; his siblings, Mi-
chael R. Parker, Missy White, Da-
vid J. Parker, John P. Parker, Rich-
ard T.K. Parker and Mimi Parker 
as well as numerous nieces 
and nephews. Cliff was prede-
ceased by a step-son, Donovan 
Christopher Baker. 

Memorial contributions may 
be made to the Cliff Parker EMS 
Humanitarian Award in care 
of the SC EMS Association, P.O. 
Box 378, Lexington, SC 29071. 

Parker will be missed 
in EMS community

Cliff  Parker, 1960-2010

industry news

Fire Expo 2010
Hosted by the Lancaster 

County Firemen’s Association, 
the Fire Expo 2010 will be held 
May 21-23, 2010. The show will 
be held at the Pennsylvania 
Farm Show Complex in Harris-
burg, PA.

Over 418 exhibitors in 600 
booth spaces and over 230 
emergency vehicles will be on 
display. Attendance in recent 
years has been over 22,000 .

The Fire Expo is held at the 
Pennsylvania Farm Show Com-
plex, 2101 N. Cameron St., off 
Rt. I-81 in Harrisburg, PA.

For information on motels and 
restaurant, contact the Hersey Har-
risburg Regional at 877-727-8573 or 
717-464-3291

Merger
Metrolina Fire and Rescue, 

Inc. and Anchor-Richey EVS, 
Inc. have teamed together to of-
fer fi re departments and rescue 
squads a complete line of fi re 
and rescue apparatus — and 
the service to go with it.

Anchor Richey EVS has been 
in operation near Hickory for 
over 25 years. Their 20,000 
square foot facility services, 
wreck repairs, does fabrication, 
manufactures small to medi-
um fi re and rescue apparatus, 
paints and refurbs. Jobs are 
handled start-to-fi nish under 
one roof.

Metrolina Fire and Rescue is 

located in Lincolnton and has 
been in operation for 10 years. 
Metrolina provides emergency 
professionals in the Carolinas 
with the products they need. 
Smeal awarded the Metrolina 
Service Department with “Ser-
vice Center of the Year” in 2005.

“We at Anchor-Richey EVS 
feel our small to medium fi re 
apparatus is second to none 
and wanted to represent a 
builder that matches our de-
sire to build the best. We think 
Smeal Fire Apparatus, and team-
ing up with Metrolina Fire and 
Rescue, is a good fi t for our cus-
tomers,” said owners Matthew 
Richey and Bill McCormick.

“We at Metrolina can now 
offer our customers the fi nest 
small to medium trucks and our 
customers will enjoy the ben-
efi ts of the combined service 

departments,” says owner Rick 
Spake.

Kimtek introduces new 
skid unit

Kimtek Corporation has 
introduced the affordable 
MEDLITE™ Transport Basic 
(MTB-10) emergency medi-
cal rescue slide-in skid unit 
for UTV vehicles. Designed 
by fi refi ghters and emergency 
medical technicians for use by 
all public safety agencies, the 
MEDLITE™ Transport Basic is 
designed to carry one patient 
on a long board or a stokes bas-
ket and one EMS attendant. The 
MTB-10’s universal design fi ts 
most UTV 4x4 and 6x6 vehi-
cles such as the Polaris Rang-
er, Kubota RTV900, Kawasaki 
Mule, John Deere Gator and 
other off road vehicles.
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By Chris Wrenn

(This is part three of a three-part se-
ries on gas detection.)

In responses to release of 
Chemical Warfare Agent (CWA), 
there may not be one technol-
ogy, or one “answer,” that is cor-
rect. The responder must take 
into account all of the clues 
present to conclude the pres-
ence or absence of CWAs and 
take appropriate action. Un-
derstanding what the clues are, 
and how to layer them to make 
a decision, is critical to success-
ful CWA response.

CWA Identifi cation
After a chemical has been 

located and classifi ed in some 
special situations it is necessary 
to identify it. Speciation (typi-
cally spectroscopy) technolo-
gies allow us to identify chemi-

cals so that additional actions 
can be taken. “Spectroscopy” is 
the study of how electromag-
netic radiation interacts with 
the atoms and molecules:

■  “Infrared” or FTIR spectros-
copy is the study of how in-
frared light is absorbed by 
the bonds between atoms 
that form molecules

■  “Raman” spectroscopy is 
the study of how laser light 
interacts with the bonds 
between atoms that form 
molecules

■  Mass Spectroscopy ionizes 
pure chemical peaks, pro-
duced by a gas chromato-
graph, which breaks down 
into characteristic and iden-
tifi able pieces; this spectral 
“fi ngerprint” is unique to a 
particular chemical and can 
be matched to a library.  

Essentially spectroscopy is 

the science of taking a “pic-
ture” and matching that picture 
to another known “picture” in 
a library. Once a spectra is ac-
quired the system software can 
perform a search analysis for 
the “unknown” in question.

FTIR Spectroscopy
In Fourier Transform Infrared 

(FTIR) spectroscopy, infrared 
(IR) radiation is passed through 
a sample. Wavelengths of IR 
light that a chemical absorbs 
determines what that chemical 
is — fi ngerprint. Each molecu-
lar structure has a unique com-
bination of atoms and produces 
a unique infrared spectrum — 
identifi cation = qualitative.

When FTIR is used for gas/
vapor measurement, thanks 
to the Beer-Lambert Law the 
amount of IR that is absorbed 
(intensity) determines how 
much chemical is there — con-
centration = quantitative.

FTIR is a proven technology 
for chemical identifi cation used 
for over 50 years in applica-
tions from laboratories to law 
enforcement and industry.

FTIR can be used to identify 
some solids, pastes and liquids 
including CWAs. FTIR can also 
be used to identify some gases 
and vapors including CWAs. 
FTIR analyzers are typically fast 
acting and easy to use. Their 
ability to handle mixtures var-
ies with vendor, although some 
products will not be able to see 
a component in a mixture if it 
accounts for 10 percent or less 
of the mixture. They typically 
have the advantage of low life-
time costs but they can be ex-
pensive — $10’s of thousands 
to purchase.  

Advantages
■  Can identify many solids, 

liquids, pastes, gases & va-
pors

■  Relatively easy to use
■  Low calibration and logisti-

cal requirements
■  Stores well

Disadvantages
■  Either solids or gases not 

both
■  Some diffi culty with mix-

tures
■  Some are heavy and bulky
■  Very expensive to purchase

Raman Spectroscopy
In Raman Spectroscopy a 

laser light source is beamed 
into a substance. The laser light 
photons excite the electrons in 
the sample substance and the 
electrons reemit photons as 
they return to their base state. 
The frequency of the reemitted 
photons is shifted up or down 
in comparison with the original 
laser light and this compound 
specifi c characteristic is called 
the Raman Effect. It is named 
for one of its discoverers Sir 
C.V. Raman who won the Nobel 
Peace Prize in physics for the 
discovery in 1930.

Raman can be used to iden-
tify some solids, pastes and 
liquids including CWAs. Raman 
cannot, measure gases and va-
pors. However, while Raman 
cannot detect gases and va-
pors it is included because due 
to the low vapor pressure of 
CWAs, there may be liquid sam-
ples present for analysis. Some 
Raman products have the same 
issue with mixtures as FTIR and 
may not be able to see a com-
ponent if it makes up 10 per-
cent or less of the mixture.

Advantages
■  Can identify many solids, 

liquids, pastes without sam-
ple handling or preparation

■  Raman can penetrate many 
containers

■  Relatively easy to use
■  Stores well
■  Low calibration and logisti-

cal requirements 
Disadvantages
■  Cannot do gases or vapors
■  Very expensive — around 

$30K — to purchase

Gas Chromatography/Mass 
Spectroscopy

GC/MS is the combination of 
two technologies to help iden-
tify gases or vapors:

Gas Chromatography (GC): 
separates high boiling from 
low boiling chemicals — low 
vapor pressure from high va-
por pressure — and puts them 
into “peaks” that represent 
their characteristic travel time 
through a chromatography col-
umn — a small very small capil-
lary tube. High boiling — low 
vapor pressure — compounds 
have longer retention time in 
the capillary than low boiling 
— high vapor pressure — com-
pounds. The resulting graph is 
called a “chromatogram” which 
shows a series of peaks rep-
resenting different chemicals 
separated by the time that each 
takes through the column.  

Mass Spectroscopy (MS): ion-
izes these pure chemical peaks 
which break down into charac-
teristic and identifi able pieces. 
This spectral “fi ngerprint” is 
unique to a particular chemi-
cal and can be matched to a 
spectral library. In the Ionizer 
a corona discharge ionizes the 

Decision-making in CWA response
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peaks into ions. In the Quadru-
pole Rods the ions are elec-
tronically fi ltered and separated 
before they reach the detector, 
which measures their response.  

Some portable GC/MS have 
a survey mode in addition to 
the GC/MS mode. In this survey 
mode the GC is by-passed and 
the sample is drawn directly 
into the MS. This gives quicker 
response time of about two 
minutes versus the 15-25 min-
ute process time for GC/MS 
mode. Survey mode can analyze 
relatively pure samples to 10’s 
of ppm but had diffi culty with 
mixtures and providing low lev-
els of sensitivity. 

In GC/MS mode the GC sepa-
rates each chemical into peaks 
and then each peak is further 
separated into ions for identi-
fi cation by the MS. This mode 
is most useful for separating 
mixtures and has high sensi-
tivity (10’s of ppb) but it takes 
much longer, 15-25 minutes per 
sample.  

Advantages
■  The “Gold Standard” of gas 

detection
■  Very accurate
■  Very specifi c
Disadvantages
■   Very expensive to purchase 

($60-$100K) 
■  “Snap Shots,” non-continu-

ous (MS can run continu-
ous)

■  Respond in minutes rather 
than seconds (~2 min in 
survey ~20 min in GC/MS 
mode) 

■  Very complicated & train-
ing intensive

■  Very heavy and bulky
■  Doesn’t store well (NEG 

vacuum pumps prefer con-
stant rather than intermit-
tent use)

■  ~$35/hr to use 

 Life Cycle Costs and
Sustainability

When purchasing expen-
sive detection technologies 
for CWA response one should 
consider not only the cost of 
acquisition, but also the cost 
of ownership. Some products 
need expensive consumables 
or services which can mean 
very expensive hourly run-rate 
costs. Some products have un-
usual logistics demands — like 
requiring unusual gases to op-
erate — that may not be read-
ily available during a national 
emergency. Some products 
may not store well — requiring 
weekly/monthly “exercising.” 
Some may need a long time 
to “warm up” — as long as an 
hour or two — after extended 
periods of storage. When look-
ing to purchase, make sure you 
know the entire story or you 
could be surprised!

In addition to purchase cost, 
look for products that have 
low cost of ownership — if all 
else is equal. Look for products 
that have multiple uses. This 
allows operators to become fa-
miliar with their performance 
across a wide range of applica-

tions. Single 
use products 
like CWA only 
detection 
technologies 
tend to get 
underutilized 
and users 
quickly use 
their aptitude 

when they are not frequently 
using a detection technology.

Integrating Our Gas
Detection Technologies

Every technology has its 
strengths and weakness.  In 

the following chart there are 
three continuums. The top line 
moves from broadband detec-
tion to very specifi c gaseous 
detection. The second line is a 
metaphoric line and the lowest 
line represents speed of detec-
tion. A PID can locate contami-
nation in seconds. 
Metaphorically 
speaking the PID 
can get to the right 
state in seconds. An 
IMS product can 
classify in 10’s of 
seconds. Metaphori-
cally speaking it can 
get to the right town 
in 20-30 seconds. A 
GC/MS can identify a gas/vapor 
in 15-25 minutes. Metaphori-

cally speaking it can identify 
the correct “address” in 15-25 
minutes. So a PID can be used 
to fi nd contamination while an 
IMS can classify it.  While clas-
sifi cation is adequate for making 
antidote decisions in the fi eld it 
isn’t good enough for evidence 

and a GC/MS, Raman or FTIR 
analysis of the sample provides 

more solid identifi cation. 

Putting It All
Together

In the circle diagram, each 
circle represents whether or 
not a particular technique/clue 
is providing a positive response. 

By overlaying mul-
tiple techniques we 
can zoom in on the 
solution just like a 
detective uses mul-
tiple clues to solve 
a crime. Use mul-
tiple techniques 
until you feel com-
fortable with the 
solution.

See PUTTING pager 70
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By Zane D. Poindexter

One of the most important 
components to a successful fi re 
service response is a properly 
completed origin and cause fi re 
investigation. We state this as 
fact for two important reasons: 
to recognize an intentionally set 
fi re and to subsequently assist 
with placing those individuals 
responsible into the criminal 
justice system, and also to prop-
erly identify certain dangerous 
practices or faulty equipment 
that may spark accidental fi res. 
Neither of these end results 
could be possible without prop-
er scene preservation and other 

important functions conducted 
by the fi rst responding crews. 

Scene preservation
If proper scene preservation 

is not a priority, and there is 
little thought and direction as 
to how to proceed after the fi re 
has been deemed “under con-
trol,” the case may suffer. Fire 
pattern analysis, evidence col-
lection and a complete scene 
examination may become 
much harder, or even deemed 
impossible by the investigator, 
dependent upon each individ-
ual scene. It is of the utmost 
importance, especially in a fi re 

scene that may involve a crimi-
nal activity, that room contents 
are left as they were discov-
ered so they can be captured in 
their original condition by ei-
ther photography or video. This 
is important because the fi re in-
vestigator or law enforcement 
offi cial must be able to produce 
visual images of the scene in 
a courtroom to develop their 
case, and to help prove to a 
judge or a jury that a criminal 
activity actually did occur. As a 
good rule of thumb, treat every 
scene as a crime scene un-
til proven otherwise so that a 
mindset is established and good 

habits are learned.      

Information and Fact
Gathering

Once extinguishment has 
taken place, we begin the pro-
cess of fi nding out who, what, 
where, when, how and why. 
Asking the right questions to 
the owner or occupant can im-
mensely help the investigator 
determine where he/
she may need to be-
gin. Recording some 
basic information 
at the beginning is 
necessary to start the 
investigation. One 
key area to focus on 
is getting information 
from the owner or 
occupant. Recording 
the occupant’s name, 
age, race or ethnicity, 
address, phone num-
bers and employer 
could prove to be 
very important later 
in the investigation. 
It is also necessary to 
obtain this informa-
tion from everyone 
at the incident at 
the time that it hap-
pened so that inves-
tigators can contact them if the 
need arises.  

Another reason to get this in-
formation quickly is that some 
of the individuals involved 
seem to disappear. This could 
mean a couple of things: either 
they have been swept away 
by family, friends or someone 
trying to help with their situa-
tion, or they might have been 
involved, either accidentally, 
or intentionally, in the cause of 
the fi re. It is crucial to get their 
information and story of what 
happened quickly before they 
fi nd reason to leave the scene.

Identifying and document-

ing crucial interior operations 
performed by fi re suppression 
crews can greatly assist in the 
investigative process as well. 
Certain key strategical maneu-
vers such as placement of the 
fi rst in hand line, which doors 
were forced and which doors 
were found unlocked, location 
and the behavior of the fi re in 
the structure are components 

that can all be used in conjunc-
tion when we start attempting 
to place all the pieces of the 
puzzle together.

A recommended practice 
would be to document these 
things as soon as possible dur-
ing the scene so that as when 
engine companies are being re-
leased, the incident commander 
has a grasp on what was done 
and who it was done by so he/
she can relay this information 
to the investigator, if necessary.

Fire Cause Determination
There are two causes of 

fi re: accidental which includes 

Fire investigation for the First Responder
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providential (acts of God) and 
incendiary or intentionally set 
fi res. The recognition of both 
types of fi re causes requires the 
ability to identify certain fi re 
patterns, the understanding of 
fi re behavior and what ignition 
sources are present, if any.  

Accidental fi res have mul-
tiple causes. Many of these fi res 
are a result of an equipment 
misuse or malfunction such 
as overloaded extension cords 
or faulty wiring. Carelessness 
is also responsible for a large 
number of accidental fi res. 
Cooking equipment left on, or 
not attended, results in most 
fi re causes that are determined 
to have an origin in the kitchen.  
These types of fi res will often 
result in the victim’s own ad-
mission of their carelessness. 
However, it also sometimes 
leads to victims blaming faulty 
equipment or producing other 
scenarios that are sometimes 
hard for us to justify. Being able 
to wade through the evidence 
found on scene versus words of 
victims who are not willing to 
accept responsibility can prove 
to be a challenge.

Incendiary fi res are inten-
tionally started or allowed to 
start. Arson is a type of incen-
diary fi re, but all fi res that are 
intentionally set are not arson. 
Arson is a legal term that refers 

to a specifi c type of burning 
offense. Intentionally set fi res 
will usually have some indica-
tive traits and discernable fea-
tures, such as the presence, or 
smell, of ignitable liquids in the 
area; multiple fi res or multiple 
points of origin; irregular burn 
patterns, either on fl ooring or 
walls; and the presence of trail-
ers. A trailer is any combustible 
or fl ammable material used to 
spread a fi re from one point to 
another. These can range from 
fl ammable liquids that have 
been poured to interconnect-
ing combustible linens or pa-
per products.   

Accidental Source
Elimination

During the initial investiga-
tion, it is a good practice to 
begin to rule out all acciden-
tal sources of the fi re. When 
the room, or area of origin, has 
been determined, the examina-
tion of all accidental sources 
in the room can be a guide in 
locating the source of the fi re. 
Locate all electrical sources and 
other accidental sources such 
as candles, heaters, appliances, 
etc. in the area and examine 
them for failure, misuse or care-
lessness. Even when an incendi-
ary fi re is suspected, it is still a 
good practice to rule out all po-
tential accidental sources in the 

room of origin and have those 
sources photographed to docu-
ment your fi ndings. This gives 
you the ability to describe why 
each was not the cause of the 
fi re. Being prepared to answer 
these questions could make it 
much easier in the courtroom 
if your case entered the judicial 
system.

Conclusion
The fi rst responder is often 

in the best position to make 
critical observations and con-
clusions regarding a fi re. The ob-

servations of the fi rst responder 
during various stages of an inci-
dent are crucial to the develop-
ment of the investigation and 
the case that the investigators 
are handed. From the initial 
call until the overhaul phase 
has been completed, the fi rst 
responder is exposed to count-
less stimuli, many of which can 
help the company offi cer or fi re 
investigator make a determina-
tion into the origin and cause. 
Without the fi rst responder’s 
full attention to detail, valuable 
information and evidence could 

be lost or destroyed.

Zane D. Poindexter has more than 16 
years of fi re service experience and 
is currently an Assistant Fire Marshal 
with the City of Winston-Salem where 
he frequently teaches fi re investiga-
tion and fi re prevention classes.  He 
has obtained certifi cations as a North 
Carolina Certifi ed Fire Investigator, 
NAFI Certifi ed Fire and Explosion In-
vestigator and NCSFA Advanced Fire-
fi ghter. Poindexter is also a Live Burn 
Instructor and Fire Offi cer Level III. 
He can be reached at zpoindexter@
roadrunner.com.
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Hazmat personnel are regu-
larly faced with the question of 
where do we — hazmat teams 
and related personnel — fi t in 
within the overall scheme of 
things in the incident com-
mand system (ICS)? Some folks, 
my wife included, will often-
times state that we hazmat 
types don’t ever “fi t in” in a giv-
en situation. All kidding aside, 
the ICS template mandated by 
the National Incident Manage-
ment System (NIMS) serves as a 

clear roadmap to our success as 
hazardous materials responders 
in relation to the “big picture” 
of incident or event manage-
ment.

Let’s look at the basics of ICS.  
First of all, how did we end up 
with the ICS template we are 
using today? The FIRESCOPE 
(Firefi ghting Resources of Cali-
fornia Organized for Potential 
Emergencies) template of ICS 
was developed in the 1970s to 
ensure a coordinated and com-

petently managed response to 
wildland fi res in California. This 
template was then merged with 
that developed by the National 
Fire Academy (NFA) to arrive 
at the FIRESCOPE/NFA ICS 
template in use today. Many re-
sponders and ICS students ask 
the logical question, “Why are 
we using an ICS model devel-
oped for wildland fi re incidents 
to manage both incidents and 
events of various natures, es-
pecially when there have been 

other ICS models developed 
for certain types of incidents 
(i.e. Chief Alan Brunacini’s Fire 
Ground Command for structur-
al fi refi ghting)?”

The answer is that the FIRE-
SCOPE ICS model is the best fi t 
for managing a diverse array of 
incidents and events. This fact 
was solidifi ed by the NIMS in 
that the FIRESCOPE/NFA ICS 
template is now mandated to 
be used throughout the United 
States for incident/event man-
agement.

We will now address the ba-
sic tenets of ICS. Sure, we have 
all been through the required 
ICS courses that correspond to 
our position and job respon-
sibilities, but it never hurts to 
do a quick review. These basic 
building blocks can be summa-
rized as follows:

The ICS can be used to man-
age incidents — unplanned 
occurrences — and events — 
planned occurrences.

The ICS can be scaled up or 
down to meet the needs of the 
incident — only staff the posi-
tions that need staffi ng.

Unity of command is para-
mount — each person in the 
system reporting to one and 
only one supervisor.

A prudent span of control 
should be maintained. Span of 
control is the number of enti-
ties — personnel, branches, 
divisions, etc. — supervised 
by one person (three to seven, 
with an optimum of fi ve).

If a position is not staffed, 
the responsibilities of the posi-
tion fall (or shall we say rise) 
to the next highest position — 
delegate, delegate, delegate!

The distinct position titles in 
the ICS indicate exactly where 
the position lies in the ICS. See 
Figure 1.

In terms of ICS positions, 
one position should always be 
staffed — that of the Incident 
Commander (IC). See Figure 2. 
The IC is the singular person 
with the responsibility for in-
cident/event management at 
incidents/events involving one 
agency. When an incident or 
event involves more than one 
agency, a Unifi ed Command 
(UC) should be developed. A 
UC ideally consists of a repre-
sentative from each participat-
ing agency (or at a minimum 
from each discipline) being 
present in the Command Post 
to jointly manage the incident. 
While the current UC model 
states that each agency may 
have its own IC and one IC is 
chosen as the UC “Spokesper-
son,” the approach oftentimes 
seen in the fi eld is that of the 

“Spokesperson” taking the form 
of an Incident Commander, 
with the agency representatives 
of the UC serving as a “think 
tank” to jointly develop objec-
tives and make decisions.  

The IC or UC may then fi ll 
three “Command Staff” posi-
tions. These positions include 
the Safety Offi cer, Public In-
formation Offi cer, and Liaison 
Offi cer. Note that the distinct 
position title — as discussed 
earlier — of Offi cer is evident. 
The position of Safety Offi cer is 
just that — the person ensuring 
that all incident/event actions 
are conducted in a safe man-
ner. The Safety Offi cer has the 
unique authority of being able 
to halt all activities if a safety 
issue is noticed. The Safety 
Offi cer may also have one or 
more Assistant Safety Offi cers at 
large-scale incidents or events. 
The Public Information Offi cer 
(PIO) is the interface between 
the IC or UC and the media  
— and also the public, as our 
“customers” are the target audi-
ence being notifi ed of critical 
information. The Liaison Of-
fi cer serves as the single point 
of contact for outside agencies 
present at an incident or event, 
and he or she often winds up 
being a “referee” that brings 
order to any disagreements be-
tween agencies. 

The next step in the ICS 
structure are the four “General 
Staff” positions, each termed 
a Section Chief. The acronym 
“FLOP” can be applied to these 
General Staff positions, repre-
senting the Finance/Administra-
tion, Logistics, Operations, and 
Planning Sections, each headed 
by a Section Chief. In simple 
terms, the Finance/Administra-
tion Section “gets you mon-
ey” or ensures that incident/
event fi nances are tracked and 
properly managed. The Logis-
tics Section “gets you stuff” in 
terms of needed assets, which 
may range from personnel and 
equipment to port-o-lets. The 
Operations Section handles the 
tactics and oversees the in-the-
fi eld actions utilized to accom-
plish the objectives set by the 
IC/UC, and the Planning Sec-
tion develops the all-important 
Incident Action Plan or IAP. A 
fi fth General Staff Section — 
the Information/Intelligence 
Section — may be staffed. The 
Information/Intelligence Sec-
tion is usually staffed in inci-
dents involving terrorism or 
with incidents/events requir-
ing the need for intelligence 
gathering and dissemination. As 
stated earlier, only the positions 
that need to be staffed should 

ICS and Hazmat: where do we fit in?
NCAHMR .  Glenn Clapp CHMM, CFPS
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valves are sold primarily factory direct. All
maintenance can be done in-house with

ordinary hand tools. Parts shipped next day UPS.

Visit us at www.humat.com

201 East Jarrettville Rd. • Forest Hill, MD 21050
(800) 638-2079   Fax:  (410) 836-5138

Inc.
be staffed. In practical terms, 
the Finance, Logistics and Plan-
ning Sections are normally 
not staffed in small incidents 
or events. These sections also 
may have units staffed within 
them — or branches and units 
in the case of the Logistics Sec-
tion — in incidents or events 
of larger scale and scope. For 
the purposes of this discussion, 
however, we will focus on the 
Operations Section and how 
hazmat assets fi t within.

In incidents/events where 
multiple assets are enroute to 
the scene or are involved, a 
Staging Area should be initi-
ated to provide a location for 
resources to gather away from 
the actual incident scene, or 
event location, to prevent an 

excessive number of assets 
clogging up scene operations 
or response routes.

The Staging Area is overseen 
by a Staging Area Manager. I 
hear the collective sighs from 
persons accustomed to the for-
mer “Staging Offi cer” terminol-
ogy. The Staging Area Manager 
reports to the Operations Sec-
tion Chief and serves three 
main functions:

•  Maintaining a specifi ed 
number and type of re-
sources in the Staging Area 
as specifi ed by the Opera-
tions Section Chief

•  Deploying specifi ed re-
sources to the incident/
event scene when request-
ed

•  Requesting additional 

resources when needed 
from the Logistics Section 
Chief or other appropriate 
source.  

The next level in the ICS 
scheme of things serves as 
a span of control measure. 
Branches — which may be ei-
ther functionally or geographi-
cally oriented and are headed 
by a Branch Director — may be 
staffed. Branches normally take 
the form of functionally-orient-
ed — and oftentimes discipline-
specifi c — structural elements, 
such as Fire, EMS, and/or Law 
Enforcement Branches. Again, 
branches should only be staffed 
when needed. 

Falling under Branches in 
the ICS structure are — no, 
not leaves as some students 
interject after sitting through 
hours of an ICS class — Divi-
sions and Groups. Divisions and 
Groups are headed by Division 
or Group Supervisors and are 
entities that are geographically 
defi ned (Divisions) or function-
ally defi ned (Groups). A method 
for remembering these struc-
tural elements is “Divisions stay 
at home, Groups are free to 
roam.”We are accustomed to 
the use of Divisions in struc-
tural fi refi ghting, as displayed 
in the use of Divisions A, B, C, 
and D and Divisions 1, 2, 3, etc. 
in such situations.  (Division A 
being the address side of the 
structure and continuing in a 
clockwise manner around the 
exterior of the structure when 
viewed from above and Division 
1 being the interior fi rst fl oor, 
Division 2 the interior second 
fl oor, etc.).  

There are also three structur-
al elements that may fall under 
Divisions or Groups. Although 
the use of the fi rst two — Strike 
Teams and/or Task Forces — is 
most often witnessed in wild-
land fi refi ghting, these struc-
tural elements may prove use-
ful in other types of incidents 
or events. Strike Teams consist 
of an arrangement of similar 
resources — usually fi ve in 
number — with a Strike Team 
Leader in charge and a com-
mon means of communication. 

REFERENCE GUIDE TO ICS POSITION TITLES Figure 1

 Position/Element Title Example
 That is Managed

 Incident Commander Incident Commander Command

 Command Staff  Offi  cer Safety Offi  cer

 General Staff  Section Chief Operations Section Chief
 (Manages a Section)

 Branch Branch Director Hazmat Branch Director

 Division/Group Division/Group Supervisor Entry Group Supervisor

 Strike Team/Task Force Strike Team/ *Tanker Strike Team #1
  Task Force Leader Leader

Note: The Finance/Administration and Planning Sections may contain Units (i.e. Documen-
tation Unit), which are managed by Unit Leaders.  The Logistics Section may contain a Service 
Branch and/or Support Branch (managed by Branch Directors) and Units within those Branches 
(i.e. Food Unit), which are managed by Unit Leaders.

* The term “Tanker” is utilized in the regional context of an apparatus designed to deliver 
water for fi refi ghting purposes in areas without a municipal water supply system, not  an aircraft 
designed for aerial fi refi ghting operations (as used in the Western United States).

See HAZMAT page 68
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Chameleon is so simple to use, it’s ideal for all responders–
not just hazmat techs. Departments in Chicago and across the country
depend on Chameleon. It’s low-cost and rugged enough to perform
under the toughest possible conditions. The Chameleon armband
attaches easily to the forearm for hands-free detection of gases and
vapors in the air. The unique color change technology requires no
power or liquid samples.

Want to Keep it Simple?
Call ProPac at 1-800-345-3036
or order online at www.CERT-Kits.com.
ProPac  •  2390 Air Park Rd. •  N. Charleston, South Carolina 29406

Bioremedial Cleaning Products for a Cleaner, Greener Planet

Eliminate ANY hydrocarbon contamination with ease!
SpillAway+ powder is your maintenance-free, eco-friendly,

cost effective hydrocarbon cleaning solution!

www.esoinc.net • info@esoinc.net • 919-740-0546
Additional bioremedial cleaning products also available.

When faced with hydrocarbon spills due to collisions, traffic emergency or malfunctioning
containment, the fastest, safest and most environmentally friendly way to deal with,

eliminate and control the situation is with SpillAway+. Specially formulated to be safe,
environmentally enhancing, fast acting and both non-corrosive and non-hazardous.

The microbes used will literally “eat away” the hydrocarbons and organic waste,
providing the elimination of hydrocarbon contamination in the spill area.

Any residue remaining will cause no harm to the environment, and will continue
to bioremediate any remaining hydrocarbon residue.

It will completely absorb on contact and will not leach. The surface will be completely
dry, free of the contaminant, and skid resistant. As an added benefit there is a
significant reduction of hydrocarbon odor.

Traf  cSafetySystem
828-275-6954
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Think of the “s” in Strike Team 
connotating similar resources. 
Task Forces consist of differ-
ing resources — again usually 
fi ve in number — and also have 
a Task Force Leader in charge 
and a common means of com-
munication. The third structural 
element falling under Divi-
sions and/or Groups is Single 
Resources. A Single Resource 
may take the form of an EMS 
unit, an engine company, or 
even a single wildland fi refi ght-
er. In short, we can see that by 
utilizing the FIRESCOPE/NFA 

ICS template and maintaining 
an optimum span of control 
of fi ve, an Operations Section 
Chief can indirectly supervise 
625 individual assets (i.e. 625 
assets will fall below the Opera-
tions Section Chief in the ICS 
structure). 

Now that we have worked 
through the ICS structure, let us 
look at how hazmat fi ts into the 
picture.

In the past, hazmat teams 
would fi t into the picture as just 
that — a “Hazmat Team” headed 
by a Team Leader. Now that the 

FIRESCOPE/NFA ICS template 
is being utilized, hazmat teams 
fi t in as a Hazardous Materials 
(Hazmat) Branch, headed by a 
Hazmat Branch Director. Some 
persons may inquire as to why 
hazmat teams would not fi t in 
as a Hazmat Group. The deci-
sion to insert hazmat assets at 
the Branch level is largely due 
to the ability to expand the 
hazmat component if incident 
or event needs dictate. The 
Hazmat Branch Director would 
report to the Operations Sec-
tion Chief.  

The functional components 
of a hazmat team — formerly 
referred to as the Entry Team, 
Decontamination Team, etc. — 
can clearly fi t in as Groups in 
the FIRESCOPE/NFA template 
due to their functional nature. 
As such, we now may have a 
Reconnaissance Group, an En-
try Group or Groups, a Back-Up 
Group or Groups, a Decontami-
nation Group and a Research 
Group. This change in title does 
take some adjustment for those 
of us familiar with the previ-
ously used “Teams”; however 
the use of “Group” terminol-
ogy ensures consistency by all 
emergency responders across 
the country.  

There are also two other 
hazmat-related elements that 
may be utilized in the FIRE-
SCOPE/NFA ICS template. These 
include Technical Specialists 
and the Assistant Safety Offi cer 
for Hazardous Materials. Tech-
nical Specialists may take the 
form of personnel with specifi c 
knowledge that can be applied 
during an incident or event. In a 
hazardous materials incident, a 
Technical Specialist might take 
the form of chemical engineers, 
process managers, or other per-
sonnel with specifi c knowledge 
of the chemicals and processes 
involved.

I believe the best ally that 
I can have at a fi xed facility 
hazmat incident is the process 
manager who has worked with 
the same chemicals and pro-
cesses for 20 or 30 years. Such 
Technical Specialists would 
either fi t in under the Hazmat 
Branch and/or possibly under 
the Planning Section, where in 
large-scale incidents they would 
assist with IAP development 
and overall planning measures.

As stated above, one ad-
ditional position that may be 

staffed at hazmat incidents is 
the Assistant Safety Offi cer for 
Hazardous Materials. This posi-
tion reports to the Safety Offi -
cer, and would be staffed when 
the need for a dedicated Safety 
Offi cer to oversee the activities 
of hazardous materials opera-
tions arises. This also predicates 
the need for staffi ng the posi-
tion with an individual that is 
knowledgeable and well trained 
and experienced in the haz-
ardous materials arena. Again, 
this position would focus on 
Hazmat Branch activities.

In summation, hazmat teams 
and related personnel do in-
deed fi t into the ICS framework.  
Although the specifi c terminol-
ogy relating to hazmat compo-
nents within the ICS may seem 
vastly different than that uti-
lized in the past, the overarch-
ing concept remains the same 
— to ensure that incidents and 
events are managed in the most 
effi cient and effective manner 
possible. While some personnel 
may grumble at the thought of, 
or ask why we would even call 
someone “Decon Group Super-
visor” instead of “Decon Team 
Leader,” the fact is that by doing 
so we ensure that all respond-
ers across the country are “play-
ing off the same sheet of music” 
and can mesh seamlessly at inci-
dent scenes or events.   

Glenn Clapp is President of the North 
Carolina Association of Hazard-
ous Materials Responders and is a 
Fire Training Commander (Special 
Operations) for the High Point Fire 
Department. He is a Technician-Level 
Hazmat Instructor, a Law Enforce-
ment Hazmat Instructor, and is a 
Certifi ed Hazardous Materials Man-
ager and Certifi ed Fire Protection 
Specialist. 

Additional information on enhanced 
fi ttings chlorine railcars can be ob-
tained from TRANSCAER at http://
www.transcaer.com/resources.

Continued from page 67

How Hazmat teams fi t into the ICS framework
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  Stop Breathing 
Toxic Exhaust Emissions 

Fully automatic 
and easy to use
100% effective 
capture

Exhaust Removal Systems

Removes exhaust soot and 
gases, kills germs
Circulates clean, purified air

800-875-5440   
www.magnegrip.com

SUPPORTING 
PARTNER

Air Purification Systems 

BEST 
PROTECTION  

AVAILABLE

Grant 
Assistance

1000s INSTALLED 
NATIONWIDE

Milspec Plastics
800-525-9878 • fax: 828-254-6803

www.milspecplastics.com • info@milspec-inc.com

Introducing the
Milspec Lifesaver-Cutter

The Compact Window Breaker 
and Seatbelt Cutter is ideal for 
First Responders or just a great 
safety tool to have on anyone’s 
keychain. Also good 
for cutting clothing 
from injured patients with 
a protected blade.

Special price of
only $12 each
plus shipping!

All colors available with 
custom logo printing at no 
extra charge for orders of 

200 pieces and up.

Spring Loaded Spike - Shatters Window

For many, the funding of a 
Roth IRA has not been an op-
tion for saving for retirement. 
However, since January 1, 2010, 
a new opportunity is available 
for those interested in a Roth 
IRA. New IRS rules are making 
it easier than ever to convert 
to a Roth IRA. All taxpayers are 
now eligible to convert a tradi-
tional IRA to a Roth IRA, regard-
less of income or fi ling status. 
In addition, individuals can 
convert some types of quali-
fi ed retirement plans, includ-
ing 401(k) plans, profi t sharing 
plans, governmental 457(b) 
plans, and 403(b) plans. A Roth 
conversion allows individuals 
to convert future taxable in-
come to future tax-free income. 

 Why convert to a Roth? A 
Roth IRA allows for more fl ex-
ibility than a traditional IRA. 
For example, contributions 
and earnings on the contri-
butions to a Roth IRA are not 
taxed when withdrawn upon 
retirement, and the RMD law 
(Required Minimum Distribu-
tion at age 70.5) does not ap-
ply to funds in a Roth IRA. In 

exchange for the future tax 
breaks afforded by a Roth IRA, 
the amount converted into a 
Roth IRA is typically taxed as 
ordinary income in the year of 
conversion. A short-lived plus 
is conversion to a Roth in 2010 
which allows for the tax to be 
spread over two tax years — 
2011 and 2012. If conversion to 
a Roth takes place after 2010,  
all taxes must be paid in the 
conversion year.

Keep in mind that a Roth 
conversion might not be right 
for everyone. Look at the pros 
and cons of a conversion based 
upon your unique situation. 
Several factors need to be 
considered. If any one of the 
following applies to you, you 
might want to consider a Roth 
conversion: 

Taxes
Consider whether or not 

your tax rate could be higher in 
retirement than it is today. We 
have no idea what future tax 
rates will be, but it is possible 
that tax rates across the board 
are currently low relative to 

where they might be in the fu-
ture. If you don’t have enough 
money to pay the taxes on the 
conversion of all of your tax-
deferred assets, or if doing so 
would push you into a higher 
tax bracket, you might want to 
consider converting a portion 
of your assets.

Time
Consider how much time 

you have before you need to 
withdraw the money from your 
IRAs. Generally, the younger 
you are, the more benefi cial a 
conversion will be because you 
will have more years to recover 
the tax bill. As mentioned ear-
lier, Roth IRA savings are not 
subject to RMDs during your 
lifetime, giving you the oppor-
tunity to create a greater legacy 
for your loved ones.

Cost
Consider whether or not you 

Should you convert to a Roth IRA?
CHARLES FLOWERS

See ROTH page 70
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For generations, we've worked toward one goal.
Everyone returns home.

Since 1969, VFIS has protected the life and
well-being of those who serve. We've supported
generations of emergency responders ... seeing
many through their entire career and pledging
the same for those who follow. Through the
years, we've maintained our goal of sending
everyone home safely at the end of the day.

Today, over 15,000 emergency service
organizations throughout the United States
and Canada choose VFIS for our unwavering
commitment to their health and welfare.

• Safety training

• Risk management

• Protection from liability

Dennis Presley
CODE 3 Insurance Service • P.O. Box 296 • Pikeville, NC 27863

(828) 606-7335 • (800) 443-1186
dpresley@skylandfire.com • www.vfis.com

Physical Clues 
■  Any signs of dissemination 

techniques?
■  What is going on with the 

weather or indoor environ-
ment?

■  Are there any physical 
clues?

Biological clues
■  Are there any dead animals 

or ones that display SLUD-
GEM/DUMBBELLS type 
symptoms?

■  Are there any human vic-
tims displaying SLUDGEM/
DUMBBELLS symptoms?

Location devices
■  Using PID, FID, M9 are there 

any areas of higher concen-
trations?

Classifi cation devices
■  What are the color 

change technolo-
gies telling you?

■  What is your 
CWA detection 
technology(s) tell-
ing you?

Identifi cation devices
■  Verify the above 

clues with an identi-
fi cation technology 

In the future repre-
sented by the old TV 
show Star Trek, one 
of the characters, Mr. 
Spock, used a “tricorder” 
to analyze unknown en-
vironments. But even in 
this future the tricorder 
was given to the smartest guy 
on the spaceship. In present 
day CWA response we must be 
smart in coming to decisions 
using not only the high-tech 
detection technologies that we 
are provided with, but also the 

clues that we can see with our 
own eyes. 

Christopher Wrenn is the Sr. Di-
rector of Sales and Marketing 
for Environics. He has written 
numerous articles, papers and 
book chapters on gas detection 
in HazMat and industrial safety 
applications.

Continued from page 63

Putting it all together

Eastern Environmental Management, LLC
866-443-2225 • 252-443-2224
www.eastern-environmental.com

Whatever It Takes. We Will Respond.Whatever It Takes. We Will Respond.
• 24 Hour Emergency Response Services• 24 Hour Emergency Response Services
• Hazardous/Non-Hazardous Waste• Hazardous/Non-Hazardous Waste
   Transportation and Disposal   Transportation and Disposal
• Chemical Spill Cleanup• Chemical Spill Cleanup

EEM responds to a number of Emergency Responses 
each week. Every response possesses its own set of 
risks. EEM personnel are fully trained and are highly 
experienced in handling releases and spills of vary-
ing magnitudes.

EEM Emergency Response Services are available
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

can pay the taxes on the con-
version from non-retirement 
assets. Using cash outside the 
IRA adds more leverage to the 
conversion, although you can 
still benefi t from a Roth con-
version by using IRA assets to 
pay the taxes.

The internet offers several 
Roth conversion calculators 
and other tools to assist inves-
tors in determining whether 
converting retirement assets 
to a Roth IRA makes sense. Be 
advised that these internet cal-
culators may not be as accurate 
as those available to fi nancial 
advisers. The calculators found 
in planning software devel-

oped specifi cally for fi nan-
cial advisers tend to be more 
sophisticated because they 
allow the adviser to make ad-
justments to individuals’ tax 
rates and withdrawal rates in 
addition to assumed infl ation 
rates. The basic calculator gen-
erally does not allow for these 
adjustments and may provide 
a very different answer from a 
calculation prepared by a pro-
fessional fi nancial adviser.

 If you want to learn more 
about Roth IRAs and the Roth 
conversion changes for 2010, 
go to www.rothretirement.
com. In addition, be sure to 
consult with your tax or fi -
nancial advisor to determine 
if a Roth conversion is for 
you.

Continued from page 69

Roth IRA
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• Oceanfront Suites
• 1 & 2 Bedroom 
  Condos
• Lazy River
• 3 Outdoors Pools
• 2 Indoor Kid’s Play 
  Pools
• Exercise Room

Please enjoy 25% 
off your vacation. 

Requires a three night
minimum and can be used 

anytime through 2010.

Mention code FIR
for the discount.

2411 S. Ocean Blvd. • Myrtle Beach, SC
800-448-4439 • www.holidaysandssouth.com

HOLIDAY SANDS SOUTH • HOLIDAY SANDS AT SOUTH BEACH

 We welcome all Fire and Rescue Professionals

We welcome all Fire and Rescue Professionals

If you like crowds...
          don’t call us!

Land’s End Ocean Resort is a gated property with 1 ½ miles 
of quiet and isolated beach. Enjoy a secluded family resort 
featuring 1-4 bedroom oceanfront, oceanview or oceanwalk 

condominiums. Weekly summer rates start at $585.

Ask about our special discounts for
 re, rescue and EMS personnel.

800-845-1032  • www.atlanticresortgroup.com

. ,

6000 N. Ocean Blvd
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577

800-574-7970
www.island-vista.info

• One to four bedroom 
  oceanfront suites with
  fully equipped kitchens
• Cypress Dining Room 
  and Outdoor Tiki Bar
• Indoor and outdoor water 
  activities
• Fitness center 
• Group sales, catering 
  and golf department
• High speed wireless 
  internet
• Kids activity club
• Minutes away from The 
  Myrtle Beach Convention 
  Center as well as other 
  attractions

Where personalized pampering
meets island-style relaxation

The Dayton House Resort off ers an uncrowded, family-friendly atmosphere 
just 3 blocks from the Myrtle Beach Convention Center. Amenities include 
complimentary WiFi in all guest rooms, 24 hour coff ee and internet service, 

indoor & outdoor pools, sauna, Jacuzzis, lazy river, fi tness center, 
laundry facility, complimentary guest parking and Uncle 

John’s Restaurant open daily for breakfast
and lunch.

For reservations call 800-258-7963 or 
book online at www.daytonhouse.com.

Dayton
House
R     E     S     O     R      T

We invite you to be our guest...We invite you to be our guest...

...during the 2010 Fire-Rescue Conference......during the 2010 Fire-Rescue Conference...

...with a special $89 rate
for conference attendees!*

*Please mention SC Fire Rescue Conference to receive the special $89 rate. Limited availability.

The Scott World Firefi ghter 
Combat Challenge will be held 
in Myrtle Beach this year, bring-
ing in approximately 5000 peo-
ple to Broadway at the Beach 
on Nov. 8-12th.

Both Myrtle Beach and 
Horry County Fire departments 
have spearheaded the effort to 
bring the Challenge to Myrtle 
Beach. Details are being fi nal-
ized to make this year’s Chal-
lenge as exciting  and memo-
rable as possible in the hopes 
that the event will return here 
in 2011.

Much like the South Carolina 
state challenge, this event will 
bring in fi refi ghters from all 
across the United States, along 
with numerous international 
countries such as New Zealand, 
Canada, Chile, Germany, Argen-
tina and South Africa. 

The rules for this event re-
main the same. A fi refi ghter 
will carry a 45 pound hose 
pack up a four story tower, 
hoist a 45 pound hose roll up 
to the fourth fl oor, run down 
the tower, hit a Keiser machine 
that weighs 165 pounds — 
simulating forcible entry — run 
through 75 feet of obstacles to 
pick up a charged hand line, 
drag the charged hose back the 
75 feet, and fi nish it off by drag-
ging a 175 pound mannequin 
100 feet to the fi nish line.

Some of the top teams in 
the world complete all this in 
1:15 seconds, which is why the 
Firefi ghter Combat Challenge is 
deemed the “toughest two min-
utes in sports.”

The history of the Firefi ght-
er Combat Challenge stems 
from Dr. Paul Davis and his col-
leagues. They were originally 
approached to devise a test 
that would measure a fi refi ght-
er’s fi tness level as it relates to 
their job requirements. The test 
quickly turned into the Fire-
fi ghter Combat Challenge due 

to the competitive nature of 
fi refi ghters.

Over 200 teams are expected 
to compete this year. All teams 
must qualify at a regional event 
to make it to the world event. 

Check the website at www.fi re-
fi ghter-challenge.com to fi nd a chal-
lenge near you.

The previous fi ve World 
Firefi ghter Combat Challenges 
have been held in Las Vegas. 
We have worked hard to bring 
the event to Myrtle Beach and 
hope the family atmosphere of 

Myrtle Beach will be a catalyst 
for this event to return. Please 
take the time over the next 
couple of months to check the 
website for information and we 
hope that everyone will come 
out and support the local teams 
participating.

We would like to extend a 
special thanks to our primary 
sponsors. The City of Myrtle 
Beach, Horry County, Burroughs 
and Chapin Co, www.myrtle-
beachhotels.com, and www.
blackhelmetapparel.com.

The Scott World Firefighter
Combat Challenge

CONFERENCE DESTINATION — MYRTLE BEACH
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Sandy Beach Oceanfront Resort
201 South Ocean Blvd. • Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
800.844.6534 • www.beachtrips.com

*Must complete travel by 9/30/2010

The all new Sandy Beach Resort has
all the amenities to provide a luxurious 
oceanfront vacation.
• Indoor & Outdoor Resort Pools
• Lazy River
• Children’s Interactive Pool Area
• Master Baths Feature a 2-Person
    Spa Tub

We welcome South Carolina’s Fire and Rescue Personnel
4 Night Beach 
Special 10% o  .
Enjoy 10% o   
all room types 
this summer 
when you book 
4 nights or 
more.*

We are dedicated to providing 
our guests the highest quality 
rooms in Myrtle Beach at the 
most reasonable rates.

TWILIGHT SURF MOTEL
Clean, Comfortable, Affordable Oceanfront Rooms

1703 South Ocean Blvd.  Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
800-368-6910  www.twilightsurfmotel.com

The 2010 South Carolina 
Fire-Rescue Conference will be 

held in Myrtle Beach, SC, June 
7-12, 2010. The goal is to pro-

vide a training and education 
conference that is entertaining 
and professionally stimulating.  

Pre-conference seminars and 
classroom sessions are taught 
by nationally recognized ex-
perts, and premier South Caroli-
na fi re service instructors, who 
have proven leadership skills 
developed under fi re.

H.O.T. classes/workshops
•  Advanced Automobile Ex-

trication
•  Fire Ground Command 

Simulation
•  Techniques of Searching 

Fire Buildings
•  The Art of Not Breathing 

Smoke
•  The Four R’s of Account-

ability and Fire Ground De-
cision Making

•  Firefi ghting Technicians — 
Truck Company Style

•  Chief Offi cers Academy
•  This House Rocks
•  Rapid Intervention Crew 

Awareness and Mayday 
Communications

Professional Development 
Seminars

•  Vent Enter Search
•  Are You A Survivor?
•  Elevators
•  Leading with Attitude
•  Communications Interop-

erability and 800 MHz Ra-
dio User Class

•  Operational Command and 
Control

•  Can I Build it for Less? 
Construction Cost Expecta-
tions for 2010/2011

•  Leading the Volunteers
•  Man, that was close!
•  Rethinking RIT
•  Firefi ghter Physicals
•  Spray It Forward

•  Personal Financial Planning 
for Firefi ghters 

•  Charleston Peer Support
•  Standards for SC Firefi ght-

ers and Chief Offi cers — 
How We Can Get There

•  Firefi ghter Daily Financial 
Management

•  Simplifying People — Sell-
ing your Department to 
Those that Matter

•  ISO Grading Schedule
•  Residential Sprinklers
•  Fire Driver — Emergency 

Driver Best Practices
•  Volunteer Leadership in 

Tough Times
Classes are subject to change. 

Visit www.scfi refi ghters.org for 
updates and to register.

Golf Tournament
The 9th Annual SC Fire-Res-

cue Golf Tournament will be 
held on June 7 at the Wild Wing 
Plantation. Support the S.C. 
Fallen Firefi ghter’s Memorial by 
signing up as a Gold Member at 
$500, a Silver Member at $300 
or a Bronze Member at $100.

Call Zorrina Harmon at 803-454-
1802 or e-mail zorrina@scfi refi ght-
ers.org for more information.

2010 SC Fire-Rescue Conference June 7-12
CONFERENCE DESTINATION — MYRTLE BEACH

See ACTIVITIES page 74



MARK YOUR CALENDARS!

South CarolinaSouth Carolina
FIRE-RESCUEFIRE-RESCUE

ConferenceConference

Back to the Basics
“Training to Save OUR Lives.”

JUNE 7-12, 2010
Myrtle Beach Convention CenterMyrtle Beach Convention Center

Myrtle Beach, SCMyrtle Beach, SC

www.scfi refi ghters.orgwww.scfi refi ghters.org
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Oceanfront rooms 
starting at $103/night

Located Directly on the Beach

Pool with Kiddie Area

Fun, Aff ordable Family Vacation

Pet Friendly

2601 S. Ocean Blvd. • Myrtle Beach, SC • 800-262-2908 • www.vancouvermotelmb.com

Poolside rooms starting at $70/night

Enjoy Your Stay at the Vancouver Motel

The Cherry Tree Inn
5400 N. Ocean Blvd. • Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
800-845-2036  www.cherrytree-mb.com

We appreciate our  re  ghters and rescue workers! 
Call us today for special discounts.

Family Operated • Small Motel
Ocean Front Property • All Side-View 
Great Rates • Quiet Location

If you are looking to relax and
                           unwind... not wind up

Discover the Best
Kept Secret in Town

1604 N. Ocean Blvd.
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577

800-843-2946
www.roxannetowers.com

All Oceanfront Suites
Friendly Family Atmosphere
Come see why we’re one of 
the top 10 accommodations 
for the Grand Strand area.

CONFERENCE DESTINATION — MYRTLE BEACH

Firefi ghter Celebration
The fi refi ghter celebration 

will be held Friday, June 11 
from 6 to 10 p.m.

Fire Service Explorer Post 
Competition

This competition will be 
held Friday, June 11 at 2 p.m. 
Event one is Donning Turn Out 
Gear. Event two is Hose Deploy-
ment.

Contact Chuck Black at 843-439-
0266 for more information. Must 
register by June 1, 2010.

1st Annual Driver’s
Challenge

The driver challenge will be 
held Friday, June 11 at 9 a.m. to 
noon at the Myrtle Beach Con-
vention Center. This event will 
provide participating driver/op-
erators the opportunity to test 

their skills and talents behind 
the wheel of a specifi ed fi re 
apparatus. Participants will ma-
neuver the rig through a pre-
developed course for time and 
points. First through fourth 
place trophies will be awarded. 
Participants must sign up on a 
fi rst come, fi rst serve basis 15 
days prior to the conference.

For information and rules con-
tact Carter Jones at 803-485-2685.

Junior Firefi ghter Camp
Junior Firefi ghter camp is 

a fun-fi lled experience that 
focuses on important aspects 
of fi re prevention and teach-
es children fi re and life safety 
skills to better prepare them 
for emergency situations. The 
camp will be held at the con-
vention center June 11-12 from 
9 a.m. to noon. It is for ages 
fi ve to eight.

The camp will be taught by 
the SC State Fire Marshal’s of-
fi ce and EdVenture Fire and 
Life Safety staff, and is free to 
conference attendees.

Registration forms are available 
at www.scfi refi ghters.org. There is 
limited space, so register early.

Wednesday Night
Devotional

Plan on attending a non-de-
nominational devotional to be 
held Wed., June 9 at the con-
vention center. Guest speaker 
will be Mike Nunn.

Movie Night
Bring your family to the con-

vention center on June 9 for 
movie night. The fun begins at 
5:30 p.m. to watch “The Blind 
Side” and “The Princess Frog.” 
Popcorn and drinks for all in 
attendance.

Continued from page 72

Activities for all ages

Whether you’re on vaca-
tion with friends or looking for 
things the whole family can 
enjoy, your vacation at Myr-
tle Beach is guaranteed to be 
the best you’ve ever had. The 
Myrtle Beach area, also known 
as the Grand Strand, features 

something for everyone. Sixty 
miles of pristine uninterrupted 
beach, water parks dripping in 
fun, shopping excursions, toe-
tapping live theatre shows, over 
1,600 restaurants and more 
than 100 championship golf 
courses, it’s no wonder that the 

Myrtle Beach area one of the 
leading vacation destinations in 
the country!

Myrtle Beach’s most popu-
lar attraction is, of course, the 
beach. Besides working on an 
even tan, beachgoers can swim, 
surf, parasail, fi sh, jet-ski or kite-
board. Sea shell collecting is 
at its prime in the clean, fi ne, 
white sand, while sand castle 
building is a must. The fi shing is 
plentiful, either right in the surf 
or from the eight fi shing piers 
along the Myrtle Beach area 
coastline. 

Attractions
The Myrtle Beach area’s 

newest development, the new 
downtown Boardwalk is part 

of new efforts the city is tak-
ing to improve the downtown 
area of Myrtle Beach. The mile-
long oceanfront Boardwalk and 
Promenade is in the area be-
tween the 14th Avenue North 
Pier and the Second Avenue 
North Pier, and extends all the 
way to First Avenue. Construc-
tion was completed in phases, 
with the fi nal Boardwalk com-
prised of three sections:  North 
Dune Walk, Central Boardwalk 
and South Promenade. Sev-
eral free events are planned 
throughout the summer of 
2010 on or near the boardwalk 
location. 

Come see what lives beneath 
the waves at Ripley’s Aquari-
um, located at Broadway at the 

Beach. As one of Myrtle Beach’s 
most visited attractions, Ripley’s 
boasts a 330-foot glidepath that 
takes you on a journey through 
the Dangerous Reef, where 
you are only a few close feet 
from several types of sharks 
and Moray Eels. The glidepath 
drops you off at Ray Bay, a rip-
pling display of these graceful 
creatures and Friendship Flats, 
a shallow pool where you can 
pet the peaceful rays. Ride the 
fi ne line between fantasy and 
reality at MagiQuest as you let 
your personalized magic wand 
do all the work. With a fl ick of 
the wrist you can battle omi-
nous ogres and evil goblin kings 
– don’t forget the dragon! 

Fun things to do at Myrtle Beach

See GOLF page 76
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Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

www.springmaidbeach.com
1-888-853-7664

Escape To 
Springmaid Beach.

•  Friendly, wholesome and peaceful environment

•  Adjacent to Myrtle Beach State Park and Burroughs & Chapin Art Museum 

•  Close to Brookgreen Garden’s, Hobcaw Barony Wildlife Refuge,   
 Ripley’s Aquarium and historical plantations

•  6 pools, 2 lazy rivers

• 1,068’ Springmaid fishing pier

•  18-hole mini-golf 

•  Nearly 500 oceanfront rooms at affordable rates
•  Largest oceanfront Conference Center (35,000 sq.ft.)
•  Onsite restaurants and banquet capabilities
•  Three 7,800 sq.ft. oceanfront ballrooms
•  Free wireless internet
•  Spacious green areas ideal for oceanside receptions
•  Staff who will arrange group discounted tickets to nearby  
 historical, cultural and natural attractions

Perfect for Groups 

Ask about our Service Professional Discount.
Mention code:  FIRE for special discounted rates.

2805 S. Ocean Blvd. Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 ÿ 843-448-7010 

Great Rates  - Great Location

ÿ Great Prices
ÿ Indoor and
   Outdoor Pools
ÿ Hot Tub
ÿ Kitchen Sea Horn Motel

Oceanfront 

Sea Horn Motel welcomes Fire, Rescue
and EMS Personnel and their families.

CONFERENCE DESTINATION — MYRTLE BEACH

Looking for some cool re-
freshment? Cruise over to Myr-
tle Waves Water Park. Known at 
South Carolina’s largest water 
park, Myrtle Waves hosts rides 
for all ages. Whether you ride 
the tide in the Ocean in Motion 
Wave Pool or leisurely lounge 
in the LayZee River, you’ll beat 
the heat and have a wet and 
wild time!

If something a little more 
high-speed is what you crave, 
get behind the wheel and take 
off at NASCAR SpeedPark. From 
beginner and family tracks to 
slippery tracks for racing ex-
perts, you’re sure satisfy the 
need for speed. 

Theatres
Watch dazzling equestrians 

ride their way to victory in a 
face off between north and 
south at Dolly Parton’s Dixie 
Stampede Dinner and Show, 
or cheer on jousting knights at 
Medieval Times Dinner & Tour-
nament. At the Palace Theatre, 
Le Grande Cirque is a must see! 
The daring acrobats in color-
ful costumes will leave every-
one awe-struck. Myrtle Beach’s 
Alabama Theatre, Legends in 
Concert and Carolina Opry of-
fer fabulous, award-winning live 
shows. The House of Blues fea-
tures talented musical artists in 
jazz, the blues, gospel and rock 
every night of the week, as well 
as the Murder Mystery Dinner 
Theatre. Comedy is king as you 
head over to Uptown, the home 
of Carolina Improv Company or 
the Comedy Cabana. 

Golf
Known as the “seaside golf 

capital of the world,” the Myrtle 
Beach area hosts award-win-
ning golf courses 
for all skill levels. 
With more than 
100 scenic cours-
es to choose from, 
you’ll never have 
to play the same 
course twice! 
Endless golf pack-
ages are also avail-
able to meet your 
budget. Refi ne 
your putting skills 
at one of more 
than 50 miniature golf courses. 
From mermaids and pirates to 
dinosaurs and elephants, your 
choice of mini-golfi ng buddies 
is never-ending!

Shopping
Shoppers will feel right at 

home in the Myrtle Beach area 
with the latest fashion at their 
fi ngertips. Stop by three tradi-
tional locations, Coastal Grande 
Mall, the Myrtle Beach Mall or 
Inlet Square Mall for shopping 
in any weather. To take in some 
sun, stroll through either of 

the two Tanger Outlet Centers, 
Barefoot Landing or Broadway 
at the Beach. Catch a bite to eat 
and enjoy roaming entertainers 
at Barefoot Landing in the eve-

nings or create a snuggly com-
panion at the Build-a-Bear Work-
shop at Broadway at the Beach.  
The Market Common offers a 
unique lifestyle experience for 
all visitors. Enjoy sophisticated 
dining, stylish shopping and 
glamorous events in this new 
urban village community.

Entertainment
After hitting the links or 

spending a lazy day in the surf, 
set your inner night owl free 
among the Myrtle Beach area’s 
ample nightlife. Learn the of-
fi cial dance of South Carolina, 

the Carolina Shag at either Fat 
Harold’s Beach Club or Duck’s 
in North Myrtle Beach. Celeb-
rity Square at Broadway at the 
Beach is the hub of the night 

scene, with its New 
Orleans-inspired 
layout and several 
bars and clubs to 
dance the night 
away in. Beach 
bums can let loose 
at Malibu’s Surf 
Bar, swaying to the 
beat of hot hits and 
old school jams, or 
step to it oldies-
style at Froggy Bot-

tomz. Club Boca showcases a 
spectacular variety of Dance, 
House, Techno and Hip-Hop 
with a little Latin fl air added 
and Broadway Louie’s is fun for 
everyone with a sports bar, ar-
cade, karaoke and a 25-foot HD 
Jumbo Screen TV!

Dining
On the Grand Strand, as 

the Myrtle Beach area is of-
ten called, we’ve got what 
your taste buds crave with 
over 1600 full-service restau-
rants.  Whether you’ve got an 
urge for fresh seafood, juicy 
steaks, Southern favorites like 
fried chicken or grits, Mexican, 
Thai or Tapas, your choices for 
dining are limitless! If you’re 
a movie buff, stop by Planet 
Hollywood and check out the 
behind the scenes side of fi lm 
while you eat. Music-lovers 
will delight in the Hard Rock 
Café and its pyramid-like struc-
ture. In the Myrtle Beach area, 
there’s a restaurant to suit ev-
ery taste and budget!

Continued from page 74

Golf, shop and be entertained while at Myrtle Beach
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Oceanfront King Suite
Oceanfront Double Queen Room

“Family Suite” 
Oceanfront 
2-Bedroom / 
1-Bath Suite features
separate kid’s room
with bunk beds 
and full kitchen.

Also 2-Bedroom / 
2-Bath available.

In addition to those shown here, our beautiful accommodations include Oceanfront King Rooms and Sideview Rooms.

1801 South Ocean Boulevard / Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 29577 / Toll-free 1.877.946.6400 or 843.946.6400

Visit our live interactive beach cam !  www.HamptonInnOceanfront.com

• Top-rated Myrtle Beach hotel by TripAdvisor.com • “Best in Hospitality” by Myrtle Beach Area Hospitality
Association • Spacious accommodations include 2-BR family suites with full kitchen and separate kids’ bedroom
with bunk beds • 6 oceanfront pools • Sanctuary Spa • 240-foot lazy river • Precor fitness facility

• Radical Ropes high ropes course with extreme zip lines •Golf • LG flat-screen TVs in all rooms and
suites • 90-seat conference & meeting facility • Free wireless Internet throughout •Over 300 feet of
direct ocean frontage (twice as much as before!)

New!New!

New!New!

New!New!New!

THE 100% VALUE-PACKED VACATION
ON MYRTLE BEACH’S OCEANFRONT.

WELCOME, FIREFIGHTERS!
* SPECIAL FIRE-RESCUE CONFERENCE RATE $149 PER NIGHT

(OCEANFRONT KING OR DOUBLE QUEEN STANDARD ROOM)

�
* 20% DISCOUNT THROUGH 2010

From our breathtaking oceanfront location and superb amenities, to the most comfortable 
and inviting guest rooms and suites, there’s something here for everyone to love. 

And we’re the only area resort with a 100% satisfaction guarantee!
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Alleghany County EMS
2010 Dodge 4x4 McCoy Miller Medic 163 Ambulance 4500.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

Ellerbe Rescue Squad, Inc.
2010 Ford F450 4x2 Rescue Truck Remount.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

Powhatan Volunteer Rescue Squad
2010 Chevy McCoy Miller G4500 Medic 163 Ambulance.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

NEW DELIVERIES

Bethesda Volunteer Fire Company
2010 Chevy G4500 Ambulance Remount.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

Giles Lifesaving & Rescue Squad
2009 Ford 4x4 F450 McCoy Miller Medic 146SE Ambulance.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

Randolph County EMS
2010 Chevy G4500 McCoy Miller 163 Type III.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

Durham County EMS
2010 Chevy McCoy Miller Medic G4500, 163 Ambulance.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

Gordon Hospital EMS
2010 Chevy G4500 Type III Ambulance Remount.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

Rockingham County EMS
2010 Chevy G4500 Anbulance Remount - McCoy Miller
Module.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

Western Albemarle Rescue Squad
2009 Chevy 3500 Type III Ambulance Remount.
Delivered by Southeastern Specialty Vehicles

Aurora Rescue Squad
2009 Braun Chief XL Ambulance w/Chevrolet C-4500 chassis, 
Duramax 6.6 L engine, SolidBody™ construction, MasterTech III 
multi-plex electrical system, EZ Glide™ sliding door.
Delivered by First Class Fire Apparatus

Blowing Rock Fire Department
2008 (chassis) Braun Express I Ambulance w/SterlingBullet 4x4 
chassis, Cummins ISB 6.7L 350 hp engine, all-wheel drive, Solid 
Body™ construction, MasterTech III electrical system.
Delivered by First Class Fire Apparatus

CONNECT
with Carolina Fire’s NEW website ! Check out the NEW www.carolinafi rejournal.com

Our new, full featured website brings you the best in...

Training and Instruction    Your New Truck Deliveries    New Products and Services

Sell and Shop for Equipment    Social Networking Area    Training Videos

Publish Your Photos and Incident Calls
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Beaver Lane VF and Rescue Department
2010 Patriot US Tanker Elliptical w/International chassis, Cummins 
ISM 400 410 HP engine, 500 GPM Darley pump, 3000 gal. poly 
tank, internal hard suction hose storage, side/rear drops.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co., Inc.

McLeansville Fire Department, Inc.
2009 Patriot US Tanker Elliptical w/Peterbilt chassis, Paccar PX8 
engine, 750 GPM Darley pump, 2000 gal. poly tank, internal suc-
tion hose storage, enclosed drop tank.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co., Inc.

Oxford Fire Protection
2010 Rosenbauer Side Mount Pumper w/Spartan chassis, Cum-
mins ISL 400 hp engine, 1500 GPM Hale QMax pump, 1000 gal. 
poly tank, electric overhead ladder rack.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co., Inc.

Caldwell Fire Department
2010 Patriot US Tanker Elliptical w/International chassis, Interna-
tional MaxxForce 330 hp engine,1000 GPM Hale pump, 2000 gal. 
poly tank, internal hard suction storage.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co., Inc.

Morven Volunteer Fire Department
2010 Patriot US Tanker Elliptical w/Peterbilt chassis, Cummins SIM 
400, 410 hp engine, 1500 GPM Hale QMax pump, 3000 gal. poly 
tank, enclosed booster reel on rear tailboard.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co., Inc.

Hubert Volunteer Fire Department
2009 HME Ahrens Fox Top Mount Custom Pumper Tanker w/HME 
Ahrens Fox chassis, Cummins ISC 360 engine, 1250 GPM Hale Q-
Max pump, 1300 gal. poly tank, 10’ Newton dump.
Delivered by First Class Fire Apparatus

Centerville Fire & Rescue Association, Inc.
2010 Patriot US Tanker Elliptical w/International chassis, Interna-
tional MaxxForce 330 HP engine, 1000 GPM Hale pump, 2000 gal. 
poly tank, drop tank rack, ladder/suction storage.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co., Inc.

Murphy Fire Department
2010 Patriot US Tanker Elliptical Tanker w/International chassis, 
International MaxxForce 330 hp engine, 500 GPM Hale pump, 
2000 gal. poly tank, enclosed drop tank rack.
Delivered by C.W. Williams & Co., Inc.

Claremont Fire Department
2009 Anchor-Richey EVS Gas Powered Skid Unit, 245 GPM Hale 
HPXB-200 pump, 300 gal. poly tank, custom built preconnect hose 
trays, polished aluminum Hannay Reel.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

Eli Whitney Fire & Rescue Inc.
2009 Anchor-Richey EVS F-550 12’ Rescue Vehicle w/Skid Unit, 6.4 
powerstroke diesel engine, 300 GPM Waterous pump, 300 gal. poly 
tank, 12 volt extendable scene lights with ATP covers.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

Level Cross VFD
2010 Multi-Purpose 3-D Response Vehicle Remount w/Ford chas-
sis, 6.8 V-10 gasoline engine, transverse compartment, pull out 
tool trays, 12 volt extendable scene lights.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS

Shingle Hollow VFD
2010 Anchor-Richey EVS F-550 Flatbed Brush Truck w/Transverse 
Compartment, Forde chassis, 6.4 powerstroke diesel engine, 300 
GPM Darley pump, 300 gal. poly tank.
Delivered by Anchor-Richey EVS
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Enka-Candler Fire Rescue Inc.
2009 International 4400 2 DR Elliptical Tanker w/International 
chassis, MaxxForce 9 330 hp engine, 500 GPM Hale AP50 pump, 
2000 gal poly tank, portable tank storage.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

Lawsonville Volunteer Fire Department
2010 KME Commercial Pumper-Tanker w/International chassis, 
International MaxxForce 10, 350 hp engine, 1250 GPM Hale Single 
Stage pump, 2000 gal fi berglass tank.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

Old Fort Fire Department
2010 International 7600 2 DR Commercial Pumper w/International 
chassis, Cummins ISM 400 engine, 1500 GPM Hale QMax pump, 
1000 gal. poly tank, Waterous Advantus 6 foam system.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

Enka-Candler Fire Rescue Inc.
2009 International 4400 2 DR Elliptical Tanker w/MaxxForce 9 
330 hp engine, 500 GPM Hale AP50 pump, 2000 gal poly tank, 
Kussmaul “Super” auto eject, electric rewind booster reel.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

Lovelady Volunteer Fire Department
2009 Freightliner Commercial Rescue w/Freightliner chassis, Win-
do 25,000 PTO driven generator, three 1,000 watt quarter lights 
mounted on left side, right side and rear of body.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

Saunook Volunteer Fire Department
2010 KME Predator X-MFD 100’ Rear Mount Aerial w/KME chassis, 
Cummins ISM 500 engine, 1500 GPM Hale QMax pump, 500 gal. 
poly tank, telescoping lights above the pump.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

Kershaw County Fire Department
2010 Kenworth T-3 2 DR Commercial Pumper w/Kenworth chassis, 
Paccar PX8 engine, 1250 GPOM Hale QFlo Plus pump, 1000 gal. 
poly tank, Honda 5000kw portable generator.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

City of Marion Fire Department
2010 Predator LFD 102’ Rear Mount Aerialcat w/KME chassis, 
Cummins ISM 500 engine, 2000 GPM Waterous pump, 300 gal. 
poly tank, 2 Fire Research 1,000 watt telescoping lights.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

Virgilina Volunteer Fire Department
2010 International KME Commercial Tanker-Pumper w/MaxxForce 
9, 330 hp engine, 1250 GPM Hale pump, 2000 gal. poly tank, low 
profi le angled pump panel.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

Town of Zebulon Fire Department
2010 International KME Commercial Tanker w/MaxxForce 9, 330 
hp engine, 750 GPM Hale pump, 2000 gal. elliptical UPF poly tank 
w/stainless steel wrap.
Delivered by Slagle’s Fire Equipment

Wade Community Fire Department
1999 AM General 2.5 Ton Chassis Brush Truck w/diesel engine, 
350 GPM pump, 1200 gal. stainless tank, remote nozzle, 16.5 ton 
winch, pump n roll, off road capabilities.

Wade Community Fire Department
2009 1st Attack F-350 Engineering Brush Truck w/Ford chassis, 
380 GPM pump, 230 gal. poly tank, front spray bar, multi-mount 
winch, remote nozzle, off road capabilities.
Delivered by 1st Attack Engineering, Inc.

WWW.SLAGLEFIRE.COM

800-446-8896800-446-8896

SPONSORED BY

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT & APPARATUSMERGENCEMERGENCCCYYYCC EQUIPMENTEQUIPME & AAPAPPPPP RARP AATUAAAA SS
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Since 1967

riadriad   ireire, Inc.Inc.
The Fire Truck People

800.672.6054800.672.6054

Sponsored by

Avon Fire Department
2010 Pierce Velocity Custom Pumper w/Cummins ISL 425 hp en-
gine, 1500 GPM Hale QMax pump, 1000 gal. UPF poly tank, Har-
rison 10kw hydraulic generator, LED warning lights.
Delivered by Triad Fire, Inc.

Central Surrey Fire Department
2010 Pierce Encore Rescue w/International chassis, IHC engine, 
25 kw PTO generator, 6000 watt light tower, various shelves, trays 
and racks.
Delivered by Triad Fire, Inc.

Jot-Um-Down Volunteer Fire Department
2010 Pierce Suburban Pumper w/International chassis, IHC en-
gine, 1250 GPM Hale QFlo pump, 1000 gal. UPF poly tank, en-
closed ladder storage, electricmain inlet valves.
Delivered by Triad Fire, Inc.

Carolina Trace Fire Department
2009 Pierce Impel Custom Pumper w/Cummins ISL 400 hp engine, 
1500 GPM Waterous pump, 1000 gal. UPF poly tank, TAK-4 IFS, 
side roll protection, front impact protection.
Delivered by Triad Fire, Inc.

Fayetteville Fire Department
2010 Pierce Contender Light Rescue w/Ford engine, Ford chas-
sis, shelves, LED warning lights, traffi ce director, custom paint by 
Pierce.
Delivered by Triad Fire, Inc.

Longview Fire Department
2010 Pierce Custom Contender Pumper w/Pierce chassis, Cum-
mins ISL 425 hp engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 1000 gal. UPF 
poly tank, Harrison 10kw generator, roll-up doors.
Delivered by Triad Fire, Inc.

Cary Fire Department
2009 Pierce Velocity Pierce Custom Pumper w/DDC Series 60 515 
hp engine, 1500 GPM Waterous pump, 500 gal. UPF poly tank, 
Insta-Chain automatic tire chains, TAK-4 IFS.
Delivered by Triad Fire, Inc.

Horneytown Fire Department
2009 Pierce Saber Custom Pumper w/Cummins ISL 425 hp engine, 
Pierce chassis, 1250 GPM Waterous pump, 750 gal. UPF poly tank, 
Akron foam system, hydraulic ladder rack.
Delivered by Triad Fire, Inc.

Rosman Fire Department
Pierce Quantum PUC Custom Pumper w/Pierce chassis, 1500 GPM 
Pierce pump, 750 gal. UPF poly tank, TAK-4 IFS, PUC pump & roll, 
side roll protection, hatch compartments.
Delivered by Triad Fire, Inc.

www.piercemfg.comwww.piercemfg.com
Since 1913

PERFORM. LIKE NO OTHER.smPERFORM LIKE NO OTHER

To all of our customers

Thank You!
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Nothing works like a Motorola Original!
Since 1973 your best source for 2-way radios and
Minitor Pagers in stock, ready to ship!

800.53.RADIO
www.radiowholesale.net

       Radios
Batteries • Accessories

 

800.53.R
www.radiowho

INSTANT TRACTION AT YOUR COMMAND

  JUST FLIP THE SWITCH TO AVOID THE DITCH

 CALL 1-800-663-0699  /  WWW.INSTA-CHAIN.COM

Bruce Chandler
4035 South Blvd. Charlotte, NC 28209

704-523-3548 • bruce@datasyst.net

BrightHeadlights.comBrightHeadlights.com
True Xenon High Intensity Driving

Xenon - HID Headlights
DOT & SAE Compliant   300% Brighter

Doesn’t Blind Other Drivers

FIRE GEAR CLEANING AND REPAIRFIRE GEAR CLEANING AND REPAIR
IS OUR OCCUPATIONIS OUR OCCUPATION

Don’t trust just anybody with a washer.Don’t trust just anybody with a washer.
Your gear deserves special attention.Your gear deserves special attention.

We meet and exceed NFPA 1851 standards.We meet and exceed NFPA 1851 standards.
Firefighter Owned & OperatedFirefighter Owned & Operated

SHAMROCKSHAMROCK
GEAR & REPAIR, LLCGEAR & REPAIR, LLC
330-313-1220330-313-1220
www.shamrockgear.orgwww.shamrockgear.org

Call about our
maintenance

programs

North Greenville Fitness & Cardiac Rehabilitation Clinic, Inc.
888-348-8911 • 864-834-9078 • fax: 864-834-7891
www.northgreenvillefi tness.com • ngvillefi tness@aol.com

North Greenville Fitness and Cardiac Rehabilitation Clinic, Inc. is a medically 
monitored fi tness and cardiac rehabilitation clinic with a staff  of qualifi ed 
professionals since 1980. Our services are provided at your location and are 
available to numerous types of industries including fi re, emergency medi-

cal services and Haz-Mat.

We off er bloodwork panels, physiological tests, many diff erent health 
and disease screenings,  vaccinations, x-rays and more.

•Group & Individual Medical
•Life & Disability Insurance
•Emergency Vehicles
•Property & Portables
•Liability

888-705-0007
Of  ces in
• Raleigh
• Wake Forest
• Chapel Hill
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OVER 25,000 SOLD IN THE US
AND CANADA SINCE 1992

We will trade for your old equipment or pay you cash!!!

Scott 2.2 and 4.5 AP50’s
2002 Model

Includes: AV2000 mask,
Pak Alert SE, HUD, RIC

and your choice of
carbon  ber cylinder.

$2,895.00 each

Scott 2.2 and 4.5
Wire Frames
1997 Model

Includes: AV2000 mask,
Pak Alert SE and your

choice of cylinder.
2.2- $775.00 each
4.5- $ 675.00 each

Scott 4.5 NXG2 SCBA
2002 Model

Includes: AV3000 mask,
Pak Alert SE, HUD, RIC,

Dual EBBS, special cylinder 
valve and your choice of

carbon  ber cylinder.
$2,695.00 each

Scott 2.2 and 4.5 AP50’s
1997 Model

Includes: AV2000 mask,
Pak Alert SE and your

choice of cylinder.
2.2- $1,175.00 each
4.5- $ 975.00 each

MSA Custom MMR 1997
High and low pressure, Ultra 
Elite mask, integrated PASS, 
your choice of aluminum
cylinder or used carbon
 ber cylinder.
$975.00 each

MSA Firehawk 2002
High and low pressure, Ultra Elite STC 
mask, extend air, ICM 2000+, HUD, 
audio alarm bell assembly with UAC, 
45 min. carbon  ber Stealth cylinder.
$2,895.00 each

MSA Ultra-Lite II BMR 
1992 Model
Low pressure, Ultra Vue 
mask, new aluminum
cylinder. Great for
HAZ-MAT and spare pack.
$395.00 each

NEW DALMATIAN CARBON
FIBER CYLINDERS
30 min. 2216 Carbon Fiber $575.00 each
30 min. 4500 Carbon Fiber $625.00 each
45 min. 4500 Carbon Fiber $725.00 each
60 min. 4500 Carbon Fiber $795.00 each
New 30/2216 Aluminum Cylinders $375.00 each
All new cylinders come with choice of valve

LARGEST SUPPLIER OF REFURBISHED 
SCBAS IN NORTH AMERICA



Ashes says:

Fixed, competitive rates 
amortized to 30 years:

1-5 years: 4.00%
6-10 years: 4.25% 
10-15 years: 4.50%

LGFCU Financial Partners helps 
departments build firehouses and rescue 
stations. We’re keeping pumpers, pick-ups 
and ladder trucks available. Ambulances, 
rescue vehicles and gear—we’re helping 
communities where they need it.

Give us a call. Let us know how we can help 
you serve your community.

800.344.4846—Ask for Bill or Bentley.

www.lgfcupartners.org

Rates quoted as of February 15, 2010; please call the 
number above for the most up-to-date rate information.

TIME TO
GET FIXED.

Swannanoa Fire & Rescue’s dog, Ashes




